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Introduction
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) explicitly formulates in its latest assessment report that human activities contribute to climate change by increasing
the amount of green house gases in the Earth’s atmosphere, mainly due to burning fossil
fuels for energy production [1]. Climate change, the growing global energy demand1 and
the desire for security of energy supply are all drivers for the renewable and CO2 neutral
energy industries. These new industries include hydroelectricity and geothermal, wind
and tidal power, and solar energy - the generation of electricity by exploiting the solar
radiation2 . Despite solar energy as naturally replenishing source of energy has at this
stage only a small contribution of 0.039% to the overall contribution of clean energy to
the world total primary energy supply3 , this share is increasing rapidly with a growth
rate of 28% per year over the last 33 years and is expected to increase most extensively
of all renewable energies by factor 60 within the next 23 years [3]. Regarding the growth
rate in terms of the contribution of installed grid-connected photovoltaic electricity, the
figures are even more impressive with a growth rate of 55% within the year 2005 (by 2.0
to 3.1 GW global)[4].
The majority of solar cells produced today are crystalline silicon based. This has several
reasons. With 20.4% silicon is the second most abundant element in the Earth’s crust
(after oxygen with 60.4%), it is non-toxic and a broad experience in processing due to
application in microelectronics can be accessed. Beside this, with crystalline silicon solar
cells, high efficiencies are achievable compared to organic and amorphous materials.
The most advantageous property of silicon for solar energy conversion is the suitable band
gap. The upper limit for the efficiency of solar cells is given by the width of the band gap
of the material, since this determines the number of photons accessible in principle. Only
the absorption of photons with energy higher than the energy of the band gap can result
in the generation of electron hole pairs and thus contribute to the solar cell efficiency. The
demand of narrow band gap material to access a maximum number of photons is offset
by the beneficial effect of a wide band gap in preventing recombination losses. These
two opposing effects lead to the existence of an optimum band gap. Allowing only ra1

After calculations of the Energy Information Administration (EIA) the energy demand assuming that
policy and laws remain unchanged over the projection period is growing by 57% to 2030 relative to the
energy demand in 2004 [2].
2
The International Energy Agency (IEA) also considers the combustible renewables and renewable
waste (CRW) to be renewable energies, but these are not CO2 neutral. The CRW include biomass
(97%), landfill gas, waste incineration and liquid biofuels [3].
3
The overall contribution of renewable energy (including CRW) to the world total primary energy
supply amounts to 13.1% [3].
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diative recombination and assuming maximum concentration of the sunlight4 , an upper
efficiency limit of 40.7% for the optimum band gap of 1.1 eV was determined by Shockley
and Queisser [5] in detailed balance calculations. The optimum tends to wider band gaps
when including non-radiative recombination and assuming lower concentrations. Therefore silicon with an indirect band gap of 1.12 eV (= 1100 nm)5 is well suited as solar cell
material.
With the classical attempts to enhance solar cell efficiency by reducing optical, recombination and ohmic losses, this conventional efficiency limit of 40.7% for a silicon solar
cell is not conquerable. One major intrinsic loss, the loss due to transmission amounting
to 20% relative for silicon, is not substantially reducible by the conventional approaches.
The related amount of photons is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the AM1.5G solar
spectrum6 [7] with the bar indicating the band gap of silicon.
An alternative approach to enhance the solar cell performance by reducing the transmission losses and overcome the conventional efficiency limit involves up-conversion. The
basic idea is shown in Figure 2a. The absorption of two or more low energy photons is
followed by the emission of at least one high energy photon. In form of an extra layer
applied to the rear of a bifacial solar cell, such a material converts the low energy photons
transmitted by the cell to photons, which are then able to generate additional electron
hole pairs when absorbed by the cell. This is schematically drawn in Figure 2b. In this
way the conventional single band gap efficiency limit can be exceeded.
This approach is included in the so called Third Generation Photovoltaics [8], which aims
to develop the second generation thin film technology over the theoretical efficiency limit
of a silicon single junction cell7 . Third Generation Photovoltaics embraces very different
ideas, mostly proposed in the last decades as multiple threshold approaches [9] (including
the impurity photovoltaic effect (IPV) [10] and multiband cells [11]), multiple electron
hole pair generation [12], hot carrier cells [13], thermal approaches [14] and photon conversion. Photon conversion in general aims to modify the incoming spectrum in a way
that it better matches the absorption properties of the solar cell. Beside up-conversion,
this includes down-conversion [15] and photoluminescence [16].
The expected improvement due to the application of an up-converter to the rear of a solar
cell is a higher number of available photons and therefore additional electron hole pairs in
the cell bulk. This would result in an increase in short circuit current, JSC , and therefore
in the efficiency of the cell. Theoretical studies based on detailed balance calculations
predict a maximum conversion limit of about 37% [17] for an ideal up-converter on the
rear side of a silicon solar cell under non-concentrated sunlight8 , where the conventional
4

The upper theoretical limit of concentration is given by the suns diameter and distance to the earth
and amounts to a factor 46 200.
5
The first direct gap is theoretically predicted to be at 3.4 eV (= 365 nm)[6].
6
AM1.5G is the solar spectrum received by the Earth under an angle of 48.2◦ (relative to normal
incidence), so that the radiation passes 1.5 times the air mass compared to normal incidence. The G
stands for global, what means that the direct radiation (AM1.5D) as well as the scattered light is included
(which has a significant influence only at shorter wavelengths). The integrated intensity is normalized to
1000 Wm−2 , which is slightly higher than the actual value of about 980 Wm−2 .
7
First generation is the silicon wafer based technology.
8
Assuming an optimum band gap of 1.95 eV the theoretical upper efficiency limit under a concentration
of 42 600 suns is calculated to be 63.17% [17] (see Section 1.3.1), which is a substantial increase in potential
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Figure 1: AM1.5G solar spectrum. The bar assigns the silicon band gap. All photons
with longer wavelengths than this do not contribute to the solar cell efficiency.
limit without up-converter is 30% for silicon [5].
The first application of an up-converter to a solar cell, in this case a bifacial gallium
arsenide solar cell, was reported by Gibart et al. [18] in 1996. The first application of an
up-converter to a bifacial silicon solar cell was performed by Shalav et al. in 2003 [19]
using sodium yttrium fluoride doped with trivalent erbium (NaYF4 :Er3+ ) as up-converter.
Further investigations revealed an external quantum efficiency of 3.4% under 6 mW laser
excitation at 1523 nm [20].
The first experimental proof of up-conversion was given by Bloembergen [21] in 1959, who
called the effect quantum counter action. Following this, up-conversion was demonstrated
in a wide variety of materials, mainly host materials doped with active ions, such as rare
earths or transition metals. Different up-conversion mechanisms have been identified [22]
and the relevant theoretical descriptions have been developed [23, 24, 25]. Up-conversion
has applications in, for example, infrared indicator cards, bio-lables [26], three-dimensional
displays [27] and up-conversion lasers [28].
For application to silicon solar cells, erbium doped materials are the most promising upconverter type, since (i) the up-conversion processes take place at an excitation wavelength
(about 1500 nm), that is beyond the absorption range of silicon and (ii) the emission of
the up-converted light occurs within the silicon absorption range, mainly at about 980 nm.
The location of the excitation and emission wavelength ranges of erbium ions is largely
independent of the host material9 . This is a result of the electronic structure of the rare
earth elements (erbium and whichever co-dopants are used), whereby the energy levels
compared to the conventional single band gap material without up-converter, for which, assuming the
same concentration, Shockley and Queisser calculated an upper efficiency limit of 40.7% [5].
9
Which is in contrast to, for example, transition metals, where the location of the energy levels of a
certain active ion depend strongly on the host material.
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Figure 2: a) Basic principle of an up-converter: two incoming, low energy photons (with
wavelength λexc ) excite an electron to the highest energy level. A single, high energy
photon (with wavelength λem ) is emitted when the electron relaxes to the ground state.
b) Application of an up-converter: since the low energy photons are transmitted by a
silicon solar cell, the up-converter can be placed on the rear side of a bifacial cell. Electrical insulation between the cell and the up-converter is necessary to prevent additional
recombination at the rear side.
responsible for the optical transitions are shielded by outer lying filled shells.
Even if the influence of the host materials is comparably small, it is not negligible and
influences the up-conversion process in two ways. Firstly, the host material determines
the fine structure of the energy levels. This affects the broadness of excitation and emission ranges (which in turn affects the possible benefit of applying the up-converter to
solar cells by defining the amount of contributing photons) and the probability of certain
energy transfer processes, which depend on the degree of overlap of the involved energy
levels. The latter directly affects the up-conversion efficiency. The second influence is
given by the vibronic properties of the host material, which determine the degree of detrimental, non-radiative relaxation and support the desired phonon assisted energy transfer
mechanisms.
From this the complexity of the dependence on the properties of the host material becomes
clear. Even though a number of studies have been performed on the materials, most of
the results are given in arbitrary units, which impedes the comparison of the different
host materials. From one of the few existing comparative measurements, performed by
Ohwaki and Wang [29], it was concluded that barium chloride is a high potential host
material due to favorable vibronic properties. The disadvantage of this material is the
relatively narrow excitation range, for example compared to sodium yttrium fluoride,
where up-converters based on this materials are proposed to be the most efficient known
today10 [30]. In addition (and not discussed by Ohwaki and Wang), barium chloride has
only a limited stability against moisture.

The aim of this thesis is the application of up-converters consisting of different erbium
doped host materials, with focus on barium chloride, to crystalline silicon solar cells and
the characterization of these up-converters especially concerning the potential of the host
materials from comparative measurements.
10
Though this was reported for sodium yttrium fluoride co-doped with trivalent ytterbium and erbium
under excitation at 980 nm.
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The first Chapter gives an overview of the general requirements that up-converters must
fulfill to be suitable for an application to silicon solar cells. On this basis, different kinds
of up-converters and their properties concerning their suitability for an application to
silicon solar cells are discussed. The theoretical upper efficiency limits resulting from
the application of an up-converter are compared with conventional limits assuming ideal
properties of the up-converter. This is followed by calculations including more realistic
assumptions concerning the up-converter properties and includes the adjustment of the
solar cell design on the optical properties to the up-converter.
In Chapter 2, the theoretical description of up-conversion mechanisms and the consequences for the interpretation of experimental results are given.
Chapter 3 addresses the processing details and cell results of the bifacial solar cells developed within this thesis and used for the application of the up-converter.
In Chapter 4, the application of up-converters consisting of erbium doped barium chloride
(BaCl2 :Er3+ ) to silicon solar cells and a resulting spectral response beyond the absorption
range of silicon is demonstrated. Within this chapter, the preparation details and characterization of these kind of up-converters are given. This includes the characterization of
the combined solar cell - up-converter system by infrared spectral response measurements,
as well as the characterization of the up-converter itself by photoluminescence under excitation in the infrared (∼ 1500 nm), absorption measurements and investigations of the
crystal structure.
In Chapter 5, results of similar investigations as in Chapter 4 are given for three different erbium doped materials, sodium yttrium fluoride (NaYF4 :Er3+ ), yttrium oxide
(Y2 O3 :Er3+ ) and a commercial up-converter (IRUCG). The results of these up-converters
are compared to the results obtained for BaCl2 :Er3+ .
A conclusion is given in Chapter 6.
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Einleitung
In seinem letzten Report stellt der Weltklimarat (IPCC)11 explizit einen menschlichen
Einfluß auf den Klimawandel fest. Im Wesentlichen besteht dieser aus der Erhöhung
der Treibhausgaskonzentration in der Erdatmosphäre, hauptsächlich hervorgerufen durch
Verbrennung fossiler Energieträger [1]. Dadurch und durch einen sich ständig erhöhenden
globalen Energiebedarf12 bei gleichzeitiger Forderung nach Stabilität der Energieversorgung, wächst die Bedeutung erneuerbarer und CO2 -neutraler Energiequellen. Neben Geothermie, Wasser-, Wind- und Gezeitenkraft, ist auch die Nutzung der Sonnenenergie Teil
der Strategie auf dem Weg zur Reduktion der CO2 -Emission und zur Garantie stabiler
Energieversorgung13 . Auch wenn zu diesem Zeitpunkt Sonnenenergie als unerschöpfliche
Energiequelle einen kleinen Beitrag von 0,039% an der weltweiten Primärenergieerzeugung14 hat, wächst dieser Anteil jedoch beträchtlich mit einer jährlichen Rate von 28%
über die letzten 33 Jahre und wird vorraussichtlich, alle anderen Zweige erneuerbarer Energien übertreffend, in den nächsten 23 Jahren um den Faktor 60 steigen [3]. Die Zahlen
sind noch beeindruckender, wenn man die globale Wachstumsrate des Energiebetrages
betrachtet, der durch installierte verschaltete photovoltaische Elemente erzeugt wird: innerhalb des Jahres 2005 ist dieser Betrag um 55% gewachsen (von weltweit 2,0 auf 3,1
GW) [4].
Der Hauptanteil der heutzutage produzierten Solarzellen basiert auf kristallinem Silizium
als Rohmaterial. Das hat mehrere Gründe. Silizium ist mit 20,4% das zweithäufigste
Element der Erdkruste (nach Sauerstoff mit 60,4%). Silizium ist ungiftig and in der
Verarbeitung kann auf ein breites Wissen bezüglich der Prozessierung aus der Mikroelektronik zurückgegriffen werden. Ausserdem sind die mit Siliziumsolarzellen erreichbaren
Wirkungsgrade hoch, besonders im Vergleich zu organischen oder amorphen Solarzellen.
Doch die zentrale Eigenschaft, die Silizium so interessant macht, ist die passende Bandlücke. Der maximal erreichbare Wirkungsgrad einer Solarzelle ist im wesentlichen durch
die Bandlücke bestimmt, da diese die Zahl der nutzbaren Photonen festlegt. Nur Photonen
11

Zwischenstaatliche Sachverständigengruppe über Klimaänderungen, englisch Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change.
12
Nach Berechnungen der US-amerikanischen Energy Information Administration (EIA) wächst der
Energiebedarf unter Annahme unveränderter Politik und Gesetze um 57% bis zum Jahr 2030 im Vergleich
zum Jahr 2004 [2].
13
Ein weiterer wesentlicher Teil der erneuerbaren Energien ist die Verbrennung von Biomasse,
städtischem Müll und Industriemüll. Die CO2 -Belastung ist bei diesen Energiequellen jedoch nicht reduziert. Die International Energy Agency (IEA) bezeichnet diese Gruppe der erneuerbaren Energien als
“combustible renewables and renewable waste”, kurz CRW.
14
Der Gesamtbeitrag erneuerbarer Energien zur weltweiten Gesamtprimärenergieerzeugung beträgt
13,1%, einschließlich CRW [3].
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mit größerer Energie als die der Bandlücke können in einer Solarzelle Elektron-Loch-Paare
erzeugen und damit einen Beitrag zum Wirkungsgrad leisten. Hierbei stehen sich die
gegensätzlichen Forderungen nach einer möglichst schmalen Bandlücke zur Maximierung
der Zahl nutzbarer Photonen und nach einer großen Bandlücke zur Minimierung von
Rekombinationsverlusten gegenüber. Aus diesen konträren Forderungen folgt die Existenz
einer optimalen Bandlücke. Shockley und Queisser berechneten im Rahmen des Modells
mikroskopischer Reversibilität (“detailed balance”) den maximal erreichbaren Wirkungsgrad einer Solarzelle zu 40,7% mit einer optimalen Bandlücke von 1,1 eV (unter Annahme
ausschließlich strahlender Rekombination und maximal fokussierten Sonnenlichts15 ) [5].
Werden auch nichtstrahlende Rekombinationsprozesse (als Verlustmechanismus) und geringere Sonnenlichtkonzentrationen zugelassen, verschiebt sich die optimale Bandlücke zu
größeren Werten. Insgesamt ist somit Silizium mit einer indirekten Bandlücke von 1,12 eV
(= 1100 nm)16 sehr gut als Basismaterial für Solarzellen geeignet.
Mit klassischen Ansätzen zur Wirkungsgradsteigerung, wie die Reduzierung optischer,
rekombinativer und ohmscher Verluste, kann das konventionelle Effizienzlimit nicht überschritten werden. Ein wesentlicher Teil dieser Verluste ist Transmission, die sich für
Siliziumsolarzellen auf 20% beläuft und mit konventionellen Ansätzen nicht wesentlich
reduziert werden kann. Abbildung 3 zeigt das AM1,5G Sonnenspektrum17 zusammen
mit der Position der Siliziumbandlücke. Der von der Siliziumsolarzelle ungenutzt transmittierte Teil ist schraffiert dargestellt.
Eine alternative Herangehensweise zur Wirkungsgradsteigerung ist die Reduzierung dieser
Transmissionsverluste unter Verwendung von Aufkonversion (“up-conversion”). Damit
kann das klassische Effizienzlimit prinzipiell überschritten werden. Die Grundidee ist in
Abbildung 4a dargestellt. Nach der Absorption zweier niederenergetischer Photonen folgt
die Emission mindestens eines hochenergetischen Photons. Bringt man ein solches Material als Schicht auf die Rückseite einer beidseitig lichtempfindlichen Solarzelle auf, so
kann das von der Zelle transmittierte Licht darin aufkonvertiert werden und nach der
Abstrahlung in die Solarzelle ein Elektron-Loch-Paar erzeugen. Das ist schematisch in
Abbildung 4b dargestellt. Auf diesem Weg kann die obere Grenze des Wirkungsgrades
für konventionelle Solarzellen überschritten werden.
Dieser Ansatz ist Teil der sogenannten Dritten Generation der Photovoltaik [8], der auf die
Weiterentwicklung der Dünnschichttechnologie (Zweite Generation) über das theoretische
Effizienzlimit einer konventionellen Siliziumsolarzelle hinaus abzielt18 . Die meisten in
der Dritten Generation beinhalteten Ideen wurden bereits in den letzten Jahrzehnten
vorgeschlagen. Das sind zum Beispiel Ansätze unter Verwendung mehrerer Bandlücken
[9](wie der impurity photovoltaic effect (IPV) [10] und multiband cells [11]), Erzeugung
multipler Elektron-Loch-Paare (multiple electron hole generation) [12], hot carrier cells
15

Die maximal erreichbare Konzentration ergibt sich aus dem Durchmesser der Sonne und dem Abstand
zwischen Sonne und Erde zu 46 200.
16
Nach theoretischen Berechnungen liegt die erste direkte Bandlücke bei 3,4 eV (= 365 nm)[6].
17
AM1.5G ist das unter einem Winkel von 48,2◦ zur Normalen einfallende Sonnenspektrum. Die
Strahlung hat dabei die 1,5fache Luftmasse im Vergleich zum senkrechten Einfall durchlaufen. Im Bereich
kurzer Wellenlängen besteht ein Unterschied zwischen dem direkten (AM1,5D) und dem globalen AM1,5G
Spektrum, da das letztere neben dem direkten auch das Streulicht enthält. Die integrierte Intensität ist
auf 1000 Wm−2 normiert, was leicht über dem tatsächlichen Wert von etwa 980 Wm−2 liegt.
18
Die erste Generation ist die auf kristallinen Siliziumwafern basierende Technologie.
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Figure 3: AM1,5G Sonnenspektrum. Die vertikale Linie markiert die Siliziumbandlücke.
Alle Photonen mit niedrigerer Energie als der Bandlückenenergie von Silizium werden
transmittiert und tragen nicht zum Wirkungsgrad bei.
[13], Thermophotovoltaische Konversion [14] und Photonenkonversion. Mit Photonenkonversion ist die Beeinflussung des einfallenden Sonnenspektrums mit dem Ziel, dieses
den Absorptioneigenschaften der Solarzelle besser anzupassen, gemeint. Das beinhaltet
neben Aufkonversion auch Abkonversion (down-conversion) [15] und Photolumineszenz
[16].
Durch die Aufbringung eines Aufkonverters auf die Rückseite der Solarzelle wird die Zahl
der verwertbaren Photonen erhöht, was gleichbedeutend mit einer erhöhten Zahl von
Elektron-Loch-Paaren ist. Der daraus resultierende erhöhte Kurzschlussstrom JSC wirkt
sich direkt auf die Effizienz der Solarzelle aus. Unter der Annahme idealer Eigenschaften
des Konverters und für unfokussierte Sonnenstrahlung sagen theoretische Berechnungen
basierend auf dem Modell mikroskopischer Reversibilität für eine Anwendung auf Siliziumsolarzellen eine Erhöhung des maximal ereichbaren Wirkungsgrades auf etwa 37% [17] voraus19 . Im Vergleich dazu liegt die obere Wirkungsgradgrenze für konventionelle Siliziumsolarzellen ohne Aufkonverter bei 30% [5].
Experimentell wurde ein Aufkonverter erstmals von Gibart et al. 1996 in Verbindung mit
einer Galliumarsenidsolarzelle verwendet [18]. Die erste Applikation auf eine Siliziumsolarzelle wurde 2003 durch Shalav et al. durchgeführt [19], wobei der Aufkonverter
aus Erbium-dotiertem Natriumyttriumfluorid (NaYF4 :Er3+ ) bestand. In weiteren Untersuchungen wurde eine externe Quanteneffizienz von 3,4% unter Lasereinstrahlung von
etwa 6 mW bei einer Wellenlänge von 1523 nm erreicht [20].
19

Nimmt man eine optimale Bandlücke von 1,95 eV an, ergibt sich das obere Effizienzlimit unter maximaler Fokussierung der Sonnenstrahlung von 42 600 Sonnen zu 63,17% [17] (siehe Kapitel 1.3.1). Das
entspricht einer beträchtlichen Steigerung des Wirkungsgradpotentials im Vergleich zu konventionellen
Solarzelle mit einfacher Bandlücke ohne Aufkonverter, deren maximale Effizienz unter gleichen Bedingungen zu 40,7% [5] berechnet wurde.
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lexc
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Solarzelle
elektrische Isolierung
Aufkonverter

lexc > lem

Spiegel

Aufkonversion

Figure 4: a) Prinzip eines Aufkonverters: Zwei Photonen geringer Energie, bzw. der
Wellenlänge λexc , regen ein Elektron im Aufkonverter stufenweise auf das höchste Energieniveau an. Bei anschliessender strahlender Rekombination wird ein hochenergetisches
Photon der Wellenlänge λem abgestrahlt. b) Der Aufkonverter wird auf die Rückseite einer
beidseitig lichtempfindlichen Solarzelle appliziert, so dass die von der Solarzelle ungenutzt
transmittierten niederenergetischen Photonen im Aufkonverter in ein hochenergetisches
umgewandelt werden können. Zusätzliche störende Rekombination über die Zwischenlevel im Aufkonverter werden durch die elektrische Isolierung von Zelle und Aufkonverter
verhindert.
Der Aufkonversionsprozess an sich wurde seit der ersten Beschreibung 1959 durch Bloembergen, der den Effekt allerdings quantum counter action nannte [21], vielfältig untersucht. Seither wurde Aufkonversion in vielen Materialsystemen nachgewiesen, wobei die
häufigsten mit sogenannten aktiven Ionen (beispielsweise Seltene Erden oder Übergangsmetalle) dotierte Wirtsmaterialien sind. Es wurden verschiedene Mechanismen, die zu
Aufkonversion führen, identifiziert [22] und die entsprechenden theoretischen Modelle
entwickelt [23, 24, 25]. Aufkonversion fand seither Anwendung bei beispielsweise Infrarotlichtnachweiskarten, bio-labels [26], dreidimensionalen Displays [27] und in Aufkonversionslasern [28].
Zur Anwendung auf Siliziumsolarzellen sind Erbium-dotierte Materialien am besten geeignet, da die Aufkonversion mit 1500 nm in einem Wellenlängenbereich angeregt werden
kann, der ausserhalb des Absorptionsbereiches von Silizium liegt, während die Emission
der aufkonvertierten Strahlung (hauptsächlich bei 980 nm) innerhalb des Absorptionsbereiches von Silizium liegt. Die spektrale Lage der Anregungs- und Emissionswellenlängen von Erbiumionen sind weitgehend unabhängig vom Wirtsmaterial20 . Das ist der
besonderen elektronischen Struktur der Seltenen Erden, zu denen auch Erbium gehört,
zuzuordnen, aus der eine Abschirmung der für die optischen Übergange verantwortlichen
Energieniveaus von weiter außen liegenden gefüllten Schalen folgt.
Auch wenn der Einfluss des Wirtsmaterials gering ist, so ist er doch nicht vernachlässigbar
und beeinflusst die Aufkonversionseigenschaften auf zwei Wegen. Erstens bestimmt das
Wirtsmaterial die Feinstruktur der Energieniveaus und damit die Breite der Anregungsund Emissionsspektren. Das widerum bestimmt den möglichen Nutzen einer Applikation des Aufkonverters auf die Rückseite einer Solarzelle, da damit der Bereich nutzbarer
20
Im Gegensatz dazu werden die Positionen der Energieniveaus von Übergangsmetallen ganz wesentlich
vom Wirtsmaterial bestimmt.
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Photonen im Sonnenspektrum festgelegt ist. Ausserdem wird durch die Aufspaltung die
Wahrscheinlichkeit von Energietransferprozessen bestimmt, die vom Überlappungsgrad
der beteiligten Energieniveaus abhängen. Letzteres hat direkten Einfluss auf die Effizienz des Aufkonversionsprozesses. Zweitens beeinflussen die Gitterschwingungseigenschaften des Wirtsmaterials das Stattfinden und die Effizienz der Aufkonversionsprozesse,
da sowohl nachteilige nichtstrahlende Rekombinationsprozesse, als auch erwünschte phononenunterstützte Energietransfermechanismen durch die Gitterschwingungseigenschaften
bestimmt sind.
Dadurch wird die Komplexität des Einflusses des Wirtsmaterials deutlich. Die meisten
der vielfältigen Untersuchungen verschiedener Wirtsmaterialien geben keine Absolutwerte
der Aufkonversionseffizienz an, so dass ein Vergleich der Materialien schwierig ist. Eine
der wenigen vergleichenden Untersuchungen, durchgeführt von Ohwaki und Wang [29],
identifiziert Bariumchlorid aufgrund seiner vorteilhaften Gitterschwingungseigenschaften
als vielversprechendes Wirtsmaterial. Der Nachteil von auf Bariumchlorid basierenden
Aufkonvertern ist neben begrenzter Stabilität gegenüber umgebender Luftfeuchtigkeit ein
relativ schmaler spektraler Anregungsbereich im Vergleich zu beispielsweise Natriumyttriumfluorid, was bisher als der effizienteste Aufkonverter gilt21 [30].

Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Aufbringung von Aufkonvertern, bestehend aus verschiedenen
Erbium-dotierten Wirtsmaterialien, auf kristalline Siliziumsolarzellen und die Charakterisierung dieser Aufkonverter insbesondere im Hinblick auf das Potential der unterschiedlichen Wirtsmaterialien.

Das erste Kapitel gibt einen Überblick über die Anforderungen, die ein für die Anwendung auf Siliziumsolarzellen geeigneter Aufkonverter erfüllen muss. Davon ausgehend werden verschiedene Arten von Aufkonvertern und deren Eigenschaften bezüglich einer Anwendung auf Siliziumsolarzellen diskutiert. Die in der Literatur beschriebenen oberen
Wirkungsgradgrenzen für Solarzellen mit appliziertem Aufkonverter unter Annahme idealer Aufkonvertereigenschaften werden vorgestellt und denen für Solarzellen ohne Aufkonverter gegenübergestellt. Weiterhin werden innerhalb dieser Arbeit durchgeführte Berechnungen der Effizienzlimits unter Berücksichtung der Anregungs- und Emissionseigenschaften Erbium-dotierter Aufkonverter vorgestellt, wobei diese Betrachtungen auch die
Anpassung der optischen Eigenschaften der Solarzelle enthalten.
In Kapitel 2 werden die theoretischen Modelle zur Beschreibung von Aufkonversionsprozessen und daraus folgend die Einflüsse auf die experimentellen Ergebnisse beschrieben.
Kapitel 3 befasst sich mit der Prozessierung und Charakterisierung der beidseitig lichtempfindlichen Siliziumsolarzellen, die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit zur Aufbringung der
Aufkonverter entwickelt wurden.
Kapitel 4 beschreibt die Aufbringung von Erbium-dotiertem Bariumchlorid (BaCl2 :Er3+ )
als Aufkonverter auf Siliziumsolarzellen und den Nachweis der daraus resultierenden
spektralen Anwort ausserhalb des Absorptionsbereiches von Silizium. In diesem Kapi21
Diese Aussage gilt streng genommen nur für mit Ytterbium und Erbium co-dotiertes Natriumyttriumfluorid unter Anregung bei 980 nm.
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tel werden ausserdem die Herstellungsdetails und die weitere Charakterisierung dieses
Aufkonvertertyps zusammengefasst. Das beinhaltet sowohl die Charakterisierung des
kombinierten Systems Solarzelle - Aufkonverter mittels Messung der spektralen Antwort
unter Anregung im infraroten Wellenlängenbereich, als auch die Charakterisierung nur des
Aufkonverters mittels Photolumineszenzmessungen bei Anregung im infraroten Wellenlängenbereich (∼ 1500 nm), Absorptionsmessungen und Untersuchungen der Kristallstruktur.
In Kapitel 5 werden die Ergebnisse analoger Untersuchungen für drei weitere Erbiumdotierte Aufkonverter, Natriumyttriumfluorid (NaYF4 :Er3+ ), Yttriumoxid (Y2 O3 :Er3+ )
und eines kommerziellen Aufkonverters (IRUCG), vorgestellt. Die Ergebnisse werden mit
denen für BaCl2 :Er3+ aus Kapitel 4 verglichen.
In Kapitel 6 werden die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit zusammengefasst.

Chapter 1
Up-converters for Silicon Solar Cells
1.1

General Requirements of Up-converters for Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells

An up-converter can enhance the efficiency of a solar cell, if photons transmitted by the
cell are absorbed by the up-converter, converted to wavelengths the solar cell can exploit
and re-emitted to the solar cell. To meet the demands for the application to silicon solar
cells the following requirements must be fulfilled by the up-converter:
• excitation range at wavelengths longer than 1100 nm (E < 1.12 eV);
• emission at wavelengths shorter than 1100 nm;
• response at low excitation intensities (range of W/cm2 );
• high up-conversion efficiency and
• high transmittance of the up-converted light.
These properties are provided by materials that contain optically active centers1 . The
optically active centers (often referred to as active ions) provide isolated energy levels
within the band gap of the host material, which lead to new absorption paths in the host
material. These energy levels are the basis of up-conversion processes.
An overview of up-conversion mechanisms based on isolated energy levels is given in Figure 1.1. The most efficient process is called APTE (addition de photon par transferts
d’energie) [32]. Three ions are involved in this process. Two ions are excited by absorption from the ground states (ground state absorption, GSA). Up-conversion takes place
by transferring the energy of these excited ions stepwise (including the excitation of an
intermediate level) to a third ion (energy transfer up-conversion, ETU). Therefore the
APTE process is often referred to as GSA/ETU [33]. The next most efficient process2
1
Generally two main absorption mechanisms in insulators can be distinguished: the interband absorption between states of the electronic band structure of the material and the absorption in optically active
centers, which are intentionally brought in such a material, such as lattice defects (color centers) [31].
2
Concerning the term up-conversion efficiency see Section 2.1
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Figure 1.1: Overview of various up-conversion mechanisms (after Auzel [22]). Excitation (or de-excitation) of energy levels are indicated by the vertical arrows. The arrows
connecting different ions assign energy transfer. Horizontal lines are real existing energy
levels. The efficiency of the processes decreases from left to right as indicated by the
efficiency approximation.

is a 2-step-absorption within a single ion. It can be described as ground state absorption (GSA) followed by an excited state absorption (ESA). Since these two up-conversion
processes take place via real existing energy levels, the efficiency is high compared to
processes where virtual energy levels are involved. Processes involving virtual energy levels are (i) cooperative up-conversion processes, such as cooperative sensitization [34] and
cooperative luminescence [35] and (ii) non-linear processes involving only a single ion,
such as second harmonic generation (SHG) [36] and 2-photon absorption (TPA) [37] or
multi-photon-excitation (MPE). For SHG, TPA and MPE the emission and absorption
takes place without the existence of the electronic levels.
The demonstration of processes involving virtual energy levels implies high excitation
energies and coherent light. For example, second harmonic generation occurs only at excitation intensities in the range of 1013 W/m2 [38], which corresponds to about 1010 times
the integrated intensity of the terrestrial solar spectrum.
Therefore up-converters considered for the application to silicon solar cells are based
mainly on the processes involving real existing energy levels such as GSA/ESA and
GSA/ETU. A detailed description of these processes is given in Chapter 2.1.
For a given up-converter, the specific range of excitation and emission wavelengths depends on the kind of active centers and the properties of the host material. A review
of rare earth based up-converters, the most investigated group of active centers, with
special attention to erbium is presented in the following section. Also a short survey of
up-converters containing transition metals as active centers, the state of the art of upconversion in organic materials and the influence of nanostructuring of the host material
is given.
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Up-converters
Rare Earth Based Up-converters

Rare earth ions are intensively investigated concerning their spectroscopic properties for
use in laser applications [39, 40], phosphors [41] and amplifiers [42].
Rare earth ions are defined by IUPAC3 as lanthanoids (elements with the atomic numbers
from 57 (lanthanum) to 71 (lutetium)) and the elements scandium (21) and yttrium (39)
[43]4 .
The group of elements from cerium (58) to ytterbium (70) are often denoted as rare
earth in a strict sense [44] and show very similar chemical behaviour and unique spectral
properties due to their electronic configuration. Incorporated in host materials they occur
mainly in trivalent (RE3+ ) configuration5 , which can be written as [Xe] 4fn , where n is the
number of electrons in the 4f shell and increases from n = 1 for Ce3+ to n = 13 for Yb3+ .
The partially filled 4f shells are spatially located within the energetic lower lying and fully
filled 5s and 5p shells [46], with the exception of neodymium, where the maximum of the
4f wavefunction is located within the 5s2 5p6 shell [42]. This leads to a shielding of the
4f sublevels (which are responsible for optical transitions) and therefore the electrons in
the 4f level are only weakly affected by a surrounding crystal field. Following the spectroscopic notation of angular momentum, the energy levels are described with term symbols
as (2S+1) LJ , with the orbital angular momentum L, total angular momentum J and the
total spin angular momentum S. The spin orbit coupling results in a splitting of the 4fn
electronic configuration in sublevels, a further splitting occurs due to the influence of the
electrostatic field of the surrounding ions of the crystal lattice, which results in a shift and
a splitting of the sublevels in a collection of so called Stark levels. The maximum number
of Stark levels resulting from the perturbation by the crystal lattice is (2J+1) for integer
J or (J+1/2) for half-integer J. Since the influence of the Stark splitting is two orders of
magnitude lower than the influence of the spin orbit interaction [20], the optical spectra
depend only slightly on the host material.
The number of Stark levels is influenced by the symmetry of the surrounding of the ion,
where higher symmetry results in less sublevels [31]. Generally the magnitude of splitting decreases with increasing anionic field strength, which decreases with ionic radius
[29]. This results in a broader absorption or emission range, for example for fluoride host
materials compared to chlorides. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2b, where the excitation
spectrum of the 550 nm emission of trivalent erbium is shown for these two different host
materials.
Beside this contribution of the host material to the optical properties of the up-converter,
3

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
In literature the terms rare earths and lanthanoids (or lanthanides) are very often used synonymously.
Also the associated elements vary. In some definitions lanthanum is not regarded as lanthanoid, since
lanthanoid means “like lanthanum”[43]. Also concerning lutetium the classification in literature is not
distinct. In some definitions even actinides (actinum (89) to lawrencium (103)) are regarded as rare
earths.
5
The rare earth elements samarium, europium and ytterbium are found in divalent configuration.
Cerium, praseodymium and terbium also may be tetravalent [44]. An example of a divalent rare earth
element showing up-conversion is Tm2+ [45].
4
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Figure 1.2: Influence of the host material on the up-conversion properties. a) Different
processes in chlorides, bromides and iodides (Cl, Br, I) compared to fluorides and oxides (F, O) due to higher phonon energies of the latter take place. In the first group a
GSA/ESA process takes place, while under phononic relaxations in the latter GSA/ETU
process occur (adapted from [47]). b) Influence of different host materials on the excitation spectrum (measured at emission of 550 nm). Due to a stronger Stark splitting in
fluorides, the excitation range is much broader than in chlorides (adapted from [29]).
further influence results from the phonon energy of the host material. Since the creation
of phonons is a non-radiative relaxation mechanism, the probability of non-radiative relaxations depends strongly on the energy of the phonons in the host material. But beside
this detrimental effect, the availability of phonons supports phonon assisted energy transfer processes [47], which are beneficial for energy transfer based up-conversion processes.
In Figure 1.2a, typical transitions within the trivalent erbium ion in two different classes
of host materials after excitation at 1500 nm are shown. Due to a lower phonon energy,
chlorides (Cl), bromides (Br) and iodides (I) show less non-radiative relaxation compared
to fluorides (F) and oxides (O), but also less energy transfer based processes. This leads
to differences in the preferred emission [47].
Up-conversion has been observed in many materials with rare earth ions as active centers.
Host materials doped with trivalent ytterbium (Yb3+ ) show up-conversion based on cooperative luminescence under excitation at 980 nm followed by emission at about 500 nm
[48]. Also with trivalent praseodymium up-conversion has been observed under excitation at about 835 - 950 nm. Since the underlying process is 2-photon-absorption, high
excitation energies are required (measurements were performed under excitation with a
Ti:sapphire laser with a pump power of 50 mW), which makes it unsuitable for standard
crystalline silicon solar cells [49]. Suitable excitation and emission properties for application to silicon solar cells were found in uranium [50, 51], thulium [45] and holmium doped
[52] materials. A selection of rare earth doped up-converters is listed in Table 1.1.
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Up-converter

NaYF4 : Yb3+ , Er3+
Y2 O3 :Yb3+ , Er3+
Y2 O3 S:Yb3+ , Er3+
Ga2 S3 -La2 O3 :Er3+ ,Yb3+
YF3 :Yb3+ , Tm3+
NaYF4 :Yb3+ , Tm3+
Y2 O3 S:Yb3+ , Tm3+
fluorohafnate glass:Yb3+ , Tm3+
YVO:Yb3+ ,Ho3+
NaYF4 :Yb3+ , Tb3+
tellurite glass: Yb3+ , Tb3+
BaCl2 :Er3+ , Dy3+
ThBr4 :U4+
LaCl3 :U3+
phosphate glass:Yb3+
SrCl2 :Tm3+
CsCdBr3 :Ho3+
YAG:Pr3+
LiYF4 :Pr3+
ZrF4 -BaF2 -LaF3 :Pr3+
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Absorption
peak [nm]
980
980
980
1064
970
980
980
974
975
976

Emission
[nm]

555, 670
670
560, 680
555
810, 475
480, 650
490, 660, 705
544, 650, 750, 802
550, 650
350, 370, 417, 455, 476,
526, 540, 645, 667
1064
485, 550, 590, 625, 655
1300
460, 550, 670, 810
940, 950, 1170
689, 690
975.2
555, 681
980
500
1064, 1130
704, 715
909
491
900
471, 473, 475, 476,
480, 481, 482
900
466, 467, 471, 474
930
488, 522, 539, 605, 634

Reference

[53]
[53]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[53]
[53]
[56]
[57]
[30]
[58]
[59]
[50]
[51]
[48]
[45]
[52]
[60]
[61]
[49]

Table 1.1: Selection of rare earth doped host materials showing up-conversion under
excitation with wavelengths longer than 900 nm.
Since erbium provides adequate up-conversion properties for the application to silicon
solar cells and is by far the most intensively investigated active ion in this field, erbium
doped up-converters will be introduced in the following.

1.2.2

Erbium-doped Up-converters

The electronic structure responsible for the optical properties is shown in Figure 1.3. The
4f shell contains 11 electrons, which leads to a ground state denoted as 4 I15/2 . Erbium
is a very promising active ion for the application to silicon solar cells due to the ground
state absorption at about 1500 nm (4 I15/2 → 4 I13/2 ). Advantageous for up-conversion
processes is the location of the energy levels 4 I13/2 , 4 I9/2 , 2 H11/2 /4 S3/2 and 2 H9/2 in nearly
equal distances matching the excitation wavelength of the ground state. In Figure 1.3
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Figure 1.3: Energy level of a free trivalent erbium ion. The downward arrows assign
emission occurring after up-conversion processes with the emission wavelengths given in
nm. The upward arrows assign transitions involved in up-conversion processes under
excitation at about 1500 nm.
the transitions involved in up-conversion processes are given by the upright arrows. Successive absorption (GSA/ESA) as well as energy transfer based up-conversion processes
can take place under excitation at about 1500 nm. Beside the (for application to solar
cells undesired) re-emission from the lowest excited level, emission from higher excited
states leads to the emission of wavelengths at 980, 810, 660, 550 and 410 nm. The exact
wavelength for emission can vary by ±10 nm, and is dependent on the host material. For
several host materials the energies can be found in [44]. All emissions of up-converted
photons are located within the absorption range of silicon.
A wide variety of experimental investigations of erbium doped up-converters exist. A
comparison is difficult, since most of the results are given in arbitrary units and a quantitative measure in terms of up-conversion efficiency is often not reported. This is on one
hand due to the fact that absolute intensity measurements are very challenging6 and on
the other hand up-conversion efficiency is a complex term and depends on the incoming
intensity (see also Section 2.1).
Comparative measurements of different host materials are important for the classification
of the up-converter in terms of efficiency. One such comparative measurement on Er3+
doped materials was performed by Ohwaki and Wang [29]. As expected from electronic
and phononic properties, they found that BaCl2 :Er3+ showed the highest up-conversion
efficiency. This was followed by YBr3 and YI3 as host materials and the lowest upconversion efficiency was found in the host material YF3 . These results agree with the
investigations of van der Ziel et al. [62]. The direct compounds ErCl3 , ErBr3 , ErI3 and
6
Determining the efficiency of such a process demands the simultaneous determination of the number
of exciting and emitted photons and the excited volume [31].
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ErF3 were found to show less efficiency than the doped materials, but the same hierarchy
was observed. The lower efficiency is due to concentration quenching at higher concentrations.
In contrast to these results, an erbium doped fluoride host is known to be the most efficient up-converter, when co-doped with trivalent ytterbium and under excitation at about
980 nm [30] (see also Section 1.2.3). Although this high efficiency is based on sensitizing
of the ytterbium ion, the host material might have advantageous properties, which make
also erbium single doped NaYF4 highly efficient, also under excitation at 1500 nm.
Since lower concentrations of active ions lead to lower efficiencies due to a lack of energy
exchange necessary for energy transfer processes, while at high erbium concentrations loss
mechanisms, such as concentration quenching occur, an optimum ion concentration exists.
This has been found to be approximately 28 mol% for BaCl2 :Er3+ [63] and approximately
10 mol% for CaF2 :Er3+ [64]. The excitation intensities used by Ohwaki and Wang were
very low7 (1 W/cm2 ) and the response was visible with the naked eye [29]. Er3+ has
also been used to dope LiYF4 (YLF) and is used as a lasing medium. The up-conversion
properties have been investigated by several groups [39, 65].
Detailed investigations of the up-conversion processes were published by Pollnau, Lüthi
and Gamelin in Er3+ -doped Cs3 Lu2 Cl9 , Cs3 Lu2 Br9 and Cs3 Y2 I9 and in Cs3 Er2 Cl9 [74, 47].
There have also been attempts to enhance the exchange possibilities by using host lattices, where erbium ions occur in pairs, or “dimers”. This has been investigated by Hehlen
et al. [77]. The presence of dimers leads to a more complex system of processes since
not only the energy transfer for radiative processes is enhanced (higher up-conversion
efficiency), but also that for non-radiative processes (cross-relaxation, enhanced concentration quenching, see 2.1). No improvement due to dimer-pairs has been reported.
Examples of Er3+ in an oxide host material include YAG (Y3 Al5 O12 or yttrium aluminium
garnet) [65, 78, 79], SiO2 -TiO2 -sol-gel powder [75] and tellurite glass [58].
A selection of host materials and the infrared absorption and emission properties are listed
in Table 1.2.

1.2.3

Co-doping

Several rare earth ions show emission at wavelengths suitable for silicon solar cells, but
suffer from low absorption. To enhance the absorption, sensitizers are used, whereby an
ion with good absorption properties (sensitizer) absorbs and transfers the energy to a
second ion (activator), in which the emission occurs. The most important example is
the combination of ytterbium and erbium. A higher up-conversion efficiency occurs due
to absorption of 980 nm-photons in trivalent ytterbium, and after de-excitation of this
state, the energy is transferred to the erbium ion. To date NaYF4 :Yb3+ , Er3+ is the most
efficient up-converter for green and blue emission under excitation at about 980 nm [30].
Due to absorption at 1300 nm and emission similar to Er3+ single doped materials [59]
co-doping with trivalent dysprosium (Dy3+ ) and Er3+ is very promising for application
to silicon solar cells. It is very interesting that neither the single erbium doped nor single
7
Low means low for spectroscopy. But this is still extremely high for solar cell application. A recalculation in suns must regard, that this power is contained in a small wavelength range.
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Up-converter
host material
YF3
SrF2
CaF2
LiYF4 (YLF)
BaYF5
fluorindate glass
BaCl2
YCl3 -ErCl3 -PbCl2 -KCl
Cs3 Er2 Cl9
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Absorption
peak [nm]
1490
1510
1510
∼1500
1530
1535

Cs3 Lu2 Cl
IBr3
Cs3 ErBr9

1540
∼1540

Cs3 Lu2 Br9
YI3
Cs3 Er2 I9

∼1540
1543
∼1540

Cs3 Y2 I9

∼1540

SiO2 -TiO2
tellurite glass

Emission
[nm]

Reference

410, 530, 550, 660,810, 980 [29, 62, 66]
410, 550, 660, 980
[65]
410, 550, 660, 980
[65, 67]
410, 544, 650, 702 ,850
[39, 68, 69]
410, 550, 660, 990
[70, 71]
407, 530, 550, 670,
[72, 73]
808, 827, 854, 980
410, 550, 660, 810
[29, 63]
410, 550, 660, 980
[66]
413, 457, 495, 555,
[74]
667, 826, 862
413, 535, 555, 826, 862
[74]
410, 550, 660, 810
[29]
413, 457, 495, 555,
[74]
667, 826, 862
413, 535, 555,826, 862
[74]
410, 550, 660, 810
[29]
413, 457, 555,
[74]
667, 826, 862
457, 495, 535, 555,
[74]
667, 826, 862
550
[75]
530, 550,660
[76]

Table 1.2: Selection of Er3+ single doped host materials showing up-conversion under
excitation with wavelengths of around 1500 nm.

dysprosium doped materials show up-conversion under excitation at 1300 nm. The content of Dy3+ ions has to be very small (<0.1 mol%), because dysprosium also acts as a
quenching center [22].
Van der Ziel et al. [62] investigated YF3 co-doped with trivalent thulium (Tm3+ ) and
Er3+ under 1500 nm excitation. Compared to single doping with Er3+ this was found
to show enhanced emission at 660 nm, while the emission at 550 nm and 410 nm was
reduced. This originates from the Tm3+ -induced relaxation of the energy states in Er3+ ,
which normally emits the 550 nm and 410 nm wavelengths. Tm3+ itself does not emit.
The optimum content of Tm3+ is very low (y=0.001 in Y1−x−y Erx Tmy F3 ).
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Up-conversion in Other Material Systems

Up-conversion in Transition Metals Several transition metal ions doped in host
materials show up-conversion [22, 80]. The main structure (activator-sensitizer-host) is
the same as for rare earth doped up-converters. But contrary to rare earth ions, where
the energetic levels involved in up-conversion processes are also observed in the free rare
earth ions, the energetic levels in transition metals result from the influence of the electric
field caused by the host material ions. Therefore, the absorption- and emission properties
in the visible and near infrared depend strongly on the host (much more than for rare
earth elements). This allows the possibility of tuning the optical properties by changing
the chemical surrounding of the active ion. Up-conversion has been observed in materials
doped with fourvalent rhenium (Re4+ ) [80, 25, 81], fourvalent osmium (Os4+ ) [80, 82, 83]
or divalent titanium (Ti2+ ) [80, 84, 85]. For all of these ions up-conversion under excitation
at about 1000 nm followed by an emission in the visible range of the spectrum has been
demonstrated.
Several investigations of host materials co-doped with two transition metals [86, 87] or
with a rare earth and a transition metal have been carried out. A promising combination
consists of trivalent ytterbium and trivalent chromium (Cr3+ ) [88, 89, 90]. After excitation
of the Yb3+ ion at about 950 nm emission at about 700 nm takes place via the Cr3+ ion.
Transition metal doped materials that have shown up-conversion under excitation at about
1000 nm are listed in Table 1.3.

Up-converter
MgCl2 :Ti2+
NaCl:Ti2+
Cs2 ZrBr6 :Os4+
Cs2 ZrCl6 :Re4+
YAlO3 :Cr3+ , Yb3+
Y3 Ga5 O12 :Cr3+ , Yb3+

Excitation [nm]

Emission [nm]

Reference

1060-1075
1064
959
1047-1064
962, 968
969, 969.6

750, 764
828

[80, 84, 85]
[85]
[80]
[80, 25, 81, 91]
[88, 89]
[89, 90]

720, 728
695, 714
695, 700

Table 1.3: Transition metal based up-converters, which show up-conversion under excitation at about 1000 nm.

Up-conversion in organic materials Up-conversion has been seen in various organic
materials [92]. Potential applications include optical storage memory [93] and biophotonics (multiphoton confocal laser scanning microscopy or multiphoton photodynamic
therapy for cancer [92]). The most mature systems rely on 2-photon absorption, but the
efficiency of the process is relatively low and requires high pumping intensity. Examples
of organic materials that have exhibited up-conversion are rhodamine B [94], rhodamine
R6G [94, 95] or PYC [94].
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Up-converter
Rhodamine B
Rhodamine 6G
PYC
trans-4-...a
APSS

Excitation [nm]

Emission [nm]

Input power Reference

1054
1054, 1064
1054
940-1030
1064
962, 968

617-620
570 or 600-610
599
595

> GW/cm2
> GW/cm2
> GW/cm2
laser exc.

[94]
[94, 95]
[94]
[98, 99]

550, 600

laser exc.

[92, 96]

Table 1.4: Organic materials that have shown up-conversion under excitation of about
1000 nm.
a

[trans - 4 - p - (N - n - butyl - N - n-butylamino) - styryl]-N - methyl - pyridinium tris(thiocyanato)cadmates(II)

Three-photon up-conversion has been reported in 4-[N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-N-(methyl)amino
phenyl]-4’-(6-hydroxy hexyl sulphonyl) stilbene (APSS) dissolved in dimethyl sulphoxide
(DMSO). This occurs at longer excitation wavelengths (∼ 1300 nm) and results in an
emission at 550 nm [96]. For this experiment, a very high pump power was necessary
(response at 50 GW/cm2 = 5×1011 W/m2 ).
Even though the excitation wavelength is unsuitable for the application to silicon solar
cells, a recently reported result of up-conversion experiments on metallated porphyrin
macrocycles (MOEP) blended in a matrix of polyfluorenes should be mentioned. The experiment was carried out under low excitation power of about 10 W/cm2 with incoherent
light at 500 nm leading to emission at about 440 nm. Therefore it has been shown, that
by choosing an adequate arrangement of molecules also under low intensities non-coherent
excitation by sunlight can lead to up-conversion [97].
In Table 1.4 examples of systems that have shown up-conversion with excitation at wavelengths of approximately 1000 nm are listed.

Nano-structures as host materials Nano-structured materials doped with active
ions show changed properties because:
• there is a change in electron phonon interaction (which changes the radiative lifetime),
• the phonon density of states (PDOS) is discrete and the low frequency phonons are
cut off (which may reduce energy transfers [100]),
• on the surface, which is enlarged compared to bulk material, additional surface
states are provided,
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• due to restrictions in spatial distances, restrictions in energy transfer between the
dots occur, which could lead to lower quenching rates at higher concentrations of
the active ion.
Up-conversion has been observed in nano-crystalline powders [100, 101, 102, 103] and in
quantum dots in solution [88, 104]. Investigations of quantum dots in solution are typically
performed with the aim of getting luminescent materials in a transparent colloidal solution
for application in image formation and bio-labeling [26, 88]. Nanostructured material
does not always result in an increased up-conversion efficiency. Capobianco found for
Y2 O3 :Ho3+ a reduced up-conversion efficiency compared to bulk material [103], which was
explained by carbonate and water molecules present on the surface. Also in luminescence
investigations reduced emissions were found (Y2 O2 S:Er3+ [100], Y2 O3 :Eu3+ [105]). On the
other hand, enhancements in luminescence due to nano-structuring have been observed in
ZnS:Mn [106] and in Er3+ doped II-VI-semiconductor quantum dots [107], which might
be an indicator that also up-conversion processes could be more efficient in these nanostructured systems. A selection of nano-structured materials showing up-conversion under
excitation at wavelengths longer than 900 nm is listed in Table 1.5.
Porous silicon can be described as an array of nano-wires and therefore as nano-structured
material. The experimental proof of multi-photon-excitation (MPE) in porous silicon was
shown by Diener et al. [108]. With an excitation energy between 0.115 eV (10800 nm)
and 0.135 eV (9200 nm) photons with energies up to 2.4 eV were detected (this means
one pulse required 17 photons). This process requires extremely high excitation energies
and is therefore not suitable for silicon solar cells.

Up-converter
Y2 O3 :Er3+
ZrO2 :Er3+
NaYF4 :Er3+ , Yb3+
NaYF4 :Tm3+ , Yb3+
LuPO4 :Yb3+ , Tm3+
YbPO4 :Er3+

Excitation [nm]

Emission [nm]

Reference

980
980
974
974
978
978

550
550, 660, 675
417, 588, 667
364, 455, 476, 667
360, 455, 476, 660, 800
550, 660

[100]
[101, 102]
[104]
[104]
[88]
[88]

Table 1.5: Nano-structured materials, which show up-conversion under excitation at wavelengths longer than 900 nm.
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Theoretical Efficiency Limits

Efficiency limits for solar cells can be derived in different ways depending on the assumptions made in the calculation. The fundamental upper efficiency limit for solar cells can
be formulated in terms of a thermodynamical limit, where the solar cell is treated as a
heat engine [109]. This leads to an efficiency limit of 85% for maximum concentration of
the solar radiation assuming a temperature of 6000 K and 300 K for the sun and the solar
cell respectively.
By including details of the converting system, the efficiency limits can be specified. The
next restricting assumption is the threshold for the absorption of photons given by the
band gap of the solar cell. Under different assumptions the corresponding efficiency limits
can be derived dependent on this threshold, from which an optimum band gap can be
deduced.
A very general limit is the so called ultimate efficiency limit derived by Shockley and
Queisser [5]. Assuming black body radiation from the sun at a temperature of 6000 K
and a conversion efficiency of unity for every photon with an energy larger than the band
gap of the solar cell (at temperature Tcell = 0 K) a maximum efficiency of 43.8% for the
optimum band gap of 1.1 eV is obtained.
The calculation of the upper efficiency limit for a solar cell with a finite temperature is
more complex. A short review of the principle of this calculation performed by Shockley
and Queisser is given to show, which assumptions were made and which parameters influence the result for the efficiency limit. It is also helpful to understand the calculations
made by Trupke to find the upper efficiency limit for a solar cell - up-converter system
reviewed in Section 1.3.1.
Obeying the principle of detailed balance8 , radiative recombination as unavoidable loss
mechanism is included in the model. This allows a finite temperature of the solar cell
(Tcell > 0), since this radiative recombination is the source of the black body radiation
emitted by the cell. If a load is applied to the cell, the current density J (normalized to
the cell area) to this external circuit can be expressed as the difference between the generation rate G and radiative and non-radiative recombination rates Rr and Rnr multiplied
with the elementary charge q:
J = q (G − Rr − Rnr )

(1.1)

where the generation rate is assumed to be proportional to the photon current density
absorbed by the solar cell. Assuming a black body at the temperature T the emitted
photon current density is given by the Planck distribution integrated over the regarded
energy interval El to Eu :
Z Eu 2
2π
E
Q(El , Eu , T ) = 3 2
(1.2)
qE dE
h c El e kT
where the photon current density absorbed by the solar cell is determined by the band
gap as the lower limit El , infinity as the upper limit Eu and the temperature of the sun
8
Detailed balance means microscopic reversibility. In our case this leads to the fact, that in equilibrium
generation of electron hole pairs by absorption of light is always involved with radiative recombination
on average in the same rate [110].
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TS . The photon current density emitted by the cell is characterized by the temperature
of the cell Tcell respectively.
The generation is directly proportional to the impinging photon current density independent of a load applied to the cell. The radiative recombination rate, Rr , and therefore the
emission of the cell with applied load depends on the distance between the quasi fermi
levels and therefore on the applied voltage, V:
qV

Rr = Rr0 e kT

(1.3)

where Rr0 is the radiative recombination rate of the cell surrounded by a medium at the
same temperature as the cell, Tcell , and in the absence of an applied load (determined by
the photon current as expressed in 1.2)9 . In the case where the non-radiative recombination processes can be expressed as the radiative ones in Equation 1.3, the current voltage
characteristic can be expressed as:
J = JSC + q

qV
Rr0
(1 − e kT )
fc

(1.4)

with the fraction of radiative recombination fc = Rr0 R+r0Rnr0 and the short circuit current density as the difference between the generation rate and the intrinsic recombination
is the saturation current density.
JSC =q (G - Rn0 ). The term J0 = q Rfr0
c
This calculation holds in general. Beside the possibility to include a certain fraction of
non-radiative recombination, further specific assumptions can be inserted in the generation rate:

• The limited solid angle subtended by the sun can be included in form of a factor
ω
fω = 2π
in the relation between impinging photon current density per cell area, A,
and generation rate, G, (G = fω Q
, with Q as defined in Equation 1.2). Assuming
A
no concentration, the illumination of the cell by the sun would be under half angle
of θS = 0.267◦ (or solid angle of ω = 6.85 × 10−5 rad), while the emission by
the solar cell is possible in the whole hemisphere (θcell = 90◦ ). This loss can be
minimized by the idealized assumption of maximum concentration, which can be
included in the model in two ways: a) maximum concentration case and b) minimum
emission case (see Figure 1.4). In the maximum concentration case an infinite lens
is assumed, which focuses the light from the sun onto the cell in a such way that
the cell is illuminated under half angle of θinc = 90◦ . In this hemisphere the cell also
emits (θem = 90◦ ). This equals the maximum concentration of 46200 suns. In the
minimum emission case the emission by the cell is limited to the half angle under
which it is illuminated by the sun (θS = θinc = θem = 0.267◦ ). Therefore in both
cases the half angle, in which the solar cell emits equals the half angle from which
the solar radiation is striking the cell.
9
The expression of the photon current density emitted by a solar cell with an applied load, where the
applied voltage is regarded as chemical potential of the photons, is a generalization of Kirchhoff’s law
[111].
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a) maximum concentration case

b) minimum emission case

qS

qS

Concentrator

qinc = qem = 90°

qinc = qem = qS

Figure 1.4: Limiting cases to obtain maximum concentration. In maximum concentration
case the sunlight is concentrated with an infinitely lens, so that the incident angle θinc as
well as the angle, under which the solar cell emits θem are 90◦ . In minimum emission the
sunlight is impinging in the angle determined by the distance and diameter of the sun,
and the emission of the cell is restricted to the same angle.
• The probability for a photon with energy greater than the band gap emitted by the
sun (the cell) to produce an electron hole pair might be not unity and can also be
included in form of a factor tS (tC ) respectively in the expression for the generation
rate.
These parameters can be combined to the parameter f:
f =

tS fc fω
tC

(1.5)

To formulate an efficiency, the parameters of the maximum power point must be known.
This can be derived by maximizing the product of current density and voltage and leads
to the expression of the fill factor, FF, dependent on the band gap, the temperature of
the sun and the solar cell and the parameter f. Shockley and Queisser found from the
current voltage characteristic the following expression for the efficiency:
η(Eu , Tcell , f, tS , ) = tS u(Eu ) v(f, Tcell , TS , Eu ) F F (Eu , TS , Tcell , f )

(1.6)

The term u(Eu ) is the ultimate efficiency only dependent on the relation of impinging
photons to absorbed photons, v(f, Tcell , TS , Eu ) is the relation between the open circuit voltage and the band gap, which is determined by the recombination processes, and
FF(Eu , TS , Tcell , f) is the fill factor. It should be mentioned, that this result is only valid
for dominant radiative recombination compared to non-radiative (fc ≈ 1).
In the ideal case (no non-radiative recombination, maximum concentration and ideal absorption and conversion into electron hole pairs) the optimum band gap turns out to be
about 1.1 eV with an efficiency of 40.7%. Allowing less concentration (therefore emission
of photons generated by radiative recombination in the cell) shifts the optimum band gap
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to higher values and reduces the efficiency limits significantly. For non-concentrated light
the maximum efficiency for silicon solar cells is found to be about 30% [5].
Including more details of the device as recombination losses (Auger recombination, defect
mediated recombination, recombination at surfaces and contacts), optical losses (reflection at the front surface, absorption at the rear of the cell) and electrical losses (ohmic
losses, lateral fluxes) a wide variety of numbers for efficiency limits can be found. A review
is given by Swanson [112].

1.3.1

New Efficiency Limits due to Up-Converters

The calculations of Shockley and Queisser show how the band gap of the solar cell determines the number of photons in the solar spectrum contributing to the cell efficiency
and sets therefore the basis for the fundamental efficiency limits for solar cells based on
a certain material. With up-conversion this first restricting assumption can be overcome
and therefore the limits can be transcended by accessing further parts of the spectrum10 .
The prediction of a substantial efficiency enhancement due to the application of an upconverter was made by Trupke et al. [17] on the basis of detailed balance calculations very
similar to the investigations of Shockley and Queisser. As from the Shockley Queisser calculations the optimum band gap of a solar cell followed, also Trupkes calculations identify
optimum properties of an up-converter.
The basic property of an up-converter can be described in terms of photon selectivity.
Very similar to modelling of the impurity photovoltaic effect (IPV), a system as depicted
in Figure 1.5a is assumed. The up-converter has an electronic band structure consisting of a band gap of the width Eg2 and an intermediate level located in a distance Eg4
above the valence band and Eg3 below the conduction band. With this arrangement it
is assured that all photons with energies between Eg4 and Eg3 lead to a transition from
valence band to the intermediate level, while photons with energies between Eg3 and Eg2
excite electrons from the intermediate level into the conduction band. All photons with
energies larger than the band gap of the solar cell Eg1 are absorbed by the solar cell.
To ensure that for low energy transitions only low energy photons are used, the distance
between lower valence band edge and upper conduction band edge is ideally limited to
Eg2 + Eg3 . In further calculations a broadening of the intermediate level is assumed,
where non-radiative relaxations within this band are allowed, while relaxations from the
lower edge of this band to the valence band are regarded as forbidden by selection rules
(Figure 1.5b).
The solar cell - up-converter system is modelled as depicted in Figure 1.5c. Behind the
conventional solar cell (C1 ), which is operating at its maximum power point, a circuit
with three series connected devices is located. The two solar cells C3 and C4 correspond
to the intermediate transitions within the up-converter and drive the cell C2 in forward
bias, which therefore acts as a light emitting diode (emitting the up-converted light).
For each cell the expression for the current flowing through it can be expressed as in Equation 1.1. The generation rates depend on the band gap of each device. The recombination
10
Without including the negative effects as would occur by just enlarging the band gap over the
optimum value.
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a)

c)

b)
Eg2+ Eg3
Eg3

Eg2

Eg3

Eg2
C1
Eg1

Eg4

Eg2= Eg3+ Eg4

Erelax Eg4

C2
Eg2

C3
Eg3

C4
Eg4

Eg2= Eg3+ Eg4 - Erelax

Figure 1.5: Electronic structure of the up-converter assumed in the calculation of the efficiency limit. a) All photons with energies between Eg4 and Eg2 are absorbed by transition
from valence band to the intermediate level or from intermediate level to conduction band.
b) The intermediate level is assumed as a band of width Erelax . Within this band carriers
relax fast to the lower edge of this band and transitions from this lower edge to the valence
band are regarded as forbidden. c) Equivalent circuit describing the system consisting
of the conventional solar cell (C1 ) and the up-converter regarded as series connection of
three devices: C3 and C4 represent the intermediate transitions within the up-converter,
C2 is a LED driven by C3 and C4 and therefore emitting photons with energies Eg2 .

rate includes not only the band gap, but also the applied voltage, where additionally the
boundary condition V3 + V4 = V2 applies, with Vi as the voltage drop over cell i. The
illumination geometry is included by a factor similar to fω described above, but including
the refractive index of the involved material n and denoted by Trupke as étendue, ² = n fω .
Considering also the boundary conditions of constant current through the devices C2 , C3
and C4 , the current voltage characteristic of the whole system can be expressed and the
efficiency limits can be calculated for different arrangements. The results are given in
Table 1.6, together with the results of Shockley and Queisser for a solar cell without upconverter.
Allowing relaxation within an intermediate level of width Erelax an even higher efficiency
limit for non-concentrated light is found, despite the fact that the relaxation itself is a
loss mechanism. Allowing relaxation means that the sum of the band gaps of the cells C3
and C4 can be larger than the band gap of cell Eg2 . Therefore the open circuit voltage of
the connected system C3 + C4 is enhanced compared to the case where Erelax = 0. This
faces only a slight decrease in the short circuit current compared to the case where no relaxation is allowed. The current, for which the demand of current matching (I2 = I3 = I4 )
is fulfilled, is higher, which corresponds to a higher current of emitted (up-converted)
photons by cell C2 [113].
Calculations on the basis of AM1.5G spectrum instead of black body radiation lead to
higher efficiency limits [113].
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Conc.

Band
gap

Shockley Queisser
Black body

Trupke - with up-converter
No relaxation
Relaxation allowed
Black body
Black body
AM1.5G

no

opt.

30%[5]

47.6%[17]

50.7%[113]

EG = 1.32 eV

EG = 2 eV
Eg4 = 0.9393 eV
Eg3 =1.3906 eV
Erelax = 0.33 eV

EG = 2 eV
Eg4 = 0.94 eV
Eg3 = 1.4 eV
Erelax = 0.34 eV

37%[17]

40.2%[113]

1.1 eV
maximum
conc.

opt.

1.1 eV
minimum
emission

opt.

40.7%[5]

61.40%[17]

62.18%[17]

EG = 1.1 eV

EG = 1.86 eV
Eg4 = 0.667 eV

EG = 1.9 eV
Eg4 = 0.7206 eV
Eg3 = 1.2294 eV
Erelax = 0.50 eV

40.7%[5]
63.17%[17]
EG = 1.95 eV
Eg4 = 0.713 eV

1.1 eV

Table 1.6: Efficiency limits without up-converter (Shockley-Queisser-limit) and with upconverter (calculated by Trupke) for different concentration cases, photon selectivity properties (relaxation not allowed/allowed) and illuminating spectra.

1.3.2

Including Realistic Assumptions for Up-Converter Properties

In the calculations of Trupke ideal properties of the up-converters are assumed, including
the excitation ranges by the expression of an optimum band structure of the up-converter.
At this stage materials with these properties are not available11 . As mentioned in Section
1.2, the up-converters available have very narrow excitation ranges. Therefore the possible benefit is expected to be much lower than predicted in the calculations of Trupke. In
the following, the theoretical derivation of the possible benefit from the application of an
up-converter is given, assuming properties closer to the ones of available up-converters.
Assuming the AM1.5G solar spectrum [7], about 4.31×1021 photons are impinging per
11
Another approach is not to use an up-conversion phosphor material as described in Section 1.2, but
to realize the equivalent circuit depicted in Figure 1.5c by actual physical devices [113].
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second on a square meter, from which only a fraction of 63% have sufficient energy to
create an electron hole pair in a silicon solar cell (under the assumption of a sharp absorption edge at the silicon band gap energy EgSi = 1.1 eV). About 1.59×1021 photons
per second and square meter are transmitted by the solar cell, which is a fraction of 58%
compared to the number of photons within the absorption range of silicon. That means
that 37% of all photons are lost due to transmission. This can alternatively be expressed
in terms of spectral irradiance (Wm−2 nm−1 ), where the transmission amounts to about
20% relative to the whole irradiance. The number of photons that are up-convertable
in a 2 photon process (all photons with energies between 21 EgSi and EgSi ) amounts to
1.3×1021 s−1 m−2 , or 48% of the photons creating electron hole pairs within the silicon
solar cell. Therefore regarding only the photon numbers and assuming ideal 2 photon
up-conversion, in principle 24% additional electron hole pairs can be created. But since
the excitation ranges of the erbium based up-converters are very narrow, the amount of
accessible photons in the solar spectrum is below 6% (relative to the number of photons
accepted by the solar cell) and hence much smaller. The exact numbers have been calculated within this thesis on the basis of the specific excitation behaviour of erbium doped
BaCl2 and YF3 as measured by Ohwaki and Wang [29] (shown in Figure 1.6). The wavelength range indicated by the grey color in solar spectrum refers to the excitation range of
YF3 :Er3+ . The resulting numbers of photons within the individual excitation ranges have
been calculated for two cases and are listed in Table 1.7. In the first case, the numbers
for each up-converter have been calculated under the assumption, that all photons within
the excitation range (1470-1570 nm for YF3 :Er3+ , 1495-1560 nm for BaCl2 :Er3+ ) contribute to the up-conversion process, regardless of the actual excitation behaviour. In the
second case, the photon numbers have been calculated including the specific excitation
properties, assuming all photons contribute at the maximum of the excitation spectrum
to the up-conversion processes and beside the maximum according to the relative value
obtained from the excitation spectrum. The numbers obtained for the second case are
given in brackets in Table 1.7. For comparison the figures are also given in terms of current density.
This shows to which degree the narrow excitation range of erbium based up-converters
limits the possible benefit. By optimizing the host material, only a slight broadening
of the excitation range is possible. Another possibility to access a broader wavelength
range is to shift photons with energies between the silicon band gap and the up-converter
excitation range into the excitation range of the up-converter using photoluminescence.
The concerning part of the spectrum is indicated by the hatched area in Figure 1.6. For
BaCl2 :Er3+ , additional 26% of photons (compared to the number of photons accepted
by a silicon solar cell) are available in this intermediate range. This corresponds to 13%
additional electron hole pairs. The shifting could, for example, be achieved using semiconductor quantum dots, such as HgTe and PbS and others [114], that have a band gap
leading to emission at about 1500 nm. Calculations of the possible benefit, especially due
to the nonlinear dependency of the up-conversion efficiency on the input power (which
would be enhanced by shifting additional photons into the up-converter excitation range)
have been recently published by Löper et al. [115], where an eightfold increase in upconversion efficiency is derived.
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Figure 1.6: AM1.5G solar spectrum with up-converter excitation range (for YF3 :Er3+ as
measured by Ohwaki and Wang [29] and shown on the right for the emission at 550 nm)
and the fraction of photons shiftable into the up-converter excitation range using photoluminescence.

1.3.3

Adjustment of the Solar Cell Design to the Up-Converter
Properties

Conventional cell designs are optimized on the maximum exploitation of the solar spectrum within the absorption range of the solar cell. This includes a texturization of the
solar cell and an optimized thicknesses of the antireflection coating.
When applying an up-converter, these optimum figures are shifted, since the spectral exploitation range is changed. For the calculation of an adjusted antireflection coating two
cases can be regarded: (i) optimizing on the overall performance of the up-converter solar cell system and (ii) adjusting only to the up-converter, even if the overall performance is reduced, with the aim to study the up-converter properties. For both cases the
optimum antireflection coatings of front and rear of the cell are calculated in the following
and the results of a PC1D study for both cases are given.

Adjustment of the Optical Properties of the Cell
To maximize the number of photons reaching the up-converter on the rear side of the cell,
the thickness of the antireflection coating on the front side and the rear side, as well as the
refractive index of the up-converter can be adjusted. The design of the rear side should
not only lead to maximum transmission of the photons within the excitation range of the
up-converter (λ ≈ 1500 nm), but also for the up-converted photons (assumed here with
λ ≈ 980 nm). As schematically drawn in Figure 1.7, the portion of photons additionally
reaching the bulk due to the application of the up-converter, T, is a function of the
transmissions through the front side, TFS , through the rear side into the up-converter,
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Photon numbers
[s−1 m−2 ]
Up-convertable in a 2 photon process
YF3 :Er3+
BaCl2 :Er3+
Shiftable to Er3+ excitation range

13.0×1020
1.6×1020 (0.4×1020 )
1.3×1020 (0.2×1020 )
6.9×1020

Percentage Current
[%]
[mA/cm2 ]
48
5.9 (1.5)
4.7 (0.6)
26

20.8
2.6 (0.6)
2.1 (0.3)
11.1

Table 1.7: Photon numbers up-convertable in a 2 photon up-conversion process, in the
wavelength ranges of the various up-converters for the two cases, (i) assuming fixed excitation range and (ii) assuming specific excitation behaviour (given in brackets), and
shiftable into the excitation wavelength range. In the second column the percentage relative to the number of photons accepted by a silicon solar cell are given. In the last column
the corresponding currents are listed.
Tto

uc ,

and from the up-converter into the bulk, Tfrom
T = TFS · Tto

uc

uc :

· Tuc · Tfrom

uc

(1.7)

The influence of the up-converter is incorporated in the term Tuc , which (assuming ideal
2 photon up-conversion) includes both the emission at 980 nm and a halving of the photon
number.
The transmission through an antireflection coating with refractive index nARC and thickness d on silicon bulk material with refractive index nSi can be expressed as follows [116]:
T = 1−R
with
(1.8)
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where the refractive index of the surrounding n0 is in the following assumed to be 1.
The optimum thickness of the front side antireflection coating dFS can be determined
independently by maximizing the transmission. This was calculated for the two most
common types of coating material for silicon solar cells, silicon oxide (SiO2 ) and silicon
nitride (SiNx ). The results for the optimized parameters and the transmission integrated
over the excitation range of the up-converter, Ti , are listed in Table 1.8. For comparison also the thickness of the conventional antireflection coating (optimized to maximum
transmission of the AM1.5G spectrum in the wavelength range of 250 to 1100 nm) is
given.
The calculated wavelength dependent reflection, assuming the adjusted and the conventional thickness of SiNx as antireflection coating on a silicon wafer, is shown in Figure
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l ~ 1500 nm

front side ARC

TFS

Tfrom UC
rear side ARC

Tto UC

dFS

silicon solar cell

TUC

dRS

l ~ 980 nm
up-converter

Figure 1.7: Model of the cell with an up-converter on the rear side. The antireflection
coating on the front and the rear side has been optimized to maximize the total transmission through the cell into the up-converter and back into the cell.
1.8. The surface reflection at 1500 nm is lowered from 22% (grey curve) to below 0.5%
(black curve) due to the adjustment of the antireflection coating. As can be seen by the
enhanced surface reflection in the visible range (around 750 nm), the adjustment of the
antireflection coating on the up-converter is accompanied with high reflection losses in
the conventional performance range of silicon.
Knowing the optimum front side thickness, the overall transmission as defined in Equation 1.7 depends on two parameters: the thickness of the rear side antireflection coating
dRS and the refractive index of the up-converter nUC . The transmission integrated over
the up-converter excitation range Ti depends on these two parameters, as shown for SiO2
and SiNx in Figure 1.9. For each type of antireflection coating the optimum combination
of antireflection coating thickness dRSopt and refractive index of the up-converter is given
in Table 1.8 together with the resulting integrated transmission (including the halving of
the photon number due to the 2 photon up-conversion process).
In Figure 1.8 the calculated transmission through a silicon wafer of 300 µm thickness with
the optimum SiNx antireflection coating on the front and the rear is shown. This equals
the fraction of photons reaching an up-converter applied to the rear. With a conventional
antireflection coating 70% of the photons are transmitted at about 1500 nm (open triangles). With an antireflection coating adjusted on maximum transmission within the
excitation range of the up-converter, the transmission can be enhanced up to 95% (open
squares). The whole reflection (not as in the discussion above only the reflection by the
front surface) results in the curve assigned by the filled triangles. It differs from the surface reflection only for wavelengths longer than 1200 nm.
Assuming the refractive index of the host material as reported in the literature (1.7 for
BaCl2 [117] and 1.5 for YF3 [118]), the optimum thicknesses of the rear side antireflection
coatings are calculated to be 370 and 378 nm for BaCl2 :Er3+ and YF3 :Er3+ respectively assuming SiO2 as antireflection coating and 140 nm for both up-converters using SiNx . The
optimum refractive index obtained for BaCl2 as host material assuming SiO2 as antireflection coating is very close to the value reported in literature, therefore no enhancement
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Figure 1.8: Calculated transmission and surface reflection for different SiNx antireflection
coating thicknesses on a silicon wafer with a thickness of 300 µm.

in transmission is found by optimizing the refractive index. But also for all other cases,
where the difference between the optimum and real refractive index is larger, this has
only a small effect on the amount of transmitted light. At maximum 1.7% enhancement
in integrated transmission is found by adjusting the refractive index from 1.7 (real) to 1.3
(optimum) assuming SiNx as antireflection coating.
The fact that the transmission for silicon oxide as antireflection coating is about 10%
lower than for silicon nitride is due to the fact that the given figures of thickness and
refractive index belong only to a local maximum of transmission. At a different combination of rear side antireflection coating thickness and up-converter refractive index a global
maximum exists, but the corresponding thickness is unsuitable (more than 600 nm). Even
a thickness of SiO2 between 330 and 378 nm seems to be badly suited to a conventional
solar cell.
The increase in integrated transmission due to the adjustment of the cell design compared to a conventional design assuming a SiO2 antireflection coating is very low with
at maximum 2.5%. Assuming SiNx , the absolute integrated transmission as well as the
enhancement due to the adjustment is higher, between 4.6 and 6.7% absolute, which
equals a relative increase between 11% and 17%, dependent on the refractive index of the
up-converter (optimized or as reported in the literature12 ).

12

The relative enhancement in integrated transmissions is higher for the up-converter refractive index
as reported in literature, since for these cases the transmission assuming conventional antireflection
coating thicknesses is lower than for the optimized up-converter refractive index. When expressing the
enhancement relative to this transmission, the result is relatively high, even if the absolute integrated
transmission is higher for optimized refractive index of the up-converter.
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Figure 1.9: Transmission as a function of the thickness of the rear side antireflection
coating and the refractive index of the up-converter for two different types of antireflection
coatings SiO2 (dFS = 265 nm) and SiNx (dFS = 192 nm).
Estimation of the Possible Benefit
Using the results of the optimum thickness of the antireflection coatings and the transmission obtained for SiNx in Section 1.3.3, the expected current density produced by the
up-converter and therefore the benefit due to the up-converter application has been calculated using PC1D.
The cell design was chosen as described by Cañizo et al. [119]. On n-type material with
a bulk resistance of 30 Ωcm a 90 Ω/sq boron emitter and a 60 Ω/sq phosphorus back
surface field (BSF) was assumed. The optical properties of the front and the rear side
were assumed as calculated above. The surface recombination velocity of 20000 cm/s on
the emitter and 1500 cm/s on the BSF relates to SiO2 passivation and has been maintained also when assuming SiNx as antireflection coating. Therefore the results of optical
adjustment are not fully adapted to the assumptions made in the PC1D simulations, but
could be in principle amended by including a SiO2 /SiNx -stack as antireflection coating.
Due to the different surface recombination velocities on the emitter and BSF side, the
illumination of the BSF with AM1.5G leads to higher efficiencies than the illumination of
the emitter. For monochromatic illumination with 980 nm this is reversed and it is more
efficient to illuminate the emitter. Therefore, both sides of this cell can be illuminated
with the light source for which it is most efficient. The results for the cell parameters
with and without the up-converter for the conventional and the adjusted cell design are
listed in Table 1.9.
Due to the adjustment of the antireflection coating to the excitation wavelength range of
the up-converter, the overall efficiency of the solar cell is reduced by about 3% absolute,
mainly due to loss in JSC . In the case of adjusted optical properties, the benefit of an upconverter applied to this solar cell is 0.15% (0.07%) for YF3 :Er3+ (BaCl2 :Er3+ ) compared
to 0.11% (0.05%) for the solar cell with conventional antireflection coating.
From these calculations it can be concluded that with erbium based up-converters even
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Up-converter

SiO2 as antireflection coating
conventional
YF3 :Er3+
BaCl2 :Er3+
SiNx as antireflection coating
YF3 :Er3+
conventional
BaCl2 :Er3+
YF3 :Er3+
BaCl2 :Er3+
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Optimized nUC
dFS nUCopt dRS
Ti
[nm]
[nm] [%]

109
265
265

2.6
1.8
1.8

332
369
368

31.9
32.6
32.6

77

1.3

102

40.5

192
192

1.3
1.3

140
140

46.6
46.6

nUC from literature
nUClit
dRS
Ti
[nm] [%]

1.5 & 1.7
1.5
1.7

331
378
370

29.6
32.1
32.6

1.5
1.7
1.5
1.7

99
101
140
140

39.4
40.3
46.1
44.9

Table 1.8: Results of the adjustment of the thickness of the antireflection coating. The
percentage of transmission (integrated over the excitation wavelength range of the regarded up-converter) includes the halving of the photon numbers, assuming an ideal 2
photon up-conversion process.
with an adjusted cell design, no substantial increase in cell performance can be expected.
This is mainly due to the narrow excitation range. Further, the adjustment of the cell
design is associated with a substantial decrease in cell performance and is only of interest
for up-converter characterization purposes.
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ηUC =0%
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VOC
[mV]

JSC
[mA/cm2 ]

η
[%]

35.9

17.67

30.2
30.2

14.73
14.73

642.5
642.4

36.1
36.0

17.78
17.72

636.0
635.8

30.5
30.3

14.88
14.80

standard ARC
642.3
adapted to the up-converter
YF3 :Er3+
635.6
3+
BaCl2 :Er
635.6
ηUC =100%
standard ARC
YF3 :Er3+
BaCl2 :Er3+
adapted to the up-converter
YF3 :Er3+
BaCl2 :Er3+

Table 1.9: Results of the PC1D simulation with and without application of an up-converter
to an adjusted/conventional solar cell.
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Summary of Chapter 1

By defining the requirements on an up-converter suitable for the application to silicon
solar cells, up-converters have been reviewed, including rare earth and transition metal
doped host materials. In other material systems showing up-conversion, such as organic
and nano structured systems, no up-converter suitable for the application to silicon solar
cells has been identified.
The most promising up-converters are erbium doped host materials. This is because the
system responses to the excitation at wavelengths beyond the silicon band edge and emits
up-converted light within the absorption range of silicon. The basic properties of erbium
in host materials and the influence of the host material have been summarized, leading
to the result that barium chloride as a host material seems to be very promising after
sodium yttrium fluoride, which is reported to be the most efficient up-converter known
to date when co-doped with erbium and ytterbium under excitation at about 980 nm.
The approach of obtaining the upper efficiency limit by detailed balance calculations leading to the so called Shockley Queisser limit of 40.7% under maximum concentration [5]
has been reviewed. The development of the new upper efficiency limit of 63.17% due
to the application of an up-converter to a solar cell as performed by Trupke has been
presented [17].
In contrast to these very general calculations, the results of calculations performed within
this thesis predict the possible benefit of up-converters available today. It was found that
due to the narrow excitation range, the potential benefit assuming realistic properties
of the up-converter available today is very limited and at this stage an application with
measurable benefit in I-V-measurements are not anticipated.
The possibilities of adjusting the solar cell design in order to optimize the benefit due to the
application of an up-converter have been explored, leading to optimum SiNx antireflection
coating thicknesses of 192 nm and 140 nm for front and rear side. With this adjustment
a maximum transmission at the up-converter excitation wavelength (≈ 1500 nm) of 95%
through the cell to the up-converter can be reached, compared to 70% for conventional
thicknesses of antireflection coatings (all results for untexturized surfaces). PC1D studies
revealed that this adjustment results in a decrease in conventional cell performance of
about 3% efficiency absolute, which overcompensates the gain of at maximum 0.15% due
to the application of the up-converter and is therefore only of interest for the investigation
of the up-converter.

Chapter 2
Theoretical Description of
Up-Conversion Mechanisms
The idea of applying an up-converter to solar cells is a very recent one, but the underlying mechanisms are the object of investigations since nearly 50 years, when Bloembergen
proposed the so called quantum counter action in 1959 [21]. The involved processes are
very complex and for their description the theories describing optical transitions within
ions as well as energy transfer processes between ions are necessary. When illuminating a
system with internal energy levels, a wide variety of processes beside up-conversion processes happen. An overview of the processes and the description is given shortly in the
following.
From these considerations, statements concerning dependency on doping concentration
of the active ion, influence of the vibronic properties and the dependency on the pump
power can be deduced.

2.1

Descriptions via Rate Equations

Up-conversion is a special case of a complex combination of excitation and luminescent
processes in a system containing at least three energy levels. Generally the kinetics of
such processes can be described by rate equations, where the temporal change of the
population density of the involved energy levels is formulated. In Section 1.1 the two
main up-conversion mechanisms, ground state absorption followed by (i) excited state absorption (GSA/ESA) and (ii) energy transfer (GSA/ETU) were presented. Beside these
processes, other processes also occur in a system consisting of three energy levels as assumed for the following calculations and depicted in Figure 2.1.
Energy transfer up-conversion is defined as a process, whereby the ion accepting the energy
is afterwards in a higher excited state than the donator before the process. If this is otherwise, the process is called cross relaxation, the inverse of energy transfer up-conversion.
Less efficient are cooperative processes such as cooperative excitation (enhancing upconversion efficiency) and the respective inverse process, cooperative relaxation (reducing
up-conversion efficiency). Generally, losses caused by energy transfer, which are therefore
41
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GSA

Relaxation

ESA

ETU

Cross
Cooperative Cooperative
Relaxation Excitation
Relaxation

N2
tot

A20

tot

A21

wESA

wETU

wCR

wCE

wCooR

N1
tot

A10

G01
N0

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of possible processes occurring in a three energy level system. Beside the (de-)excitation or ground state absorption (GSA), spontaneous relaxation
and excited state absorption (ESA), also processes involving energy transfer between different ions, such as energy transfer up-conversion (ETU), cross relaxation, cooperative
excitation and cooperative relaxation, which take place with the indicated probabilities,
change the population density, Ni , of the energy levels.
dependent on the concentration of the dopant, are called concentration quenching1 .
The population density of the i-th energy level is defined to be Ni . Changes in the population of the ground level N0 can be caused by ground state absorption, where the change
in the population is proportional to the population of the level and a term, describing the
probability for this transition, G01 . The population of the ground state can be enhanced
by relaxations from the higher energy levels with the Einstein coefficients as probabilities for this process. Also more complex processes, such as energy transfer up-conversion
(ETU), cross relaxation (CR), cooperative excitation (CE) and cooperative relaxation
(CooR), influence the population of the ground state. This kind of description can be
developed for the population of each level, which leads to the rate equations for a three
level system:
GSA
Ṅ0 =
Ṅ1 =
Ṅ2 =

-G01 N0
-G01 N0

relaxation
+Atot
10 N1
tot
-A10 N1

+Atot
20 N2
-Atot
20 N2

+Atot
21 N2
tot
-A21 N2

ESA

ETU

-wESA N1
+wESA N1

+ wET N21
-2wET N21
+ wET N21

cross
relaxation

cooperative
excitation

cooperative
relaxation

- wCR N0 N1
+2wCR N0 N2
- wCR N0 N1

+ wCE N21 N0
-2wCE N21 N0
+ wCE N21 N0

- wCooR N20 N2
+2wCooR N20 N2
- wCooR N20 N2

1
In most of the applications up-conversion processes are not desired. In these cases, up-conversion is
regarded as a loss mechanism and is therefore included as a concentration quenching process.
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Ground and Excited State Absorption

The probability of a transition within a free ion induced by incident radiation can be
derived by time-dependent perturbation theory [31]. For electric dipole transitions (when
the electric field given by the incident radiation interacts with the electric dipole moment
of the absorbing center) the probability can be expressed as
Gif =

π
µ 2
2 I | if | δ(ω0 )
3n²0 c0 h̄

(2.1)

where ω0 is the angular frequency, µ if is the matrix element of the electric dipole moment2 , I is the intensity of the incident radiation, n is the refractive index of the absorbing
medium, ²0 is the permittivity in vacuum, c0 is the speed of light in vacuum, and h̄ is
Planck’s constant, h, divided by 2π. The Dirac delta function δ(ω0 ) indicates the selectivity of the transition on the frequency of the incident radiation. To describe realistic
processes this function can be replaced by the line shape function g(ω).
From this it follows that (i) the transition probability is dependent on the intensity of the
µif |=|µ
µf i | the probability for stimulated emission is the same
incident light and (ii) since |µ
as for absorption.

2.1.2

Spontaneous Radiative Decay - Einstein Coefficients

Generally, the temporal change of the population of an energy level can be described as
follows:
Ṅ = Atot N = (Arad + Anr ) N

(2.2)

where Atot is the total decay rate, including radiative Arad and non-radiative Anr decay.
From this equation, it follows that these coefficients can be experimentally determined by
the measurement of the temporal change of a luminescent emission, since the solution of
the differential Equation 2.2 is an exponential decay law with the coefficient Atot in the
exponent.
Non-radiative decay includes multi-phonon emission (see Section 2.1.3), as well as all
energy transfer mechanisms leading to the de-excitation of the regarded energy level
without direct emission.
Einstein developed an expression for the probability of spontaneous radiative transition
from initial state i to final state f on the basis of thermodynamic considerations [31], which
lead to the following expression for an electric dipole process:
2

The matrix element of the electric dipole moment is given by µif =hψf |qr|ψi i, where ψi and ψf are
the wavefunctions of the initial and the final state respectively, and r is the position of the electron
involved in the transition measured from the nucleus and q the elementary charge. This is in contrast to
magnetic dipole transitions, where the spin of the electron interacts with the magnetic field of the incident
radiation. For magnetic dipole transitions the matrix element must be replaced by the matrix element
of the magnetic dipole. Magnetic dipole transitions have about 10−5 times lower transition probability
than electric dipole transitions [31].
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Arad
if

=

1
4nω03
4π²0 3h̄c30 (2J + 1)

µ

n+2
3

¶2
µif |2
|µ

(2.3)

where ω0 is the mean angular frequency of the emission, (2J+1) the degeneracy of the
initial state and n the refractive index of the surrounding medium. The term ((n+2)/3)2
is the local field correction [42] for electric dipole transitions3 , due to the influence of the
surrounding crystal field. This changes the actual local electric field seen by the valence
electrons and influences therefore the probability of a radiative transition. The term is
an approximation, which is only strictly true for high symmetric surroundings [42].
The Einstein coefficient is relevant for macroscopic terms, as for example the absorption
coefficient. It also relates to microscopic descriptions, for example in describing quantum
mechanical processes within an ion. Both aspects are shortly described in the following.
Relation to the Macroscopic Description of Absorption Macroscopic description
of absorption processes is given by the Lambert Beer law, where the change of the intensity
of light passing a sample of thickness d is given by:
I(λ) = I0 e−α(λ)d

(2.4)

where I0 is the incident intensity and α(λ) the absorption coefficient. From the measurement of the transmitted light through a sample of a known thickness, the wavelength
dependent absorption coefficient can be experimentally determined.
Assuming N ions in their ground states, the absorption coefficient relates to the ability of
the system to absorb light of a certain wavelength, defined as transition cross section, by
σ(λ)=α(λ)/N. This transition cross section can also be regarded as a relation between the
probability of the regarded transition (given by Equation 2.1) and the incident photon
flux φ, σ=G/φ. Including the expression of the Einstein coefficient as given in Equation
2.3, the relation between the absorption coefficient (or the transition cross section) and
the Einstein coefficient as probability for this transition is found to be:
Z

Z
α(ω)dω = N

σ(ω)dω = N

π 2 c20
A
n2 ω02

(2.5)

Atomic Description of Transition Probabilities The theoretical prediction of radiative transition probabilities in rare earth ions doped in host materials can be made
using Judd-Ofelt theory4 . This semi-empirical theory leads to an expression of the matrix
elements of the electric dipole moment dependent on the host material:
µif |2 = q 2
|µ

X

Ωt |hikU (t) kf i|2

(2.6)

t=2,4,6

where the intensity parameters Ωt are dependent on the host material and the active
3
4

For magnetic transitions the approximation results in the factor n2 [42].
This description was developed independently by Judd [120] and Ofelt [121] in 1962.
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ion and are tabulated for several combinations of both5 . The reduced matrix elements
|hikU (t) kf i|2 are almost independent of the host material. These parameters can be determined by a least-squares fit to the integrated absorption bands of a measured spectrum,
as for example published by Carnall et al. [122, 123].
On the basis of the Judd-Ofelt theory, the strength of a radiative transitions can be calculated with an accuracy of about 10-15% [42].

2.1.3

Non-radiative Decay

As explained above, the coefficients Aif given in Equation 2.2 combine the influence of
radiative and non-radiative decay. The most important non-radiative decay mechanism is
multi-phonon emission. The probability of such a transition is strongly dependent on the
separation between the involved levels, the energy gap ∆E. Experimentally, it has been
shown that the probability for such a multi-phonon emission in rare earth ions6 can be
described by the energy gap law [125]:
Anr = Anr0 e−αnr ∆E

(2.7)

where the constants αnr 7 and Anr0 depend on the host material, but are independent of
the rare earth ion. The constants have been determined by measuring non-radiative decay
for different transitions in different ions (i.e. different ∆Es) for a given host material.
Equation 2.7 can be reformulated in terms of numbers of phonons p, required to bridge a
given energy gap. Assuming only phonons with highest energy h̄Ω, but non-zero phonon
density of states (“effective phonons“ [31]), take part, the probability of non-radiative
decay can be expressed as:
Anr = Anr0 e−αnr h̄Ωp

(2.8)

Experimentally obtained non-radiative rates for several transitions (in terms of involved
numbers of photons) in a double logarithmic depiction for several host materials is given
in Figure 2.2. The shaded area assigns radiative lifetimes obtained typically in these
systems. From this it follows that, for energy gaps that can be bridged by less than 5
phonons, non-radiative processes are dominant.
For BaCl2 the constants α and Anr0 have not been reported in literature, but for other
chloride hosts, for example LaCl3 , the reported constants are listed in Table 2.1.
Vibronic properties are relevant for the non-radiative decay and the energy transfer processes, and the phonon energies reported in literature for the materials investigated in
5

There is no physical meaning of these parameters. Only for Ω2 a dependency on the degree of
covalence has been observed. The higher the degree of covalence (as in silicates), the larger is Ω2 .
Fluorides therefore have small values of Ω2 [42].
6
This is exclusively applicable to rare earths due to the weak coupling between the ion and the
surrounding crystal lattice [31]. In cases of stronger influence of the coupling between the lattice and
the ion, for example for transition metals, the influence of the lattice vibrations can be included by the
configurational coordinate model [124].
7
The constant here denoted as αnr is in literature regularly named α. To avoid confusion with the
absorption coefficient, the subscript has been added in Equation 2.7.
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Figure 2.2: Energy gap law. The logarithm of the non-radiative decay rate depends
linearly on the energy gap between the involved energy levels. This energy gap can be
expressed in numbers of high energy phonons provided by the host material. A comparison
with radiative decay rates leads to the conclusion that radiative decay dominates, if more
than 5 phonons are required to bridge the energy gap. Taken from [31].
this thesis are given in Table 2.1.
Including the rates of radiative and non-radiative transitions, the quantum efficiency of
a certain transition Aif can be expressed as a probability of this process relative to all
other radiative and non-radiative processes:
ηif = P

Aif
+ Anr

rad
k Aik

(2.9)

where k is all possible final states of the transition. The reciprocal of the lifetime of a
state i can be expressed as:
1
1
= rad + Anr
τi
τi
τirad = P

2.1.4

1
k Aik

(2.10)
(2.11)

Energy Transfer Processes

In addition to stimulated and spontaneous transitions, some up-conversion processes rely
on energy transfer processes between different ions. The ion donating its energy is called
the sensitizer (S), the ion receiving the energy is the activator (A). These processes are
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Hostmaterial

Max. phonon energy
[cm−1 ]

NaYF4
LaF3
Y2 O3
BaCl2
LaCl3

418
350
550
185
260
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αnr
[cm]

Anr0
[s−1 ]

5.6×10−3
3.8×10−3

6.6×108
2.7×108

1.3×10−2

1.5×1010

Reference
[126]
[125]
[125]
[127]
[125]

Table 2.1: Maximum phonon energies and coefficients of the energy gap law for different
host materials, partly investigated within this thesis.
depicted in Figure 2.3 and will be reviewed in the following.
A first distinction can be made between radiative and non-radiative energy transfer.
The probability of radiative energy transfer depends on the spectral overlap between the
involved transitions:
Z
σA
rad
wET =
gS (ν) gA (ν)dν
(2.12)
4πR2 τS
The probability of a radiative energy transfer depends on the absorption cross section of
the activator σA , the lifetime of the excited state of the sensitizer τS , the spatial distance
R of the involved ions and the spectral overlap (given by the integral over the line shape
functions g(ν)). Due to the dependency on the spectral overlap the probability is high for
identical ions and identical involved energy levels. When measuring the lifetime of a given
transition, this effect can cause distortions to higher lifetimes, since emitted photons are
trapped by other ions (photon trapping).
resonant
radiative

resonant
non-radiative

phonon-assisted
non-radiative

Figure 2.3: Energy transfer mechanisms between the ion donating energy (sensitizer) and
the ion accepting energy (activator). These transfers can be radiative or non-radiative (if
emission of photons is involved or not), and resonant or phonon-assisted (if the energy
submitted by the sensitizer is exactly the energy received by the activator or if phonons
are necessary to compensate insufficient spectral overlap).
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A further distinction can be made between energy transfers where the energy donated
from one ion compared to the energy accepted by the second ion is the same (resonant
process) or not (phonon assisted energy transfer).
For resonant, non-radiative energy transfers the probability for energy transfer can be
written as:
R
2π gS gA dν X
nr
|Cl1 l2 hS ? ||U l1 ||S 0 i × hA0 ||U l2 ||A? i|2
(2.13)
wET =
h̄
dS dA l ,l
1 2

where dS and dA are the degeneracies of the excited state of the sensitizer and the ground
state of the activator respectively. The integral over the lineshape functions of the emission of the sensitizer gS and the absorption of the activator gA is a measure of the overlap
of the involved energy levels. The sum is similar to that in the Judd-Ofelt approach (see
Section 2.1.2), where the constants Cl1 l2 are analogous to the intensity parameters Ωt and
the reduced matrix elements describe the involved transitions exactly as in Judd-Ofelt
theory. With this description, resonant non-radiative energy transfer processes are described within a single mathematical form, regardless of the kind of interaction (electric
dipole or magnetic dipole or higher orders).
The probability for this energy transfer is zero if the overlap integral of the emission of
the sensitizer and absorption of the activator vanishes. But even in this case energy transfers have been observed experimentally, which is explained by the inclusion of phonons,
which conserve the energy. Thus on the basis of phonon assisted (pa) energy transfer,
an exchange of energy is possible, even if the spectral overlap integral is zero. Miyakawa
and Dexter [128] showed that the probability of phonon assisted energy transfer can be
written as:
nr,pa
wET
∝ Wpa0 e−β∆E

(2.14)

where Wpa0 and β are constants depending on the host material. The crucial point is the
dependency on the energy gap in a very similar way as found for the energy gap law (see
Section 2.1.3). From this it follows that phonons can have both a positive influence on
energy transfer mechanisms, which are the basis of some up-conversion mechanisms, and
detrimental effects in the form of assistance to undesired non-radiative relaxations.

2.1.5

Comparison of GSA/ESA and GSA/ETU

To illustrate the dependency of the up-conversion processes on the concentration of the
active ions, the probability of the two most important processes, ground state absorption
followed by excited state absorption (GSA/ESA) and ground state absorption followed
by energy transfer up-conversion (GSA/ETU) must be compared.
The probability of the GSA/ESA up-conversion process is a product of the probability of
the single processes:
wGSA/ESA = G01 wESA ≈ G201

(2.15)
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Since both single processes are stimulated absorptions, the probability of both can be
assumed to be approximately equal (G01 ≈ wESA ). This process takes place within a
single ion without including energy transfer. Therefore the probability of this process is
independent of the concentration of the active ion8 .
In contrast, up-conversion processes involving energy transfer are more complex. Assigning the transfer probability from one ion to another with wET , it can be shown that the
probability of the excitation of the highest energy level of the acceptor ion is:
2
wGSA/ET U = G201 wET
N02

(2.16)

From this it follows, that the energy transfer up-conversion process depends quadratically
on the density of ions in their ground state, N0 , which is a measure of the doping concentration, while the GSA/ESA is independent of the concentration of the active ion.
An experimental test of this relationship was done by Ohwaki and Wang [29] and Figure
2.4 shows the up-conversion efficiency as a function of doping concentration that they
found for BaCl2 :Er3+ . At low concentrations the up-conversion efficiency increases due
to the combination of increased absorption and enhanced probability of energy transfer with the higher density of active ions. With higher concentrations of the active ion,
non-radiative energy transfer becomes dominant over radiative energy transfer. A further
increase in concentration results in an increase in loss mechanisms, such as cross relaxation, which reduces the emission of up-converted photons. Due to the occurrence at
high concentrations, the reduction of luminescent efficiency is also called concentration
quenching.
8

Emission Intensity [a.u.]

This should not be confused with the temporal change of the population density Ṅ = G01 N , which
has a linear dependency on the concentration also for ground state absorption. The probability for the
transition itself is independent of the concentration.

100
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0
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40

3+

Er concentration [mol%]

Figure 2.4: Dependency of the up-conversion efficiency on the erbium content for BaCl2
(taken from [29]). At lower doping levels, GSA/ESA up-conversion processes are dominant and at higher doping levels, energy transfer up-conversion processes dominates.
For concentrations above 28 mol%, loss mechanisms, such as cross relaxation, reduce the
up-conversion efficiency.
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Influence of the Up-conversion Process on the Excitation
Spectrum

As explained in Section 1.2.1, the shape of the excitation and emission spectra of rare
earth doped host materials is mainly determined by the crystal field of the host material
surrounding the rare earth ion and leading therefore to splitting into sublevels (Stark
levels) of the energy levels involved in the optical transitions. Mathematically this is
described by line shape functions of the energy level.
If, as for up-conversion processes, more than two of these split energy levels are involved,
the shape of the excitation spectrum is dependent on the kind of process leading to the
emission. If up-conversion takes place via successive absorption (GSA/ESA), then the
excitations of higher energy levels are also reflected in the excitation spectrum. This is
different for up-conversion via energy transfer, where only the ground state absorption
is reflected in the excitation spectrum, since all other excitations take place between the
ions either via resonant energy transfer or with the aid of phonons. This can be described
by the probabilities for certain absorptions Gif , which describes the excitation from level
i to f as given in Equation 2.1. These probabilities depend on the wavelength via the line
shape function of the involved energy levels. For GSA/ESA the emitted power from an n
photon process can be described as [22]:
PGSA/ESA (λ) ∝ G01 · G12 · . . . · Gn−1 n (λ)

(2.17)

where Gif are the probabilities of light induced transition from level i to f. In contrast to
this, the emitted power resulting from up-conversion based on energy transfer processes
is given by:
PGSA/ET U (λ) ∝ (wET 2 · wET 3 · . . . · wET n ) Gn01 (λ)

(2.18)

where wET i is the probability for the energy transfer leading to the excitation of the ith energy level. Therefore the wavelength dependence of the excitation for GSA/ESA
processes is influenced by absorptions of higher energy levels, while for energy transfer
up-conversion, only the line shape function of the first excited state is involved. Further,
the exponent n leads to spectral narrowing with increasing order n of the process. This
was experimentally shown by Auzel on YF3 :Er3+ [22] as shown in Figure 2.5.

2.2

Dependence of Emitted Light on Input Power

Up-conversion is a non-linear effect in relation to the intensity of the incident radiation.
Generally for non-linear optical processes, the emitted intensity Iem depends on the intensity of the incident light Iin via a power law, where the exponent n equals the number
of required photons to excite the emitting state [25]:
n
Iem ∝ Iin

(2.19)

This is only true for low pump intensities, otherwise the energy conservation law would be
violated. In a double-logarithmic depiction of emitted intensity versus incident intensity
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Figure 2.5: Experimental demonstration of the spectral narrowing in YF3 :Er3+ . The
higher the order n of the up-conversion process, the more distinctive the line shape of the
4
I15/2 →4 I13/2 absorption reveals. Taken from Auzel [22].
this saturation equals a reduction of the slope n. Power dependent measurements performed by Gamelin et al. [47] on Cs3 Lu2 Cl9 :Er3+ (1%) under excitation at 1540 nm for
different emissions due to up-conversion processes are shown in Figure 2.6. All emission
curves level out at higher pump powers.
The theoretical dependency of up-conversion emission on the pump power has been derived by Pollnau et al. [25] by the numerical solution of rate equations, similar to the
ones given at the beginning of this chapter. In these calculations a model is assumed with
four energy levels beside the ground state, as depicted in Figure 2.6. All loss mechanisms
have been neglected, so that the model contains the excitation by pumping constantly
with infrared light (GSA), relaxations only to the ground state or the next lower level
and the up-conversion processes (ESA and ETU). These rate equations have been solved
numerically with respect to
• the dominance of up-conversion. If luminescence dominates over up-conversion as
the depletion mechanism of intermediate states, the influence of up-conversion is regarded as small. This is in contrast to large up-conversion rates, where up-conversion
is the major depletion mechanism.
• the dominant decay route. The decay can be mainly to the next lower lying state,
or to the ground state.
• the fraction of absorbed pump power, which is is assumed to be large or small.
The resulting power dependence of the population of the energy levels Ni for the different
cases are listed in Table 2.2. Since the luminescence from a given level can be assumed
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Figure 2.6: Input power dependence of the emission from different energy levels as a result
of up-conversion processes under excitation at 1540 nm observed in Cs3 Lu2 Cl9 :Er3+ (1%).
Taken from Gamelin et al. [47].
to be directly proportional to the excited population N of the level [20], this directly
relates to the slope predicted for the double logarithmic depiction of emitted intensity of
an emission from a given level versus pump power.
The power dependence of the emission intensity of up-converted light on the incident
intensity can be experimentally determined for a given emission by photoluminescence
measurements under varying input power. Measuring external quantum efficiency of a solar cell with the up-converter applied to the rear under varying input power (as described
in Section 4.3.2 and 5.2.2), the resulting signal contains the emission from all energy levels
simultaneously.

Up-conversion Efficiency From the discussion of the emitted up-conversion intensity
on the input power it follows that also the up-conversion efficiency must be dependent
on the input power. Generally, the efficiency of a luminescent process is defined as the
ratio between the desired radiative de-excitation of a certain energy level and all other
possible radiative or non-radiative de-excitations. This has already been formulated for
spontaneous de-excitation in Equation 2.9. For the expression of the efficiency of upconversion processes this is more complicated, since more than one transition is involved.
Auzel proposed therefore to normalize the emission to the input power and to express the
up-conversion efficiency of a n-photon process in (cm2 /W)n−1 [22].
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Influence
Mechanism
of up-conversion
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Predominant
decay route

Absorption of
pump power

Power dependence

Small

ESA or
ETU

next lower or
ground state

small or large

Ni ∼ Pi
from level i=1,...,n

Large

ETU

next lower state

small or large

ground state

small or large

next lower state

small

Ni ∼ Pi/n
from level i=1,...,n
Ni ∼ P1/2
from level i=1,...,n-1
Ni ∼ P1
from level i=1
Ni ∼ Pi
from level i=1,...,n
Ni ∼ Pi/n
from level i=1,...,n
Ni ∼ P0
from level i=1,...,n-1
Ni ∼ P1
from level i=n

ESA

large
ground state

small or large

Table 2.2: Dependency of the population of an energy level Ni on the pump power. The
slopes depend on the dominance of up-conversion processes compared to conventional
luminescence as depletion mechanism, the dominant up-conversion process (ESA or ETU),
whether the relaxation takes place more likely to the next lower level or directly to the
ground state and the absorption properties of the sample. Taken from Pollnau et al. [25].
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Summary of Chapter 2

In this chapter the theoretical description of up-conversion processes was summarized. Using rate equations, the contribution of the different possible processes, such as stimulated
and spontaneous transitions, non-radiative decay and the energy transfer mechanisms,
was described. From these considerations, the influence of the concentration of the active
ion on the up-conversion efficiency, the relation between up-conversion process and the
shape of the excitation spectrum and the dependence of the intensity of emission as a
result of up-conversion on the input power could be determined.

Chapter 3
Solar Cell Processing
The application of an up-converter to the rear of a solar cell requires a cell structure
that transmits light with wavelengths within the excitation range of the up-converter. In
addition the cell has to be sensitive to the emission from the up-converter on the rear of
the cell. Both requirements are fulfilled by bifacial solar cells.
Bifacial solar cells are primarily of interest for space applications due to the possibility of
collection of the earth’s albedo light. Beside this, the advantages are lower absorbance of
infrared light, thus lower operating temperatures and a high power to weight ratio [129].
Also in static concentrators [130] or when installed in a highly reflecting surrounding [131],
bifacial cells are advantageous.
Early bifacial concepts had an emitter on both sides (n+ pn+ -structures) [129]. High efficiencies with only one emitter and back surface field (BSF) were reached on n-type FZ
silicon [132] with 18.1% and 19.1% and on Cz [133] with 18.0% and 18.3% under illumination of the p+ n side and n+ n side respectively (both on an area of 4 cm2 ). On p-type
silicon with a back contact concept, efficiencies of 20.6% and 19.3% on an area of 4 cm2
under illumination of the unmetallized and metallized side respectively were reached by
Glunz et. al [134]. With n+ pn+ -structures, where the rear side metallization does not
contact the n+ -region (floating emitter) efficiencies of 21.3% and 19.8% on an area of
1 cm2 under illumination of the front and rear respectively were reached [135, 136].
The straightforward approach to replace the full metallization of the rear of a conventional
cell (n+ p) by a grid was proposed the first time in 1977 by Chambouleyron and Chevalier
[137]. Using PECVD SiNx as passivation on both sides efficiencies of 20.1% and 17.2%
were reached with this concept on an area of 4 cm2 in 1987 [138].
Within this thesis a n+ pp+ design was developed, allowing for application of an upconverter to the rear. As discussed in Section 1.3.3, the optical properties of the solar cell
can be adapted to the application of an up-converter by choosing an adequate thickness
of the antireflection coating. This is intrinsically tied with losses in conventional cell performance. A conventional high efficiency cell design is not appropriate for the application
of an up-converter, since the front surface texture reduces the transmission of light with
a wavelength within the excitation range of the up-converter to unacceptably low levels.
Therefore a compromise between a conventional design and a design fully adapted to the
up-converter must be found, to maintain a high conventional performance while meeting
the requirements of the up-converter. As a consequence, the cells processed for the ap55
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the cell process. This process was applied to 0.5 Ωcm
p-type float zone silicon.
plication of an up-converter within this thesis have no texturization, but a conventional
antireflection coating. The lack of a front surface texture leads to loss in the short circuit
current, but ensures a sufficient transmission in the excitation range of the up-converter
so that it can be studied.
In this chapter the processing details of the bifacial solar cells are given. The results of
the characterization including I-V-, spectral response, transmission, reflection and lifetime
measurements are reviewed.

3.1

Cell Concept and Processing Details

The bifacial cell concept used for this work is shown in Figure 3.1. The starting material
was 0.5 Ωcm p-type float zone silicon wafers with a thickness of 250 µm and a diameter
of 100 mm, so that eight 2×2 cm2 cells resulted from each wafer.
After RCA cleaning1 a back-to-back 60 Ω/sq boron diffusion is carried out using boron
1

The RCA cleaning procedure was proposed by Kern [139]. The cleaning consists of two steps. First
organic contamination and particles are removed using NH3 (25%)-H2 O2 (30%)-H2 O-solution in a ratio of
1:1:5 at about 80◦ C (all concentrations are given in percent by volume). The thin oxide that grows in this
step is then removed in diluted HF (1%). In the second cleaning step, metal contamination is removed
in HCl(37%)-H2 O2 (30%)-H2 O (1:1:5), also followed by a HF-dip. An RCA clean was performed before
each high temperature step (all diffusions and oxidations).
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tribromide (BBr3 ). In the diffusion process an in-situ oxidation step is included to transform the boron rich layer into boron glass2 , which is afterwards removed in HF (10%). A
thermal oxide of about 90 nm thickness (thickness determined by ellipsometry measurements) is grown. The boron diffused side is shielded by the oxide, while on the undiffused
side the oxide is removed lithographically to enable emitter diffusion. The emitter is created in a gas phase POCl3 diffusion leading to a sheet resistance of about 85 Ω/sq. Both
the phosphorus glass and the masking oxide are etched away in diluted HF. A second
thermal oxide is grown as passivation and antireflection coating with a thickness of about
110 nm.
On both sides the metallization is applied by evaporating a titanium-palladium-silver stack
with thicknesses of 50 nm each after first defining the finger grid photolithographically
on both sides3 . A sufficient thickness of the metallization is reached using a combination
of autocatalytic silver-plating and galvanically strengthening. In the plating process the
thickness of the metallization is enhanced in a degree necessary to ensure the electrical
contact of the rear side of the solar cell in the galvanical process. The plating is performed using the commercial plating solution “electroless silvermix ESM100” purchased
from Polymer Kompositer. A galvanic deposition of silver performed afterwards ensures
homogeneity and sufficient metallization. The fingers produced in this way have heights
of 5 - 8 µm, widths of about 30 - 40 µm and a finger spacing of 800 µm, which results in
a coverage of 5 - 6.5% including the busbar.
Sintering the cells for 30 minutes at 380◦ C under Ar/H2 atmosphere, which is also called
a forming gas anneal (FGA)4 , results in a good surface passivation. The passivating
properties are further enhanced by a post-metallization anneal (or alneal), which includes
evaporating an aluminium layer of 1 µm thickness on both sides and sintering at 380◦ C
under Ar/H2 atmosphere. After the thermal treatment the aluminium is removed using
phosphoric acid.
Since the emitter and BSF cover the whole wafer area and thus connect the single cells
processed in parallel on the wafer, the pn junction is separated by dicing the wafers into
2×2 cm2 cells.

3.2

I-V Results

In Table 3.1 the results of the I-V-measurements are listed for the two best cells 7ab and
7ac processed as described above (and used for the application of the up-converter as
described in Section 4.3 and 5.2). The setup for I-V-characterization (and also for the
spectral response measurements, see Section 3.4) allowed only measurements with the
solar cell placed on a brass chuck. This distorts the results in two ways: (i) since photons
2

A detailed description of this process including the in-situ oxidation and the underlying mechanisms
can be found in [140].
3
The silver layer was kept comparably thin (it is possible to evaporate thicknesses in the range of
microns). This was necessary since during the application of lacquer layers, which define the finger grid
on the second side, the thermal treatment (baking and evaporating) lead to a smearing of the lacquer
profile on the other side respectively. Therefore the lift-off succeeded reliably only with thin metal layers.
4
A forming gas anneal is also often performed using a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen [141].
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with wavelengths longer than 900 nm can be transmitted through the cell and then reflected back by the chuck into the cell (see also Section 3.3) the results of I-V- and spectral
response measurements are distorted to higher efficiencies5 . (ii) The chuck contacts not
only the busbar but the whole grid, so that the line resistance of both the finger grid and
the busbar of the unilluminated side of the cell is not included in the measurement. This
is also the case for non-bifacial cells, but since the rear side metallization of non-bifacial
cells normally covers the whole cell area, the distortion is much smaller than for bifacial
cells, which have a grid on the rear side.

Cell

7ab
7ac

Illumination

VOC
[mV]

JSC
[mA/cm2 ]

front
rear
front
rear

663
657
665
662

33.4
25.9
33.8
27.5

FF
[%]

η
[%]

76.0 16.8
70.8 12.1
75.8 17.1
77.5 14.1

Current symmetry
factor
0.78
0.81

Table 3.1: Results of the IV-measurements of the cells later used for the application of
the up-converter. The cells were placed on a brass chuck for the measurement.
The efficiencies of the two best cells obtained by the process described above are 16.8 and
17.1% under front side illumination and 12.1 and 14.1% under rear side illumination. In
the following, front and rear illumination means the illumination of the emitter and BSF
respectively.
Short circuit currents of 33.4 and 33.8 mA/cm2 under front side and 25.9 and 27.5 mA/cm2
under rear side illumination were reached. The ratio between the short circuit currents
for the illumination of the rear and front is called the current symmetry factor [132] and
is found to be 0.78 and 0.81 for cell 7ab and 7ac respectively. The higher the effective
diffusion length, determined by the lifetime in the bulk and the surface regions, the higher
the ratio between the current generated by illumination of the two sides. The short circuit
current under front side illumination could be improved by the inclusion of front surface
texture (see Section 3.3). The lower JSC under rear side illumination is likely be due to
internal losses, since the optical properties of both sides are comparable.
Comparably high open circuit voltages of between 656.9 and 665.2 mV were obtained.
This is due to high material quality and good surface passivation (see Section 3.5) achieved
with the diffused boron BSF on the rear of the cell and alnealed thermal oxide on both
sides.
5

Ideally the measurements should be performed using non-reflecting backgrounds or imitating the
circumstances of installed modules. The magnitude of the influence of the reflectance of the background
was investigated by Kühn [142] on power solar cells by comparing the I-V-results of the cells measured
on white (reflectivity of about 80%) and black (reflectivity of less than 4%) background. The distortion
for his cell concept was found to be around 1% higher (absolute) efficiency. Thus this influence is not
negligible.
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The overall cell efficiency is limited by the fill factor, which is found to be between 70.8
and 77.5%. The fill factors are relatively low due to non-optimal metallization, which
leads to a high series resistance. Fitting the I-V-curve with the two diode model leads
to a series resistance of 0.9 Ωcm2 . Assuming the dimensions of the fingers determined
with Dektak measurements a line resistance of 0.3 to 0.4 Ωcm2 is expected for one side.
The higher series resistance found in the I-V-measurements could be caused by finger
interruptions on the illuminated side and/or non-uniform contact between the grid on the
rear and the brass chuck.

3.3

Optical Properties

The optical properties of the solar cells determine the possible benefit arising from the
application of an up-converter. The crucial point is a high transmission in the excitation
wavelength range of the up-converter (about 1500 nm). For the optimization of a conventional cell concept, the transmission at these wavelengths is irrelevant. In fact to enhance
the conventional cell performance the optimization would direct to the opposite - an increased optical pathlength to lower the transmission at longer wavelength (> 950 nm).
Therefore a compromise must be found between high transmittance at about 1500 nm,
while still keeping the overall cell performance high by maintaining a low reflectance in the
wavelength range of conventional cell performance. In the following it will be shown, that
the cell concept derived within this thesis fulfills both requirements - high transmittance
within the excitation wavelength range of the up-converter and sufficient conventional cell
performance.
The discussion is divided into two parts. Firstly, the optical properties of the cells in the
wavelength range of 300 to 1200 nm and the corresponding internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) measurements are discussed. Secondly, the optical properties affecting the effectiveness of the application of an up-converter are explained. This includes the transmission in
the excitation range of the up-converter and the absorption of the up-converted photons
(emitted mainly at 980 nm) from the rear.
The transmission and reflection spectra of a typical bifacial cell are shown in Figure 3.2
for the wavelength range of 300 to 1700 nm. The measurements were taken with a Cary 5e
spectrophotometer using an integrating sphere to include direct and diffuse reflected light
in the signal. The absorption is calculated from the measured reflection and transmission.
The discontinuities around 860 nm are due to a detector change in the instrument.

Optical Properties Influencing Conventional Performance The reflection of the
cell was measured with open rear and with a brass plate (similar to the brass chuck used
in I-V- and spectral response measurements) attached to the rear. For wavelengths longer
than 980 nm this influences the reflection. For comparison, also the reflection of the brass
plate is shown. The theoretical calculation of the reflection using the ray tracing program
Sunrays [143] of a 250 µm thick wafer with SiO2 of 107 nm thickness6 on both sides agrees
6

Exact thickness of the antireflection coating of the cell 7ab and 7ac as determined with ellipsometry.
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Figure 3.2: Optical properties (reflection, absorption and transmission) of a cell processed
together with the cell used for the application of the up-converters. For comparison also
a theoretically expected reflection of 107 nm SiO2 on both sides of a 250 µm silicon wafer
is shown (long dashed curve). Since in spectral response and I-V-measurements the cell is
placed on a brass chuck, also the reflection of the chuck and of the solar cell with a brass
plate attached to the rear is shown.
very well with the reflection found experimentally.
For an estimation of the contribution of the optical loss to the cell performance in conventional operation, the measured reflection was fitted with the software “SR” (program
by B. Fischer) in the wavelength range of 300 to 1200 nm. Due to the lack of a surface texture, a comparably high reflection of about 8% was found at 660 nm. Assuming
shadowing of 5% of the cell area (due to the covering with evaporated silver) a weighted
reflectance of nearly 18% is calculated in the range of 300 to 1200 nm. The weighed
reflectance of conventional textured cells can be below 5% including metallization (also
due to less shading as a result of lower fingerwidth). The optical losses in conventional
performance due to the adjustment of the cell design to the application of an up-converter
can therefore be estimated to be about 13%.
Including the reflection, absorption at the rear (in the brass chuck) and free carrier absorption (FCA) the optical losses sum up to about 11.9 mA/cm2 (26%)7 . Absorption in the
SiO2 layer and FCA are negligible in the range of 300-1200 nm at only 0.2 mA/cm2 (0.4%).
The fit of the reflection revealed an internal back reflection of about 30 and 69% for front
and rear side illumination respectively assuming specular external and internal reflection
and including free carrier absorption in the 85 Ω/sq emitter and the 60 Ω/sq BSF.

Optical Properties Influencing Up-converter Application For the discussion of
the results of spectral response measurements of solar cells with up-converters applied to
the rear, the reflection and transmission at the excitation and emission wavelengths of
7

Assuming total incidence of 45.89 mA/cm2 .
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the reflection and transmission properties of a cell processed
within this thesis (and used for the application of the up-converter) and a conventional
(textured) high efficiency bifacial solar cell. The main difference is the surface texture
of the conventional cell, which leads to the fact that within the excitation range of the
up-converter (around 1500 nm) only less than 2% of the photons are transmitted.
the up-converter are essential. To demonstrate the differences in the optical properties
between the cell concept realized within this thesis and a conventional bifacial cell design,
the transmission and reflection spectra of both are given in Figure 3.3. The data of the
conventional high efficiency bifacial solar cell refer to cells processed by Cañizo et al. at
UPM/IES as described in [133]. The main difference compared to the cell concept realized
within this thesis is a random pyramid texture created by KOH etching. Additionally
these cells are covered by a 100 nm silicon oxide antireflection coating on both sides. The
transmission and reflection at the wavelengths relevant for the up-converter performance
are listed in Table 3.2 for both types of cells. Also the figures theoretically achievable
with an antireflection coating optimized only to the up-converter properties (while taking
high losses in conventional cell performance) as calculated in Section 1.3.3 are listed.
At 1522 and 1535 nm, where the erbium-doped up-converters show maximum excitation,
the transmission should be as high as possible. For the cells processed within this thesis
a comparably high transmission of about 61% was reached. A conventional cell would
transmit less than 2%8 . As discussed in Section 1.3.3, with an SiO2 antireflection coating of a thickness optimized for the up-converter, a transmission of 78% is theoretically
achievable.
The up-converter emits mainly between 950 and 1030 nm with peak emission at about
980 nm. Further emission takes place at 806, 660 and 550 nm. At these wavelengths the
reflection under rear side illumination of the cell should be as low as possible to ensure
8

Even though absorption is negligible in the wavelength range between 1522-1535 nm, the measured
transmission and reflection for the conventional cell does not sum up to 100% in this wavelength range.
This can be explained by internal reflection at the textured surfaces, whereby a high fraction of the light
is guided within the material to the edge of the wafer. This fraction of photons does not contribute to
the signal.
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Wavelength
in nm
1522-1535
1030
980
950
806
660
550

this
thesis
38
20
16
15
12
10
13

Reflection in %
conv. optimized to
cell up-converter
23
6
<5
4
<3
<3
<3

5
19
22
24
32
27
3

Transmission in %
EQE
this conv. optimized to under
thesis cell up-converter rear ill.
61
31
6
2

<
<
<
<

2
1
1
1

95
33
5
0.8

0.55
0.71
0.72
0.73
0.75
0.73

Table 3.2: Reflection and transmission properties and the external quantum efficiency
under illumination from the rear at the wavelengths relevant for up-converter performance of different cell designs. The design chosen within this thesis is a compromise
between emphasizing the up-converter investigation while maintaining high conventional
cell performance. For comparison the optical properties for a high efficiency conventional
(textured) bifacial cell as described in [133] are given. The theoretically achievable transmission and reflection values when adapting the cell concept only to the up-converter
properties as calculated in Section 1.3.3 are also given.

that a high fraction of these photons can enter the solar cell. For the cells processed
within this thesis, a reflection increasing between 950 and 1030 nm from 15 to 20% with
16% reflection at the up-converter emission maximum is found. A textured cell shows a
more than 3 times lower reflection at 980 nm. But this is by far outbalanced by the factor
30 of higher transmission of the photons exciting the up-conversion process9 .
At the emission wavelengths of the up-converter between 550 and 806 nm the reflection
is found to be between 10% and 13%. To ensure maximum benefit from the up-converter
the transmission in the wavelength range of 950 to 1030 nm should be as low as possible
(for shorter wavelength the absorption is high enough to regard transmission as negligible). The cells processed within this thesis show a transmission strongly increasing from
less than 2% at 950 nm up to 31% at 1030 nm. At the peak emission wavelength of the
up-converter at 980 nm about 6% of the photons are transmitted.
Free carrier absorption in the highly doped regions of the cell, which can be seen in
the slight increase in absorption at longer wavelengths (> 1300 nm), has no measurable
effect on the transmission in wavelength ranges relevant for the up-converter performance.

9
Due to the non-linearity of the up-conversion processes, a higher transmittance in the excitation
wavelength range of the up-converter has a stronger positive effect than a by the same factor better
exploitation of emitted photons by the cell.
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Figure 3.4: Internal and external quantum efficiency and reflection of the cell used for
the application of the up-converter in later experiments. The cell was placed on a brass
chuck during this measurement, which results in higher measured EQE and IQE values
at longer wavelengths (see Section 3.2).

3.4

Spectral Response

As explained in Section 3.2, characterizing bifacial solar cells is not trivial since the reflectivity of the background influences the measurement. The setup for spectral response
allowed only measurements with the solar cell placed on a brass chuck.
In Figure 3.4, the spectral response of the cell used for the application of the up-converters
(7ac) under front and rear illumination is shown. For front side illumination the conversion
efficiency at short wavelengths is nearly 1 and decreases for longer wavelengths. Under
rear side illumination an internal quantum efficiency of about 0.8 up to 960 nm is found.
The difference in the conversion efficiency under front and rear side illumination is due to
the asymmetry of the cell design with the emitter only on one side. For short wavelengths
most of the electron hole pairs are generated close to the illuminated surface, since the
generation profile strongly decreases with increasing penetration depth. In contrast to
front side illumination, where the majority of the electron hole pairs are generated close
to the space charge region, the fraction of electron hole pairs reaching the space charge
region under rear side illumination depends more strongly on the bulk lifetime and rear
surface recombination velocity.
Under rear side illumination a slightly enhanced conversion efficiency at about 960 nm
is found. This can probably be explained by a nearly constant generation profile at
this wavelength, which leads to the fact that a higher fraction of electron hole pairs are
generated at distances shorter than the diffusion length to the pn junction compared to
shorter wavelengths, where the generation profile strongly decreases with higher penetration depth. The reflection by the brass chuck is unlikely to cause this enhancement at
960 nm, since it does not have an effect until 980 nm (see Figure 3.2).
The external quantum efficiencies at wavelengths relevant for the benefit from the application of an up-converter to the rear are given in Table 3.2.
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Lifetime Measurements

Beside optical and electrical losses, recombination of electron hole pairs limits the efficiency of the solar cell.
As mentioned in Section 3.4, the lower spectral response under rear side illumination is
a result of the non-infinite effective lifetime. The effective lifetime is a result of all recombination processes in the device, which includes recombination in the bulk as well as
at the front and rear surfaces and in the emitter. The bulk lifetime in silicon is mainly
determined by recombination through defects (Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination)
and especially in heavily doped regions, such as the emitter and BSF, by Auger recombination, while radiative recombination can be neglected due to the indirect band gap of
silicon10 . At surfaces, the recombination via the defects generated by the abrupt ending
of the crystal lattice dominates and is described by the surface recombination velocity
(SRV).
In a solar cell the individual contributions of the different recombination processes to
the effective lifetime can not be isolated. But the investigation of symmetric test structures allows the characterization of certain aspects, for example the quality of the surface
passivation and the development of the bulk lifetime through the processing. These investigations were carried out on three types of symmetric test structures - planar p-type
float zone silicon wafer11 with a (i) thermal oxide, (ii) 110 Ω/sq emitter and thermal oxide
and (iii) 60 Ω/sq diffused boron BSF and thermal oxide on each side.
The effective lifetime was determined using quasi steady state photoconductance decay
(QSSPC) [144] measurements. In this contactless method the sample is illuminated with
a light pulse, whose intensity varies slowly compared to the effective lifetime of the sample (quasi-steady state). This light pulse generates excess carriers in the sample, which
change the conductivity and can therefore be measured inductively. From this the effective lifetime for a wide range of injection levels can be measured.
In Figure 3.5 the injection level dependent results of the QSSPC measurements for the
symmetric test structures are shown before and after alnealing.
The effective lifetime increased due to the alneal for all samples. Alnealing has a passivating effect, since the interface state densities at the Si-SiO2 interface are reduced.
Compared to the conventional anneal (without evaporated aluminium) the content of
atomic hydrogen in the oxide is believed to be larger due to a corrosive reaction between
the aluminium and residual water in the oxide. The enhanced concentration of hydrogen
leads to a more effective saturation of the dangling bonds at the silicon surface and therefore a reduced density of states within the gap and therefore a reduced recombination due
to these traps [141].
The run of the curve of the symmetric sample with SiO2 on each side changes due to
the alneal. Before alnealing the effective lifetime is increasing steadily in the double
logarithmic depiction with a maximum of 22 µs at the highest injection level measurable
(1.75 × 1016 cm−3 ). This suggests that SRH recombination is dominant, which means that
the oxide does not passivate the surface at this stage. After alnealing a nearly injection
10
The lifetime of electron hole pairs if only radiative recombination was present would be in the range
of 10 ms and is therefore not the limiting process for these cells.
11
The wafers used for the test structures are the same as used for the solar cell processing.
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Figure 3.5: Injection level dependent results of QSSPC measurements for three symmetric
test structures (thermal oxide on planar 0.5 Ωcm p-type wafer, thermal oxide on planar
wafer with 110 Ω/sq emitter and thermal oxide on planar wafer with 60 Ω/sq BSF) before
and after alnealing respectively.

level independent effective lifetime is found up to about 8 × 1015 cm−3 with the highest
measured effective lifetime of about 300 µs. It can be concluded that the passivation
properties must be enhanced due to the alneal, but is not distinguishable, whether the
bulk or still the surface is limiting the effective lifetime.
For injection levels higher than 2 × 1016 cm−3 a strong decrease in effective lifetime is
observed, which is due to Coulomb enhanced Auger recombination [145].
For both the oxide covered emitter and BSF samples, nearly no injection level dependence
up to 1016 cm−3 is found. Also in these samples, the effective lifetime decreases for higher
injection levels due to Coulomb enhanced Auger recombination [145].
As expected, the passivation of the n-type surface (emitter) is much more effective than
the passivation of the back surface field, which can be seen in the surface recombination
velocities (see also Table 3.3). For the same injection level the SRV found for boron
diffused samples is much higher than for the test structure with emitter. It is known
that n-type silicon is more effectively passivated by silicon oxide than p-type due to much
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Sample

Treatment

τeffmax
Seff
in µs
in cm/s
(∆nav =5×1015 cm−3 ) (∆nav =5×1015 cm−3 )

oxide
oxide
emitter + oxide
emitter + oxide
BSF + oxide
BSF + oxide

no alneal
alneal
no alneal
alneal
no alneal
alneal

15.2
300
49
200
6.5
14.9

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.5
40
1
20
1
0.5

36.5
1.8
11.2
2.5
81
37

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.5
0.2
0.2
0.5
2
1

Table 3.3: Overview of the results of the lifetime measurements on the symmetric test
samples.
higher capture cross section for electrons than for holes12 [146].
From the depiction of 1/τeff − 1/τAuger versus excess carrier density the emitter saturation
current is extractable, provided high injection to ensure τSRH is constant (slope method).
For the test samples with emitter and thermal oxide this lead to J0e = 29-36 fA before
the alneal and 8 fA after the alneal. The implied VOC was found to increase due to the
alneal from 665 mV to 704 mV.
Therefore the surface passivation of these cells is good and does not limit the cell performance.

12
The effective surface recombination velocity Seff depends on the specific recombination velocity of
the minority carrier Sp0 and Sn0 respectively, which is proportional to the capture cross section of the
corresponding type of carrier. Therefore a higher capture cross section for electrons leads to higher Seff
in the BSF.
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Summary of Chapter 3

A process to obtain bifacial solar cells for the application of up-converters was developed
and cells with efficiencies of up to 17.1% and 14.1% under front and rear side illumination respectively were processed. The specific feature of this cell concept is the high
transmittance in the excitation wavelength range of the up-converter to ensure maximum
benefit, while maintaining high cell performance. On the basis of transmission and reflection measurements it was shown that, with the cell design developed within this thesis
the transmittance in the excitation wavelength range of the up-converter is enhanced by
a factor of 30 compared to a conventional bifacial solar cell. Compared to this gain the
optical losses in conventional cell performance of about 13% are acceptable for the purpose of applying an up-converter.
Lifetime measurements revealed excellent passivating properties of the thermal oxide for
the emitter and back surface field due to alnealing. This is also reflected in the high open
circuit voltages of the cells.
I-V-measurements identified the series resistance of the cells as the limiting factor in their
performance. Therefore the cell performance could be enhanced by an improved metallization.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results - BaCl2-based
Up-converters
Until this work, while erbium doped barium chloride as an up-converter has been investigated, it has not been applied to solar cells. In the first section of this chapter, the
demonstration of a spectral response of a silicon solar cell beyond its absorption range
due to the application of erbium doped barium chloride as up-converter is presented.
The up-conversion properties of powder shaped BaCl2 based up-converters have been
investigated by Ohwaki and Wang [29] under excitation at about 1500 nm. Single crystalline Ba2 ErCl7 (10 mol% erbium in BaCl2 ) has been investigated by Wickleder and
Egger [147, 148] under excitation at 974.6 nm. Ohwaki and Wang concluded from their
results that a chloride based host material has advantageous phononic properties, compared to, for example, fluoride based host materials. Beside the influence of the type of
the host material, there are other parameters, such as the erbium content and the crystal structure of the host material that also influence the up-conversion performance (see
Section 2).
Within this thesis a set of barium chloride up-converter samples with varying erbium content has been prepared and applied to silicon solar cells. The preparation procedure, the
characterization concerning the up-conversion efficiency, further optical properties, such
as photoluminescence and absorption, and the crystal structure are described within this
chapter.
It will be shown, that the high potential of barium chloride as a low phonon host material
is countervailed by hygroscopy.

4.1

Application of BaCl2:Er3+ to Silicon Solar Cells

The first successful application of barium chloride based up-converters to a silicon solar
cell is described in the following. In Figure 4.1 the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of
the bifacial silicon solar cell 7ac processed as described in Section 3.1 with an up-converter
consisting of barium chloride doped with about 35% trivalent erbium1 under excitation in
1

This sample is later assigned as J10.
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a wavelength range beyond the absorption range of silicon is shown. A spectral response
is found between 1510 and 1570 nm, with a peak external quantum efficiency of about
3.6×10−4 % at 1535.5 nm. The excitation power in this measurement was about 3 mW
(see Appendix A.1).
Beside the demonstration of a spectral response in the infrared part of the spectrum, this
also reveals up-converter properties, such as the shape of the excitation spectrum and the
up-conversion efficiency. The solar cell can be regarded as a detector integrating over all
photons with wavelengths shorter than the silicon bandgap at about 1100 nm, emitted
by the up-converter as consequence of the excitation at the given wavelength. Related
measurements have been performed by Ohwaki and Wang [29], but they regarded the
excitation spectrum under emission of a single wavelength of 550 nm (and not all emissions
as in the case of infrared spectral response measurements). The excitation spectrum of the
550 nm emission found by Ohwaki and Wang on BaCl2 :Er3+ revealed a similar structure
with the sharp peak at about 1535 nm (see Figure 1.6 in Section 1.3.2). The excitation
range in their experiments was found to be between 1490 and 1560 nm, which is slightly
shifted to lower wavelengths compared to the results within this thesis.
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Figure 4.1: External quantum efficiency (EQE) of a silicon solar cell with erbium doped
barium chloride as an up-converter applied to the rear under excitation at wavelengths
longer than the band gap of silicon. The excitation power is about 3 mW.
This is only one example of a set of different barium chloride based samples prepared and
investigated within this thesis. In the following the preparation and characterization of
samples containing different amounts of the active ion erbium and the results of infrared
spectral response, photoluminescence and absorption measurements are described.
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Preparation of BaCl2:Er3+

Preparation of BaCl2 :Er3+ Barium chloride dihydrate and erbium chloride hexahydrate purchased from Sigma Aldrich were dried at about 180◦ C under dry atmosphere.
For one sample the dehydration was followed by weighing the sample every few minutes.
A clear exponential decrease in weight was observed and it was concluded that within
several hours the water content is reduced satisfactory.
Since investigations of up-conversion in BaCl2 samples with erbium contents between 0
and 40 mol% resulted in an optimum erbium content of about 28 mol% (see Section 2.1),
within this thesis samples with an erbium content between 10 and 40% have been prepared.

Sample

J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J7
J10
J11

[Er3+ ] in mol%
[Er3+ ] in mol%
from hydrated ingredients from dried ingredients
10
15
20
25
26
28
35
40

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

8.6
12.6
17.7
21.9
22.8
24.8
30.7
36.0

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.7
1.3
0.8
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.5

Table 4.1: Erbium content calculated from the weight of the hydrated and the dried
ingredients. Differences of up to 4 mol% in erbium content were found, which might be
due to lower hydration of the hydrated ingredients or incomplete dehydration of the dried
chemicals.
The ingredients have been weighed in the hydrated form. The erbium content calculated
from the mass of the hydrated ingredients is given in the second column of Table 4.1. After
drying, the weight of the ingredients has been determined, from which the erbium content
as listed in column 3 of Table 4.1 was calculated, assuming the chemicals are present in
fully dehydrated form. The error given in the table is due to the limited precision of the
scale2 . The comparison of the erbium contents calculated from the hydrated and dried
chemicals shows deviations of up to 4 mol% in erbium content, where the contents calculated from the dehydrated chemicals are always lower. Two reasons for this deviation are
possible: (i) the hydration state of the starting chemicals was not exactly 2H2 O for BaCl2
and 6H2 O for ErCl3 , but lower and (ii) the dehydration was incomplete when weighing
the ingredients. Regardless of the true figure for the concentration, a higher number after
2
For the dehydrated samples the error is higher, since the error in weighing the sample holder is also
included.
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the J indicates a higher erbium content3 .
The dried chemicals were mixed fast, but carefully, with a mortar and pestle, and heated
up to about 1100◦ C for one hour in a quartz crucible under an inert gas atmosphere (N2 )4 .
Haase [151] reported a reaction of BaCl2 to Ba4 OCl6 , when SiO2 was the material of the
sample holder (quartz) even under inert gas conditions. To rule this out, a sample of pure
BaCl2 was sintered up to 1100◦ C in a quartz crucible and EDX was used to search for
oxygen. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, no oxygen was found (the Kα -peak of oxygen is
located at 0.525 keV).
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Figure 4.2: EDX spectrum of sintered BaCl2 . The peaks from chlorine and barium are
clearly visible. The vertical line assigns the position of potential oxygen, which is obviously
not present in the sample. Therefore the formation of Ba4 OCl6 can be excluded.

3
The preparation of the samples J6, J8 and J9 was not successful and they are not considered in the
following discussions.
4
The melting points of the ingredients are reported to be located between 950 and 962◦ C for BaCl2 [149]
and at 773◦ C for ErCl3 [150]. Therefore both ingredients are heated beyond their melting points.
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IR Spectral Response Measurements
on BaCl2:Er3+

The measurement of the spectral response under excitation in the infrared part of the
spectrum (IRSR) reveals properties of the up-converter, such as the shape of the excitation spectrum and up-conversion efficiency. The solar cell acts as a detector integrating
over all photons emitted by the up-converter within the absorption range of silicon.
But beside varying the excitation wavelength and taking therefore the excitation spectrum, also the spectral response under variation of the input power at a fixed wavelength
contains information about the underlying up-conversion processes.
In the following at first the results of the wavelength dependent measurements of the
samples with different amounts of erbium are presented. In the second part the power
dependent measurements are discussed.

4.3.1

Wavelength Dependence

The powder shaped up-converters were bound in a transparent binder to solid samples
and attached to the rear of a bifacial silicon solar cell using a refractive oil to enhance
the optical contact. In this way it was possible to attach the different up-converters in
all measurements to the same solar cell5 . The measurements were performed using a
setup as described in Appendix A.1. A comparison of the spectra of all BaCl2 based upconverter samples is shown in Figure 4.3. The peak external quantum efficiency ranges
from 0.2×10−5 to 35.6×10−5 % for the different samples and the details are listed in Table
4.2 and given in terms of a scaling factor for each spectrum in Figure 4.3. In addition
to the maximum efficiency, the integrated efficiencies also provide information about the
width of the excitation range and are therefore a better measure for the performance of
the up-converter. The integrated efficiencies are listed in Table 4.2.
J5 shows the lowest efficiency and could, therefore, be a base reference. Unfortunately the
photoluminescence signal from J5 was not detectable. Therefore, for a better comparison
all relative numbers are given in relation to J11, for which photoluminescence measurements were successful. An illustration of the figures given in Table 4.2 is given in Figure
4.4, where the integrated and the peak external quantum efficiency is shown relative to
J11 and as a function of the erbium content.
As can be seen in Figure 4.4 the samples with erbium contents close to the predicted
optimum of 28 mol% (J4 and J10) show the highest efficiencies. Due to the unexpectedly
low response of J5 and J7 the dependency of the up-conversion efficiency on the erbium
concentration as expected from previous reported experiments is not clearly evident (see
Section 2.1.5).
An obvious explanation of the lower response of these two samples could be the uncer5

In the infrared spectral response measurements the cell 7ac, processed as described in Section 3.1,
was used. An exception is the measurement of up-converter sample J5, which was attached to cell 7ab.
Both cells differ in efficiency by about 2% absolute, what equals 15% relative. As explained later the
response found for J5 is about 2 orders of magnitude lower than expected. So this can not be explained
by the different solar cells.
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Figure 4.3: Spectral response under excitation in the infrared for all barium chloride based
up-converters. The absolute efficiencies differ between the samples and the scaling factor
is indicated for each spectrum. Also the shape of the spectra shows differences. Two
groups of spectra can be found, assigned as SR1 (J1, J3 and J11) and SR2 (J2, J4 and
J5). J10 shows features of both kinds of spectra.

tainty of the quality of the optical contact between the up-converter and the solar cell in
the measurement setup. Therefore, as discussed in Appendix A.1, the numbers extracted
from these measurements give the lower limit of the possible efficiency. This explanation
is unlikely, however, since, as will be shown in Section 4.4, the same relation of emission
intensity ηJ7 < ηJ4 < ηJ10 is found in photoluminescence measurements, while the photoluminescence signal from J5 was not detectable at all. Therefore this low response of J5
and J7 is more likely a sample property than an artefact of experimental uncertainties.
Beside differences in efficiency also differences in the shapes of the spectra are found.
Two groups (assigned as SR1 and SR2) can be identified, the grouping is given in the
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Sample Peak EQE Integrated EQE
in 10−5 %
rel. to J11
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J7
J10
J11

12.9
8.2
8.3
30.1
0.2
14.5
35.6
6.1

Peak EQE
rel. to J11

Group

2.12
1.35
1.37
1.06
0.03
2.39
5.86
1

SR1
SR2
SR1
SR2
SR2
not clear
not clear
SR1

2.72
1.65
1.82
6.92
0.04
5.19
10.71
1
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Table 4.2: Results of the infrared spectral response measurements. In the first column
the maximum external quantum efficiencies are listed, in the other columns the results
are given relative to sample J11. The samples are affiliated into two groups (SR1 and
SR2) concerning the shape of the excitation spectra as shown in the last column.
last column of Table 4.2. Group SR1 shows nearly no response below 1525 nm, but a
rising response between 1525 and 1533 nm. Three significant peaks occur at 1545, 1548.5
and 1555.5 nm. Contrary to group SR1, group SR2 exhibits a broad peak between 1515
and 1525 nm, less efficiency around 1530 nm, a double peak around 1540 nm and only a
rudimentarily developed peak at 1555.5 nm, while the peaks at 1545 and 1548.5 nm seem
to be absent.A special case is sample J10, which does not match either group. In fact
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Figure 4.4: Integrated and peak external quantum efficiency relative to results of the
sample J11, which showed the lowest response, dependent on the erbium concentration.
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it contains features of both groups of spectra and an additional peak between 1558 and
1565 nm.
Different excitation spectra can be caused by a different degree of Stark splitting. As
explained in Section 2.1, the exact location of the energy levels and therefore the distances between certain energy levels are influenced by the electrical field caused by the
surrounding ions of the host material. A change in crystal symmetry around the erbium
ion therefore might change the distance between energy levels, which is reflected in the
excitation wavelengths. The crystal structure of the samples is investigated in Section
4.6 and it will be shown, that the samples assigned to group SR2 show features in the
X-ray spectrum, which do not occur in samples assigned to group SR1. Therefore it is
very likely that the different shapes of the excitation spectra are caused by different Stark
splitting.

4.3.2

Power Dependence

The power dependent infrared spectral response was performed at the maximum response
of the up-converter by varying the input power from 0 to 5 mW. To obtain a photon flux
equivalent to 5 mW in the excitation wavelength range, a concentration of about 1.1×106
suns would be necessary (see Appendix A.1). The correlation between the pump power
and suns can be found for this setup in [20]. The double logarithmic depiction of the
emission intensity of the up-converter in terms of ISC of the solar cell (acting as detector)
versus input power of all samples is shown in Figure 4.5. In the high power region (35 mW) linear fits of the double logarithmic dependency of the emitted intensity on the
input power have been performed and the results of these fits are listed in Table 4.3. The
error includes only the variation of the fit and not the accuracy of the measurement.

Sample
J1
J2
J3
J4
J10
J11

Slope
1.68
1.68
1.67
1.72
1.62
1.72

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Table 4.3: Slopes obtained from the double logarithmic depiction of the emission intensity
in terms of ISC of the solar cell under excitation at 1535.5 nm versus pump power.
As explained earlier, the ISC of the silicon solar cell with applied up-converter measured
under excitation at the wavelength 1535.5 nm is a measure of the integrated intensity over
all wavelengths emitted by the up-converter within the absorption range of silicon. This
includes for erbium as active ion all photons emitted as consequence of an up-conversion
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Figure 4.5: Power dependence of the BaCl2 up-converter samples under excitation at
1535 nm. ISC of the solar cell is a measure of all photons emitted by the up-converter
with wavelengths shorter 1100 nm. Linear fits were made for incident powers between 3
and 5 mW and the resulting slopes are given in Table 4.3.

process. As will be shown on the basis of photoluminescence measurements in Section 4.4,
the main emission (64-76% of all emitted photons with wavelengths shorter than 1100 nm)
is the result of a 2 photon processes (980 nm emission). The emission at 806 nm can be
due to a 2 photon process, but as shown by Löper et al.[115] by photoluminescence measurements on NaYF4 :Er3+ , it is also possible that this emission results from a 3 photon
process. The fraction of the photons emitted at 806 nm is found to between 22 and 29%
for the barium chloride up-converter samples investigated in this thesis. Only between 7
and 14% of the photons (relative to all emitted photons with wavelengths shorter than
1100 nm) are emitted at 660 nm as a consequence of a 3 photon process, where the exact
fraction varies for the different samples and is given in Table 4.5. Except for sample J4,
no emission at 550 nm was detectable.
The whole measured emission is therefore the sum of the emission due to a 3 photon
process (portion of the whole emission of fraction f), and the emission resulting from a
2 photon process (in this case with fraction 1-f, since re-emission at 1500 nm as the ”1
photon process” is not involved in the intensity measurement and processes with more
than 3 photons involved have not been obtained). These results can be used to calculate
the expected slopes from the calculations performed by Pollnau (described in Section 2.2),
which allows the prediction of the slope for each emission dependent on parameters, such
as the dominant up-conversion processes, absorption and relaxation properties of the upconverter. The main characteristic of the system is the number of emitting energy levels
Ei . Since at maximum 3 photon processes were detected within these measurements,
the overall number of involved energy levels (assigned n in the calculation) is set to 3.
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Including the expression for the dependency of the population Ni on the input power as
formulated in Table 2.2, the slope of the double logarithmic depiction of the integrated
intensity versus input power can be calculated for different fractions of 3 photon processes
f. For three different fractions 0, 0.1 and 0.5, the theoretically expected slope was calculated and is listed in Table 4.4. A fraction of 0.1 would refer to the case that the 806 nm
emission is a result of a 2 photon process, and only the fraction of the photons emitted
at 660 nm (averagely 10%) are due to a 3 photon process. A fraction of f=0.5 represents
the case, where the 806 nm and 660 nm photons result from a 3 photon process.

Influence of
Mechanism
up-conversion
Small
Large

ESA or
ETU
ETU
ESA

Predominant
decay route
next lower or
ground state
next lower state
ground state
next lower state
ground state

Absorption of
pump power

Expected slope
f=0 f=0.1 f=0.5

small/large

2.02

2.04

2.27

small/large
small/large
small
large
small/large

0.67
0.50
2.00
0.67
0

0.70
0.53
2.04
0.70
0.04

0.80
0.68
2.27
0.80
0.27

Table 4.4: Theoretically calculated slopes of the double-logarithmic presentation of the
integrated emission versus pump power on the basis of the calculation performed by
Pollnau (see Section 2.2). It was assumed that a fraction f of all up-converted photons
are emitted in a 3 photon process and all other photons in a 2 photon process.
The two cases of (i) small influence of up-conversion and (ii) large influence of upconversion with excited state absorption (ESA) as dominant up-conversion mechanism
and small absorption of pump power can not be distinguished by this measurement.
Since in the experiments the slopes are found to be in the range of 1.7, on the basis of
the calculations of Pollnau this would suggest either a small influence of up-conversion or
a small fraction of absorbed photons.
As will be shown later when comparing barium chloride based up-converters to upconverters based on other host materials, no significant difference in the slope between all
samples investigated within this thesis will be found. All slopes are in the range of 1.56
to 1.86.
Neither a correlation between slope and erbium content nor a grouping as for the other
measurements has been obtained.
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Photoluminescence Measurements on BaCl2:Er3+

Photoluminescence is the direct demonstration of the up-conversion process, since under
excitation in the infrared (for BaCl2 :Er3+ at 1535.5 nm) the emission of the up-converted
photons in the near infrared (980 nm and 806 nm) and the visible range (660 nm, 550 nm
and 410 nm) is detected. All photoluminescence measurements were performed using the
setup described in Appendix A.2 under excitation with about 3 mW.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the photoluminescence spectra of J4 and J10 under excitation
at 1535.5 nm. J10 shows stronger emissions at 810 and 980 nm than at 660 nm. This is
reversed for sample J4.
In Figure 4.6 the photoluminescence spectra of J4 and J10 under excitation at 1535.5 nm
are shown. As expected the strongest emission is found for both samples at 980 nm,
which corresponds to the radiative de-excitation of energy level 4 I11/2 . Also the emission
from 4 I9/2 (810 nm) and 4 F9/2 (660 nm) are present in both samples. The emission from
2
H11/2 and 4 S3/2 (550 nm) was only detectable for sample J4. In the cutout focusing on
the emission from 2 H11/2 and 4 S3/2 only J4 is shown, since in the adequate scaling the
noise in the measurement of J10 is higher than the scale.
A more detailed depiction of the spectra of all BaCl2 based up-converters is shown in
Figure 4.7, where the three main emissions for each of the samples are shown. To reveal
the details of the spectra, for each sample the graph is scaled by the factor given in the
figure and the emissions at 660 and 810 nm were scaled up by factor 3 compared to the
emission at 980 nm.
The results of the integrated emission for each emission band in terms of percentages
relative to the whole emission are listed in Table 4.5. Also the whole emission relative to
the sample showing the lowest emission (J11) is given.With the setup it was not possible
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to measure the emission at wavelengths longer than 1100 nm. Therefore no information concerning the re-emission from the first excited state 4 I13/2 (at about 1500 nm) is
available. In the following the term “whole emission” means the sum of the emission at
wavelengths shorter than 1100 nm. The re-emission at about 1500 nm is not negligible
and as it depends on the erbium content it is therefore not constant for all samples. This
was demonstrated for example by Suyver et al. [152], who showed that for NaYF4 :Er3+
dependent on the erbium content the emission from 4 I13/2 is in the range of 15 to 56%
relative to the
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the photoluminescence spectra of all BaCl2 based up-converter
samples. The samples differ in emission intensities (given by the scaling factor) as well
as in the shape of the spectra. Concerning the latter, two groups of samples can be
distinguished: PL1 (J1, J3 and J10) and PL2 (all other samples).
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Sample
4

J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J7
J10
J11
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Integrated emission from
Type
I11/2 4 I9/2 4 F9/2 2 H11/2 & 4 S3/2 all levels
relative to whole emission
rel. to J11
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%]
74
75
65
75
76
64
73

16
13
28
11
17
24
21

10
13
8
14
7
12
7

0.2
-

1.8
1.1
1.3
25.5
1.5
4.0
1

PL1
PL2
PL1
PL2
PL2
PL1
PL2

Table 4.5: Relative numbers of the emitted photons under excitation at 1535.5 nm extracted from the photoluminescence spectra. In the last column the classification in type
PL1 and PL2 is given. Due to roundoff error the sum of the shares might not be 100.
emission from all levels including the lowest excitable level 4 I13/2 .
It can be seen that for most of the samples most of the photons are emitted from the
4
I11/2 level, which is a two photon process including a phonon relaxation from 4 I9/2 to
4
I11/2 . Only between 11% and 28% of the photons are emitted directly from 4 I9/2 in an
806 nm emission.
Between 7 and 14% of the photons are emitted from 4 F9/2 . For nearly all samples the
percentage of photons emitted from this level is smaller or nearly the same (in the case
of J2) compared to the emission from 4 I9/2 . An exception is J4, where this situation is
reversed. Nearly 30 percent more photons are emitted at 660 nm compared to 806 nm.
The circumstance, that in sample J4 the emission at 660 nm is higher than at 806 nm,
has also been reported for NaYF4 :Er3+ by Shalav [20]. Under high excitation powers
(3.5 mW) and for the case of NaErF4 at 1523 nm a fraction of photons emitted at 810 nm
higher than at 660 nm was found. This inverts for powers higher than 3.5 mW. At 5 mW
a percentage of 4.5% relative to the whole emission emitted from 4 I9/2 faces 5.5% from
4
S3/2 . The explanation given by Shalav is that the level 4 I9/2 depletes in favor of both,
4
I13/2 and 4 S3/2 . The first is due to fast non-radiative relaxation and emission at 980 nm
(4 I11/2 ,→ 4 I9/2 → 4 I15/2 ). The second process is based on the reabsorption of the photons,
which are emitted from 4 I11/2 (after the non-radiative decay from 4 I9/2 to 4 I11/2 ). These
photons excite 4 F9/2 via 4 I11/2 ,→ 4 I9/2 → 4 S3/2 → 4 I15/2 , which is followed by the emission
of a 660 nm photon. These reabsorption processes are more likely for high erbium concentrations. Both processes are illustrated in Figure 4.8. Therefore a very likely explanation
is that the emission from 4 I11/2 and 4 S3/2 is enhanced at the expense of the emission from
level 4 I9/2 .
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Figure 4.8: Two mechanisms to explain the lowered emission at 810 nm found in the
photoluminescence spectrum of J4. Both lead to the depletion of 4 I9/2 in favor of the
population of 4 I11/2 and 4 S3/2 : non-radiative relaxation to 4 I11/2 with radiative emission
of a 980 nm photon (left) and a similar process, but followed by a reabsorption, which
excites 4 H11/2 and leads therefore to the emission of a 660 nm photon from 4 F9/2 after
non-radiative relaxation (right).

This interpretation is supported by results reported by Löper et al. [115] for NaYF4 :Er3+ .
In photoluminescence measurements a power law with exponent 2.39 for the 806 nm emission was found. Therefore this emission must be the result of a 3 photon process.
From the presence of the emission at 550 nm in J4 it can not be concluded, that this
emission is more efficient than in the other samples. In fact this is due to the low overall
emission efficiency. Assuming roughly the same percentage of emission for the other samples as found for J4, the expected signal is in the range of the noise of the measurement.
So the fraction of photons emitted at 550 nm by the other samples can be much higher
than for J4, but still not measurable.
The absolute integrated emission shows a dependency on the erbium concentration. But
the differences (listed in the first column of Table 4.5) are rather small for most of the
samples (J1, J2, J3 and J7 show nearly the same range). By the influence of the surface of
the sample and the optical alignment on the absolute intensities obtained by photoluminescence measurements, minor deviations in the relation between the emission obtained
for the different samples might be explained. On the other hand, a 2-3 times higher integrated emission, as found for J10 and about 20 times higher as found for J4 is more
likely to be a sample property, which is supported by the results of the infrared spectral
response measurements (see Section 4.3).
A photoluminescence measurement of J5 was not successful. No signal was detectable
under illumination with the same intensity as for all other samples. This is in agreement
with the unexpectedly low infrared spectral response of this sample (see Section 4.3).
As can be seen in Figure 4.7, beside the absolute intensities also the shape of the emission
spectra differs. Most of the samples can again be divided into two groups named here
PL1 and PL2. But a correlation between the emission intensity and the groups has not
been obtained. The classification is given in Table 4.5.
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Absorption Properties of BaCl2:Er3+

The results of the infrared spectral response and photoluminescence measurements as
described in Section 4.3 and 4.4 suggest, that the samples differ not only in the erbium
content, but in at least one other physical property, leading to two distinct groups of the
samples. Beside this, the expectation of the high potential of barium chloride as a host
material is not fulfilled as shown by a relatively low spectral response compared to the
results for sodium yttrium fluoride as a host material (see Section 5.2). The question of
the physical origin of this result can partly be answered by absorption measurements in
the infrared part of the spectrum, discussed in the following section.

4.5.1

Infrared Absorption of BaCl2 :Er3+

The absorption was determined from reflection measurements assuming negligible transmission6 performed on the bound up-converter samples using a Cary 5e spectrophotometer
with integrating sphere to include direct and diffuse reflected light. A comparison of the
absorption spectra for all samples is shown in Figure 4.9.
From the spectra two conclusions can be drawn. First, two types of spectra can be identified, assigned as A1 and A2. The samples associated to group A1 (J1, J3 and J10) show
a much more structured absorption spectrum then the other samples (J2, J4, J5, J7 and
J11). The classification agrees with the grouping obtained from infrared spectral response
and photoluminescence measurements.
Second, the spectra are much broader than would be expected from excitation spectra
obtained from infrared spectral response measurements. Absorption takes place over a
wavelength range between 1400 nm and 1600 nm, but the excitation range is very narrow
(between 1510 and 1570 nm). This is illustrated by the comparison of the absorption
and excitation spectra of the two up-converters J10 and J2 in Figure 4.10. The difference
between the absorption and excitation spectra are the photons that are absorbed by the
material, but do not contribute to the up-conversion processes. It is very likely that this
parasitic absorption lowers the efficiency of the up-conversion process.
To investigate the origin of this parasitic absorption, the sample J5 was investigated
untreated (in a condition as was the case for the infrared spectral response and photoluminescence measurements) and after two different heat treatments. These heat treatments
involve (i) heating up to 180◦ C for several hours and (ii) sintering at 1100◦ C for 1 hour
in an inert gas atmosphere. The absorption spectra, taken directly after the heat treatments7 , are shown in Figure 4.11. As can be seen after the heating at 180◦ C for several
hours the shape of the absorption spectrum changes. The main peak at 1495 nm of the
untreated sample is reduced, a new peak occurs at 1453 and the shoulder at 1528 nm is
6

The thickness of the samples is about 1-2 mm. Under excitation with conventional 50 W halogen
lamp (no laser) no transmission was measurable.
7
Since at this stage the setup for infrared spectral response and photoluminescence measurements
were not available anymore, it was not possible to determine the influence of the heat treatment on the
excitation and photoluminescence.
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Figure 4.9: Absorption spectra of the different up-converter samples. Two groups are
identified, assigned as group A1 (J1, J3, J10) and A2 (J2, J4, J5, J7, J11), which differ
in the degree of structuring of the spectrum.

more evolved. The sintering causes a structuring of the absorption spectrum with the two
main peaks at 1530 and 1535 nm. In conclusion, directly after the heat treatment, the
sample J5 shows absorption properties that more resemble the properties of absorption
group A1 (J1, J3 and J10), than the properties of the group J5 joined before the heat
treatment (A2).
Since the parasitic absorption can be influenced by heat treatments, an assignation of
this effect to absorption within water molecules attracted by the barium chloride samples
is very likely. The influence of water molecules on the optical properties of pure barium
chloride and erbium chloride is therefore discussed in the following.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the excitation spectrum (infrared spectral response) and the
absorption of the samples J10 and J2.

4.5.2

Optical Properties of Pure Hydrated and
Dehydrated BaCl2

The results of the reflection measurements on un-doped barium chloride are shown in
Figure 4.12a. A freshly sintered sample shows nearly no absorption in the near infrared,
while a sample that was exposed to normal ambient for a week shows strong absorption
between 1400 and 1600 nm.
Anhydrous BaCl2 is hygroscopic, which means that under normal conditions it tends to
attract water molecules from the surroundings. A stable form of hydrated barium chloride is the dihydrate (BaCl2 :2H2 O), which can be prepared reproducibly from aqueous
solution [153] or by controlled back hydration [154]. Hydration by exposing anhydrous
BaCl2 to humid surroundings can lead to incomplete hydration with products such as
mono and half-hydrates or even unknown water contents (BaCl2 :xH2 O)[154]. Hydrated
barium chloride can be dehydrated by heating to temperatures between 80 and 180◦ C or
higher [149].
It is highly likely that the absorptions occurring around 1500 nm are due to the combination of the symmetric (νsymm ) and asymmetric (νasymm ) vibration mode of two crystallographically non-equivalent water molecules in hydrated BaCl2 . Explicit measurements of
combination νsymm +νasymm were not found in the literature for BaCl2 , but for the very
similar compound NaBr2 :2H2 O the absorption at 1440 nm was clearly assigned to the
(νsymm +νasymm )-band [155]. For the single vibrations in BaCl2 :2H2 O several experimental figures were found in the literature. A very detailed description of the vibrations of
these water molecules is given by Kondyurin et al. [156], where also correction of misinterpretation in earlier publications are made. The wavenumbers of the vibrations found
experimentally by Kondyurin et al. (and relevant for our purposes) are given in Table
4.6, together with the location of the combination of the two modes (νsymm +νasymm ) estimated from this data. As can be seen in the Figure 4.12a, these absorptions do not
exactly match the main absorption found in our experiments (also listed in Table 4.6).
The numbers given by Kondyurin et al. are for dihydrates of BaCl2 . Lutz et al. [154]
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Figure 4.11: Changing of the infrared absorption spectrum of up-converter sample J5 after
heating at 180◦ C for several hours and sintering at 1100◦ C for one hour under inert gas
atmosphere. Due to the sintering the spectrum becomes more structured. The absorption
properties of J5 resemble after the heat treatment more the properties of the group A1,
than group A2, to which J5 was originally assigned.
showed that for mono- and half-hydrates a shift to higher wavenumbers takes place, which
equals a shift to shorter wavelengths (see also Table 4.6).
In this publication no distinction between crystallographically inequivalent water molecule
positions is mentioned. The main absorptions found experimentally within this thesis are
located close to the positions proposed in literature and listed in Table 4.6.

Molecule
Literature data:
BaCl2 :2H2 O-I
BaCl2 :2H2 O-II
BaCl2 :1/2H2 O
BaCl2 :1H2 O
experimentally found:
BaCl2 :xH2 O

νsymm
in cm−1

νasymm
in cm−1

Reference

νsymm +νasymm
in nm

3330
3330
3550
3545

3383
3459
3399
3446

[156]
[156]
[154]
[154]

1490
1473
1439
1430

this thesis
this thesis

1494
1450

Table 4.6: Wavenumbers of the symmetric νsymm and asymmetric νasymm vibrations of the
two crystallographically non-equivalent water molecules in the barium chloride dihydrate
BaCl2 :2H2 O and in the half- and mono-hydrate. The positions of the infrared absorption
for the combination of both vibrations νsymm +νasymm are calculated from these data. For
comparison the wavelengths obtained experimentally in this thesis are listed.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the absorption of hydrated and freshly sintered BaCl2 . The
strong absorption of the hydrated sample is due to the excitation of vibrational modes of
water molecules attracted by barium chloride and erbium chloride respectively.
Optical Properties of Pure Hydrated and Dehydrated ErCl3 Similarly to barium chloride, erbium chloride is also hygroscopic with a stable hydration with 6 water
molecules per erbium chloride unit (ErCl3 :6H2 O). The dehydration is reported to start at
95◦ C and anhydrous ErCl3 forms at 175◦ C [157].
A comparison of the reflection spectra of sintered (dehydrated) and hydrated erbium chloride (the latter has an unknown hydration state, ErCl3 :xH2 O) is shown in Figure 4.12b.
In the freshly sintered sample, the absorption lines of the erbium ion are largely isolated
and several isolated peaks occur. In the hydrated sample the spectrum is broadened,
leading to an absorption ranging from 1400 to 1650 nm with the peak at 1509 nm.
The absorption lines of erbium in dehydrated erbium chloride involve a wavelength range
comparable to dehydrated erbium doped barium chloride, but shifted to longer wavelengths. This suggests that the very structured broad absorption found in the sintered
up-converter samples is due to absorption within the erbium ion, where not every absorption actually leads to up-conversion (since no excitation of spectral response is found
at these wavelengths). The absorption lines as depicted in Figure 4.12b represent the
Stark splitting in ErCl3 , which differ in position and shape from the spectrum found for
BaCl2 :Er3+ due to the different crystal field influencing the erbium ion. For comparison in Figure 4.13 the absorption of hydrated8 pure barium chloride and hydrated and
sintered erbium chloride, the up-converter and the infrared spectral response of the two
up-converters J2 and J10 are shown.

8
Concerning the term hydrated see Section 4.2. In this case the exact hydration state is not clear. This
sample was exposed to surrounding air, where it tends to attract water molecules in unknown amounts.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the excitation spectrum (infrared spectral response) and the
absorption of the samples J10 and J2 with the absorption of un-doped hydrated barium
chloride and hydrated and dehydrated erbium chloride.
Raman Measurements A further proof of the presence of crystal water in the BaCl2 based up-converter samples was given by Raman measurements9 . The spectrum of pure
BaCl2 exposed to atmosphere at room temperature for several days is shown in Figure
4.14. The vertical lines assign the positions of the water vibrations reported by Jain et
al. [153]. The roman numerals assign the crystallographic type of the affected water
molecule, the abbreviations r, w and t stand for the different vibrational modes of the
H2 O molecule, rocking, wagging and twisting respectively. As can be seen there is a good
agreement in the positions obtained experimentally in this thesis with the results obtained
by Jain. The internal modes, νi , of H2 O (i=1...symmetric vibration, i=2...symmetric
deformation, i=3...asymmetric vibration) and their combination occur at wavenumbers
larger than 1500 cm−1 . All vibrations of the chlorine and barium ions are expected to
be at wavenumbers smaller than 150 cm−1 . This would include the translatory modes of
Ba++ between 33 and 75 cm−1 and Cl− between 96 and 145 cm−1 [153].

9
These measurements were taken with a Mk1 Renishaw Raman Microscope at the University of New
South Wales. The measurement setup allowed only measurements of wavenumbers higher than about
150 cm−1 .
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Figure 4.14: Raman spectrum of pure hydrated BaCl2 . The vertical lines assign the
location of the Raman peaks as assigned by Jain et al. [153]. For each peak the mode
of vibration (w...wagging, r...rocking or t...twisting mode of the H2 O molecule) and the
affected crystallographic type of water molecule (I or II) is given.
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X-ray Investigations

The up-conversion processes depend on the crystal structure of the host material, as for
example shown for NaYF4 :Er3+ [30], where the same chemical composition can appear in
a hexagonal β-phase showing high up-conversion efficiency and in a cubic α-phase showing lower up-conversion efficiency. Therefore the distinction of the barium chloride based
up-converter samples in two groups might have its origin in differences in the crystal
structure of the barium chloride host lattice. To investigate this, X-ray measurements
were performed on the powder shaped up-converter samples.
Further an erbium content in the range of mol% is thought to influence the crystal structure and it is questionable if the up-converter can still be regarded as a host material with
a BaCl2 structure doped with erbium or if it should be regarded as a ternary crystal as
was done by Wickleder and Egger10 .
Before giving the results of the X-ray investigations, the possible crystal structures of
BaCl2 are reviewed.

Crystal Structure of Pure BaCl2 Anhydrous BaCl2 occurs in different crystal phases
dependent on the rate of heating and the pressure surrounding the sample during the dehydration process (lower pressure = faster dehydration) [151]. Under air pressure with a
low ramp up between room temperature and 370◦ C, a pure face centered cubic (CaF2 type) phase occurs, but also a mixture of this phase and a hexagonal phase was found.
Regardless of the phases formed in the intermediate temperature range below 370◦ C these
phases transform to an orthorhombic phase (α-modification, PbCl2 -type) under further
heating. This phase is reported to be stable when cooled down to room temperature (the
cubic phase is thermodynamically unstable compared to the orthorhombic phase).
At 922◦ C a further phase transition from the orthorhombic (α-modification) into a face
centered cubic phase occurs (β-modification).

Results of the X-ray Investigations X-ray measurements were performed with a
Siemens D5000 powder diffractometer using Cu kα -radiation (1.54 Å).
BaCl2 was investigated after heating up to 180◦ C for several days and after sintering for
1 hour at 1100◦ C in an inert gas atmosphere. As can be seen in Figure 4.15, these heat
treatments have a strong influence on the X-ray spectrum. The sample that was only
heated, exhibits peaks expected from orthorhombic BaCl2 and peaks from the hexagonal
phase, which are absent (or extremely weak) in the sintered sample. A comparison of the
sintered sample with theoretical data [158, 151] shows good agreement with orthorhombic
crystal structure.
For each up-converter sample the X-ray powder diffraction spectrum was measured. Some
samples were found to exhibit features that other samples do not show. The respective
parts of the spectra are shown in Figure 4.16.
10
In the publications of Ohwaki and Wang [29], no details concerning the crystal structure of BaCl2 :Er3+
were given.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the X-ray spectra of heated (at 180◦ C) and sintered
(at 1100◦ C) BaCl2 samples. The location of the peaks is similar for both samples but the
shape of the peaks differs. The vertical lines mark the theoretical peaks calculated for
orthorhombic [158], hexagonal [151] and cubic [151] BaCl2 .
J1, J3 and J10 show a relatively intense peak at 29.4◦ , which does not occur in all other
erbium doped samples, but is much broader and less intense in pure BaCl2 . This analysis
is in agreement with the distinction into two groups as found in all other characterizations.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the X-ray spectra of the erbium doped BaCl2 samples. The
intensity differs for each sample, the scaling factor is indicated for each spectrum. The
range not displayed contains peaks caused by the sample holders (for J10, J11 and pure
BaCl2 between 21 and 23◦ , for all others between 21 and 29◦ ). J1, J3 and J10 show a
relatively intense peak at 29.4◦ , which does not occur in all other erbium doped samples,
but much broader and less intense in pure BaCl2 .
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Comparison of the Results and Summary
of Chapter 4

Barium chloride based up-converters have been applied to silicon solar cells and a spectral
response in a spectral range beyond the absorption range of silicon was demonstrated with
a peak external quantum efficiency of 3.6×10−4 %. This is the first time that up-conversion
with erbium doped barium chloride has been been applied to solar cells to increase the
cell efficiencies.
Samples with different erbium contents have been prepared and investigated concerning
the up-conversion properties by infrared spectral response measurements. Further characterization has been performed concerning the optical properties by photoluminescence
and absorption measurements, as well as concerning the crystal structure using X-ray
investigations and vibronic properties using Raman spectroscopy.
The sample that showed the highest up-conversion efficiency, had an erbium content in the
range of 30 to 35%. The expected correlation between the concentration of the active ion
erbium and up-conversion efficiency was not clearly evident. It was concluded that beside
the erbium content the samples must differ in at least one other physical property, since
the samples can be divided in two groups independent of the erbium content, as given in
Table 4.7. The two groups were clearly distinguished by differences in the shape of the
excitation, photoluminescence and absorption spectra as well as in X-ray investigations
and the distinction was consistent for all measurements.

Sample

Integrated EQE
rel. to J11

IRSR
group

Integrated PL
rel. to J11

J1 (10)
J2 (15)
J3 (20)
J4 (25)
J5 (26)
J7 (28)
J10 (35)
J11 (40)

2.72
1.65
1.82
6.92
0.04
5.19
10.71
1

1
2
1
2
2
not clear
not clear
1

1.8
1.1
1.3
25.5
1.5
4.0
1

PL
Absorption
group
group
1
2
1
2
2
1
2

1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2

X-ray
group
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2

Table 4.7: Results of different characterizations of the BaCl2 :Er3+ up-converter samples
with erbium content (in mol%) given in brackets behind the name of the sample. From
this comparison it can be seen that the assignment to the two different groups is consistent
for all measurements.
The X-ray measurements suggest, that the origin of the distinction between the two groups
could be the quality of the crystal structure or the presence or absence of a certain crystal
phase. This could explain the difference in the emission and excitation properties of the
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two groups of barium chloride based up-converter, since an erbium ion embedded in a
different crystal field has a changed energetic fine structure.
From the comparison of absorption and excitation spectra it followed that a substantial
amount of photons are absorbed by the barium chloride based host material, and therefore
do not contribute to the up-conversion process. The origin of this parasitic absorption
is very likely absorption in water molecules, which are attracted by the barium chloride
host lattice when exposed to surroundings (hygroscopy). Therefore, the high potential of
barium chloride as a host material is countervailed by hygroscopy, when exposed to air.
In further investigations under airtight application of this up-converter the disadvantage
of hygroscopy might be prevented.
An optimization of the crystal structure might lead to a broadening of the excitation range.

Chapter 5
Experimental Results Other Er3+-doped Up-converters

By optimizing the properties of the host material, up-conversion processes can be influenced in three ways (see also Chapter 2.1). Firstly, the possible benefit of applying the
up-converter to solar cells can be maximized by broadening the excitation range, since
this increases the number of up-convertable photons.
Secondly, the probability of desired energy transfer processes, which affect the up-conversion efficiency, can be enhanced. The probability is, on the one hand dependent on
the degree of overlap between the involved energy levels, determined by Stark splitting,
but is also supported by vibronic properties of the host material, which enhance desired
phonon assisted energy transfer mechanisms.
Thirdly, the loss due to non-radiative relaxations should be minimized, which is influenced
by the vibronic properties, since they determine the degree of detrimental non-radiative
relaxation.
Neither many comparative measurements of different erbium doped host materials exist
under excitation at about 1500 nm, nor measurements of absolute up-conversion efficiencies (concerning the term up-conversion efficiency see Section 2.2).
In this thesis (beside BaCl2 doped up-converters) three different erbium doped up-converters have been applied to silicon solar cells and investigated concerning their upconversion properties: (i) sodium yttrium fluoride (NaYF4 ), (ii) a commercial powder
named IRUCG (which is also based on sodium yttrium fluoride) and (iii) yttrium oxide (Y2 O3 ). For each of these up-converters a short explanation and a comparison of
up-conversion properties in terms of infrared spectral response, photoluminescence and
absorption properties is given. For comparison, the particular results of the BaCl2 based
up-converter J4 are also given.
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Basic Properties of NaYF4:Er3+, IRUCG
and Y2O3:Er3+

NaYF4 :Er3+ Sodium yttrium fluoride NaYF4 co-doped with erbium and ytterbium is
proposed to be the most efficient up-converter [30], but also erbium single doped NaYF4
was reported to show efficient up-conversion [22]. Especially compared to BaCl2 based
up-converters this is surprising since for the latter the phononic properties are more advantageous (see Section 2.1). The advantages of NaYF4 are high stability, especially
against moisture, and a broader excitation range.
The sample investigated within this thesis was prepared by T. Nann at Freiburger Materialforschungszentrum (FMF). The sample appears purple when the grain size is larger than
about 0.5 mm, after grinding the appearance changes towards light purple to greyish.

IRUCG The commercial up-conversion powder was purchased from MaxMax. The
name IRUCG is an abbreviation for InfraRed Up-Conversion Green, since the properties of this up-converter are optimized for emission at 552 nm under excitation at 948 983 nm.
IRUCG is a white very fine grained powder. EDX measurements indicate that it consists
of NaYF4 doped with ytterbium (Yb) and a small fraction of erbium in unknown amounts
(with the available EXD setup no quantitative analysis is possible). A comparison of the
EDX spectrum of NaYF4 :Er3+ (20%) and IRUCG is shown in Figure 5.1. The fact that
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Figure 5.1: EDX-spectra of NaYF4 :Er3+ and IRUCG. In addition to sodium (Na), yttrium
(Y) and fluoride (F), IRUCG also contains ytterbium (Yb). The lines of erbium were
nearly not detectable.
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ytterbium was also found in the EDX spectrum is compatible with the manufacturer
information of the excitation wavelength of the up-converter. For erbium single doped
up-converters, the excitation of the 4 I11/2 level would be located around 980 nm. Only
when co-doped with ytterbium, is an excitation of the up-conversion process at shorter
wavelengths possible. Suyver et al. found up-conversion under excitation at wavelengths
down to 952 nm [152]. This is due to the excitation of the 2 F5/2 level (ground state absorption) in the ytterbium ion. Ytterbium transfers the energy to the erbium ion, where
the up-conversion process itself takes place. The advantage of this co-doping is that ytterbium has an enhanced absorption strength compared to erbium. In this arrangement
ytterbium has the role of a sensitizer and erbium is the activator.
In co-doped up-converters, generally the amounts of the activator, in this case erbium,
are very low (typically below 2%). For IRUCG, the erbium concentration is below the
detection limit of the EDX setup, but it must be present in the sample, since the observed
up-conversion process can only take place within erbium ions.
X-ray investigations of NaYF4 :Er3+ and IRUCG show extremely good agreement between
both samples (see Figure 5.2), which supports the assumption that the commercial upconverter IRUCG has a similar composition of the host material to NaYF4 :Er3+ .
Even if IRUCG consists of erbium doped NaYF4 and therefore a declaration with this
compound name is not unambiguous, in the following the term NaYF4 based sample refers
to the sample prepared by T. Nann and the other sample is named IRUCG.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the X-ray spectra of NaYF4 :Er3+ and IRUCG. The very good
agreement supports the assumption that the commercial up-converter IRUCG consists of
NaYF4 doped with trivalent erbium and, as shown in the EDX measurements is doped
with ytterbium.
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Y2 O3 :Er3+ Y2 O3 with a content of 5 mol% Er3+ was prepared by T. Nann using the
combustion method [159]. It is a white fine grained light powder.
The characterization of this sample by EDX is shown in Figure 5.3. All expected elements
for Y2 O3 :Er3+ are identified.
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Figure 5.3: EDX-spectrum of Y2 O3 :Er3+ , prepared by T. Nann using the combustion
method [159].

5.2
5.2.1

IR Spectral Response Measurements
on NaYF4:Er3+, IRUCG & Y2O3:Er3+
Wavelength Dependence

The results of the infrared spectral response measurements of the different up-converters
are shown in Figure 5.4. All up-converters were attached to cell 7ac. The proportions
between the integrated intensity and the peak intensity are listed in Table 5.1.
NaYF4 :Er3+ is by far the most efficient of these samples, regarding the peak external
quantum efficiency as well as the integrated EQE.
The shape of the excitation spectra of NaYF4 :Er3+ and IRUCG are, as expected from
their similar composition, comparable and compared to BaCl2 :Er3+ and Y2 O3 :Er3+ much
broader. The differences in the broadness of the excitation spectra can be explained by
differences in the Stark splitting as explained in Section 1.2.
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Figure 5.4: Spectral response of the different up-converters applied to the bifacial silicon
solar cell 7ac. NaYF4 :Er3+ and IRUCG show a broad excitation range, while the excitation
range of BaCl2 :Er3+ and Y2 O3 :Er3+ is very narrow. The main peaks are located at
1522 nm for NaYF4 :Er3+ and IRUCG, and at 1535.5 nm for BaCl2 :Er3+ and Y2 O3 :Er3+ .
For Y2 O3 :Er3+ a higher external quantum efficiency under excitation in the infrared was
reached when the up-converter was attached to a different solar cell, cell 7ab. This result
is given in brackets in Table 5.1. This cell has lower efficiency (see Section 3.2), but assumedly due to better optical contact between up-converter and solar cell, the integrated
EQE is about 1.5 times and the peak EQE more than 2 times enhanced compared to
the measurement with Y2 O3 :Er3+ attached to cell 7ac. This example illustrates that the
figures extracted from this experiment for the up-conversion efficiency are only a lower
limit for the external quantum efficiency (see also A.1.2 concerning this problem).
The results of the peak external quantum efficiency for NaYF4 :Er3+ on a bifacial solar
cell under excitation with 6 mW at 1523 nm is reported in literature to be 3.4% [20] (at
3 mW input power about 2.7% peak EQE has been reported). To the author’s knowledge
at this stage no application of the other up-converters to a solar cell has been reported.

5.2.2

Power Dependence

For all up-converters power dependent infrared spectral response measurements were carried out. The results are shown in Figure 5.5 and listed in Table 5.2.
The BaCl2 based up-converters are represented by the results of sample J4. The slope
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Up-converter

Peak
wavelength

Peak
EQE [%]

NaYF4 :Er3+ (20%) 1508 & 1522 nm
0.3
IRUCG
1508 & 1522 nm
0.006
Y2 O3 :Er3+ (5%)
1535.5 nm
0.004 (0.008)
3+
BaCl2 :Er (25%)
1535.5 nm
3×10−4

Relative
peak EQE

Relative
integrated EQE

988
21
12 (26)
1

4200
74
6 (9)
1

Table 5.1: Results of the infrared spectral response measurements. NaYF4 :Er3+ shows
by far the highest external quantum efficiency (EQE) in terms of peak efficiency as well
as when integrated over the whole excitation range. For Y2 O3 :Er3+ the result of the
measurements on two different solar cells 7ac and 7ab (in brackets) is given, to demonstrate
the sensitivity to the setup.
given in Table 5.2 is the mean of the slopes found for the BaCl2 based up-converters.
At high incident powers (3-5 mW) slopes in the range between 1.5 and 1.9 were obtained.
The results for the slopes depend on the background chosen for the calculation and the
range of included data points. Therefore the error given to the results of the slopes is
comparably high, the fit itself is much more accurate.
The measurements have been performed at the excitation wavelength λexc as given in
Table 5.2. The excitation wavelength has a strong influence on the slope as can be seen
for Y2 O3 , also shown in Figure 5.5. For Y2 O3 , under excitation at 1535.5 nm, the slope is
1.71 ± 0.02, where the power dependence is less steep under excitation at 1547.6 nm with
a slope of about 1.62 ± 0.02. As can be seen in the excitation spectrum obtained from
the infrared spectral response measurement shown in Figure 5.4, Y2 O3 is less efficient at
1547.6 nm.
The Y2 O3 and BaCl2 based samples show comparable slopes under the same excitation
wavelength, while IRUCG shows a steeper slope at its most efficient wavelength.
Compared to all other host materials, NaYF4 :Er3+ has the smallest slope, which is interesting since it shows also the lowest relative emission at 980 nm. The absolute figure
obtained for this sample is comparable to figures reported in literature. Shalav reports
1.5, 1.87, 1.55 and 3.0 for emission at 980, 810, 660 and 550 nm respectively [20]. Löper
reports slopes under excitation with comparable power to that used in these experiments
of 1.55 (980 nm), 2.43 (800 nm) and 2.39 (670 nm) [115]. The relation of the emission
intensities at the different wavelengths is comparable with the values obtained within this
thesis. At higher powers the slope is found by Löper to decrease for all wavelengths.
As already discussed for barium chloride based hosts, the slope can be calculated from the
theory developed by Pollnau. In the calculations in Section 4.3.2 it was shown that only
the cases of (i) small influence of up-conversion and (ii) large influence of up-conversion
with excited state absorption (ESA) as the dominant up-conversion mechanism and small
absorption of pump power are close to the results experimentally found in this thesis.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of power dependent measurements of the intensity emitted by
the up-converter in terms of the short circuit current ISC of the solar cell for the different
host materials. The BaCl2 based up-converters are represented by sample J4.
For these two cases the calculated slopes are given in Table 5.2. The fraction of photons
emitted as a result of a 2 photon process depends on the interpretation of the emission
at 806 nm, since it can be considered to be the result of both, a 2 photon process or a 3
photon process. Taking the 806 nm emission as result of a 2 photon process (3 photon
process) leads to fraction f2 (f3) of a 2 photon process, using the results of the photoluminescence measurements described in Section 4.4 for BaCl2 :Er3+ and Section 5.3 for the
other up-converters.

Up-converter

λexc

NaYF4 :Er3+ (20%) 1522 nm 1.56
IRUCG
1508 nm 1.86
3+
Y2 O3 :Er (5%)
1535.5 nm 1.71
Y2 O3 :Er3+ (5%)
1547 nm 1.62
3+
BaCl2 :Er (25%) 1535.5 nm 1.7

Slope
±
±
±
±
±

f2

s2

f3

s3

0.02 0.77 2.10 0.62 2.19
0.05 0.95 2.02 0.92 2.03
0.02 0.73 2.12 0.72 2.13
0.02
0.05 0.86 2.06 0.75 2.11

Table 5.2: Slopes obtained from the double logarithmic depiction of the intensity emitted
by the up-converter (in terms of ISC of the solar cell) versus input power at the optimum
excitation wavelength λexc . For comparison the slopes calculated for two interpretations
of the 806 nm emission are given. First, as a 2 photon up-conversion process (then a
fraction f2 of all photons are emitted due to a 2 photon process) leading to slope s2 and
second, as a 3 photon process, then a fraction f3 of all photons are emitted in a 2 photon
process and the resulting slope is s3.
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5.3

Photoluminescence Measurements on
NaYF4:Er3+, IRUCG and Y2O3:Er3+

The spectra were taken under excitation at the wavelength, where the particular upconverter shows the highest efficiency, with an excitation intensity of 3 mW. The photoluminescence spectra of the different up-converters are shown in Figure 5.6. The characteristic emission expected for trivalent erbium was obtained in all samples. The spectra of
the up-converters differ in the intensity of the emissions by orders of magnitude as well as
in the relation between the emissions from the different levels. The relation between the
integrated emissions for the different up-converters relative to NaYF4 :Er3+ (set to 100)
are given in Table 5.3, as well as the relations between the emission from the different
levels for each up-converter.
Under excitation at 1523 nm, NaYF4 :Er3+ shows an up-conversion efficiency which is
two orders of magnitude higher than the emission of the other up-converters. Although
IRUCG has very similar properties to the NaYF4 based sample, it shows the lowest integrated emission of all up-converters.
For all samples the emission from 4 F9/2 is much stronger than from 4 I9/2 . As explained
in Section 4.4, this was not the case for the BaCl2 based samples (except J4). This is
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Figure 5.6: Photoluminescence spectra the different up-converters under excitation at
the wavelength, where the observed up-converter shows maximum response (1523 nm for
NaYF4 :Er3+ and IRUCG, 1535.5 nm for BaCl2 :Er3+ and Y2 O3 :Er3+ ). The excitation
power was 3 mW in all cases.

5.3. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE ON NaYF4 :Er3+ , IRUCG AND Y2 O3 :Er3+

Upconverter
NaYF4 :Er3+ (20%)
IRUCG
Y2 O3 :Er3+ (5%)
BaCl2 :Er3+ (25%)(J4)

Excitation
wavelength
1523
1523
1535
1535

nm
nm
nm
nm

Integrated
emission
100
1.1
5.3
1.4
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Emission from
4

I11/2

62.3
92.3
71.6
74.6

4

I9/2

14.8
3.0
1.2
11.1

4

F9/2

21.8
4.4
26.2
14.1

2

H11/2 &
4
S3/2
1.1
0.3
0.6
-

Table 5.3: Results of the photoluminescence measurements. The integrated emission from
all levels (except from 4 I13/2 , which is not detectable and can therefore not be included)
is given relative to NaYF4 :Er3+ (set to 100). The integrated emission from each energy
level is given relative to the whole emission for each up-converter.
extreme for Y2 O3 :Er3+ , where compared to the percentage of emitted photons of 26.2%
from level 4 F9/2 relative to the whole emission1 a nearly undetectable emission from 4 I9/2
was found.
As already discussed in Section 4.4, this can be explained by a reduced population of 4 I9/2
in favor of population of 4 F9/2 (after absorption or cross excitation) and 4 I11/2 (after fast
non-radiative relaxation).

1
Due to the limited range of the detector, the re-emission from 4 I13/2 was not detectable. Therefore
the term “whole emission” refers to the sum of the emission between 500 and 1050 nm.
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5.4

Absorption Properties of NaYF4:Er3+, IRUCG
and Y2O3:Er3+

For all up-converters, the absorption properties have been measured using a Cary 5e
spectrophotometer.
In Figure 5.7 the comparison of the absorption and excitation spectrum of the different
up-converter is shown. For NaYF4 :Er3+ and IRUCG both spectra agree very well, which
leads to the conclusion that nearly all absorbed photons can in principle contribute to the
up-conversion process.
For Y2 O3 :Er3+ the main features, the two peaks at 1535.5 and 1547.5 nm, are present
with a few additional absorption peaks. BaCl2 :Er3+ is the only sample that shows such a
marked discrepancy between absorption and excitation spectra.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of absorption and excitation spectra. For NaYF4 :Er3+ , IRUCG
and Y2 O3 :Er3+ both spectra agree very well. BaCl2 :Er3+ shows a much broader absorption
spectrum compared to the excitation spectrum.
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Comparison of the Results and Calculation
of the LQE

To characterize the up-converter, a luminescent quantum efficiency (LQE) of the upconverter can be determined as proposed by Shalav [20]. This is very similar to the
calculation of the internal quantum efficiency from the external quantum efficiency for
solar cells, where the optical losses are eliminated to focus only on the internal - the
electrical - losses of the solar cell.
The luminescent quantum efficiency is determined to be the reciprocal of the number of
absorbed infrared photons, which are necessary to give one emitted (up-converted) photon [20]. The LQE is therefore limited to 50% in case of ideal 2 photon up-conversion.
Lower values of the LQE are caused by (i) up-conversion processes of higher order, (ii)
absorption without contribution to the up-conversion process (as was found to be the
case for BaCl2 as host material), (iii) non-radiative relaxation of excited levels within the
erbium ion and (iv) competitive processes such as concentration quenching.
The LQE can be calculated from the EQE, as determined by infrared spectral response
measurements, by eliminating the influence of the optical and electrical losses of the solar
cell. These losses are:
• L1 : optical losses of the excitation light (1500 nm), including reflection at the front
side of the cell and the interface between up-converter and solar cell, estimated to
be 38% for the solar cell used in this thesis;
• L2 : reflection losses of the photons emitted by the up-converter at 980 nm;
• L3 : influence of the limited internal quantum efficiency of the solar cell, which was
determined to be about 81% at 980 nm, but changing within the emission range
of the up-converter between 70 and 81%. Using the external quantum efficiency
(EQE ≈ 71% at 980 nm, ranging from 55% to 72% between 1030 and 950 nm), also
the reflection losses L3 of the 980 nm photons are included.
LQE =

EQE
(1 − L1 )(1 − L2 )(1 − L3 )

(5.1)

Since all the losses are independent of the up-converter, for all up-converters it can be
stated that:
LQE = 4.5 EQE

(5.2)

In Table 5.4 the relation between the integrated external quantum efficiencies, photoluminescence emission intensities and the calculated luminescent quantum efficiencies are
listed.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - OTHER Er3+ -DOPED UP-CONVERTERS

Summary of Chapter 5

Three different up-converters, consisting of the erbium doped host materials NaYF4 ,
IRUCG and Y2 O3 , were applied to silicon solar cells and the spectral response under
excitation in a wavelength range beyond the absorption range of silicon was measured.
The different up-converters were characterized using photoluminescence and absorption
measurements. These measurements have been compared to the results obtained for
BaCl2 :Er3+ .
From these investigations it followed, that NaYF4 is the most efficient up-converter host
material with a peak external quantum efficiency of 0.3%. In terms of integrated external quantum efficiencies (in addition to the peak efficiency, this includes the influence of
the broadness of the excitation range) NaYF4 is 4200 times more efficient than barium
chloride based up-converters.
The results of the comparison disagrees with the assumption, that fluoride host materials have disadvantageous vibronic properties compared to chloride host materials. It
is very likely that NaYF4 has a comparably low phonon energy compared to other fluorides and therefore such a high up-conversion efficiency, while the barium chloride based
up-converter samples prepared within this thesis showed reduced up-conversion efficiency
due to hygroscopy.

Up-converter

Peak
EQE
in %

NaYF4 :Er3+ (20%)
0.3
IRUCG
0.006
Y2 O3 :Er3+ (5%)
0.008
3+
BaCl2 :Er (25%) 3×10−4

Relative
Relative
Luminescent
integrated integrated
quantum
EQE
PL emission efficiency[%]
4200
74
6 (9)
1

100
1.1
5.3
1.4

1.35
0.027
0.036
1.35×10−3

Table 5.4: Results of the spectral response measurements in terms of peak external quantum efficiency and integrated external quantum efficiency relative to BaCl2 :Er3+ . Also
the integrated photoluminescence emission under excitation at the maximum response
are given relative to the most efficient sample (NaYF4 :Er3+ ). The calculated luminescent
quantum efficiencies are also given.

Summary
Within this thesis erbium-doped up-converters have been characterized and applied to
silicon solar cells.
An up-converter absorbs at least two low energy photons and converts them to one high
energy photon and therefore, when applied to the rear of a bifacial solar cell, may lead
to a spectral response beyond the absorption range of the solar cell. Within this thesis,
this has been demonstrated using four different kinds of erbium doped host materials as
up-converters. The host materials investigated were barium chloride (BaCl2 ), yttrium
oxide (Y2 O3 ), sodium yttrium fluoride (NaYF4 ) and a commercial up-conversion powder
(IRUCG), also consisting of sodium yttrium fluoride, but co-doped with ytterbium and
erbium. Barium chloride and yttrium oxide based up-converters have been applied for
the first time to solar cells.
For conventional solar cells the transmission properties in the excitation wavelength range
of the up-converter are irrelevant. In contrast, for the application of up-converters these
are of central importance. A bifacial cell design was developed based on the requirements
of the up-converters. From theoretical calculations aiming at maximum benefit from the
up-converter it was concluded that a texture (as used in conventional cell designs) is
detrimental, but also an adjustment of an antireflection coating thickness only to the
up-converter results in unacceptably high losses in cell performance.
Therefore, as a compromise, high efficiency bifacial silicon solar cells were processed without surface texturing and with a conventional antireflection coating. In this way the
transmission within the excitation range of the up-converter was enhanced from 2% for
bifacial cell to about 61%, while maintaining sufficient cell performance. The best cells
had efficiencies of 17.1% and 14.1% under front and rear side illumination. Beside the
characterization of the optical properties, the electrical and passivation properties of the
solar cells were determined. Lifetime measurements revealed excellent passivation properties. From I-V measurements it was concluded that cell performance could be enhanced
by reducing the series resistance with improved metallization.
In spectral response measurements on the silicon solar cell with up-converters, the most
efficient up-converter was found to be NaYF4 :Er3+ with an external quantum efficiency
of up to 0.3% under excitation at 1522 nm with about 3 mW.
A set of barium chloride based samples with varying erbium content was prepared and
the best response was obtained for a doping concentration of 35 mol% erbium. When
applied to a silicon solar cell, a maximum external quantum efficiency of 3.6×10−4 % at
1535.5 nm was reached.
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For the up-converters Y2 O3 :Er3+ and IRUCG maximum peak efficiencies of 0.008% and
0.006% were obtained. The external quantum efficiency integrated over the whole excitation range of the up-converter is a better measure of the potential of an up-converter than
the peak quantum efficiency, since it contains, in addition to the information concerning
the peak efficiency, also the broadness of the excitation spectrum. For the up-converters
investigated within this thesis, the following relation for the integrated external quantum
efficiency was obtained:
NaYF4 :Er3+
4200

: IRUCG :
:
74
:

Y2 O3 :Er3+
9

: BaCl2 :Er3+
:
1

The chloride and oxide based up-converters showed both a lower peak efficiency and a
narrower excitation spectrum.
Including the knowledge of the optical and electrical losses in the solar cell, a luminescent
quantum efficiency can be formulated that includes only the efficiency of the up-converter
without the influence of the solar cell. For the solar cell used in the experiments in this
thesis, the luminescent quantum efficiency of the up-converter is about 4.5 times the measured external quantum efficiency.
A possible explanation of the surprisingly low performance of barium chloride as host material is the property of barium chloride to attract water molecules from the surroundings
(hygroscopy). Between 1400 and 1600 nm, and therefore within the excitation wavelength
range of the up-converter, a parasitic absorption was observed in samples that were exposed to surrounding air, and this absorption could be reduced after a temperature treatment. It was possible to assign this parasitic absorption to vibrations of water molecules.
This parasitic absorption very likely detaches photons from the up-conversion process and
therefore lowers the up-conversion efficiency. Additionally, high energy phonons provided
by the water molecules might foster detrimental non-relaxation processes. The detrimental effects of the hygroscopic property of barium chloride can in principle be prevented by
a moisture tight sealing, so that the potential of barium chloride as a low phonon energy
host material might be exploited.
A comparison of the results of all characterizations of the barium chloride samples revealed two distinct groups of barium chloride samples. This grouping was consistent
throughout all measurements, which is of particular interest for the X-ray results. It is
very likely that the two groups of samples differ in crystal structure by the presence or
absence of a certain crystal phase. Therefore, a further investigation of the dependency
of the up-conversion properties of BaCl2 as a host material on the crystal structure are
very promising regarding an improvement of the performance.
The fact that NaYF4 :Er3+ shows by far the highest up-conversion efficiency and stability
against moisture makes it at this stage the most suitable up-converter for the application
to solar cells.
From the results of the spectral response measurements as well as from theoretical estimations including realistic assumptions for erbium-doped up-converters, it follows that
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no substantial increase in solar cell efficiency can be expected at this stage due to the application of an up-converter. The efficiency enhancement is mainly limited by the narrow
excitation range of the up-converters, which restrains the amount of accessible photons.
A possible way to overcome this limitation is to include a material that shifts the photons
with energy between the silicon band gap and the up-converter excitation range into the
up-converter excitation range using photoluminescence.
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Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden verschiedene Erbium-dotierte Aufkonverter auf Siliziumsolarzellen appliziert und charakterisiert.
Aufkonversion ist die Emission eines hochenergetischen Photons infolge der Absorption
mindestens zweier niedrigenergetischer Photonen und kann daher, in Form einer Schicht
auf der Rückseite einer beidseitig lichtempfindlichen Solarzelle, zu einer spektralen Antwort in einem sonst von der Solarzelle nicht nutzbaren Wellenlängenbereich führen. In
dieser Arbeit wurde dieser Effekt an vier verschiedenen Erbium-dotierten Wirtsmaterialien
untersucht: Bariumchlorid (BaCl2 ), Yttriumoxid (Y2 O3 ), Natriumyttriumfluorid (NaYF4 )
und an dem kommerziellen Aufkonverter (IRUCG), der aus mit Erbium und Ytterbium codotiertem Natriumyttriumfluorid besteht. Erbium-dotiertes Bariumchlorid und Yttriumoxid wurden erstmals auf Solarzellen appliziert.
Für konventionelle Solarzellen sind die Transmissionseigenschaften im Anregungswellenlängenbereich des Aufkonverters irrelevant, für die Applikation eines Aufkonverters jedoch
von zentraler Bedeutung. Um den Anforderungen des Aufkonverters gerecht zu werden,
wurde ein Design für beidseitig lichtempfindliche kristalline Siliziumsolarzellen zur Applikation der Aufkonverter entwickelt. Auf der Basis theoretischer Berechnungen zur
optimalen Ausnutzung des Aufkonverters folgte, dass eine für herkömmliche Zellkonzepte
übliche Texturierung der Applikation von Aufkonvertern abträglich ist, aber andererseits
eine Anpassung der optischen Zelleigenschaften ausschließlich auf den Aufkonverter die
Gesamtzelleffizienz zu stark herabsetzt.
In der Realisierung des Zellkonzepts wurde daher als Kompromiss auf eine Textur verzichtet und eine konventionelle Antireflexschichtdicke gewählt. Dadurch konnte unter
Beibehaltung einer guten Gesamtzellleistung die Transmission im Bereich der Anregungswellenlänge des Aufkonverters von dem für konventionelle Zellen typischen Wert von
2% auf über 61% angehoben werden. Mit der besten Zelle wurde ein Wirkungsgrad
von 17,1% bzw. 14,1% bei vorder- bzw. rückseitiger Beleuchtung erreicht. Neben der
Charakterisierung der Zellen bezüglich ihrer optischen Eigenschaften wurden auch die
elektrischen Eigenschaften und der Einfluss der Passivierung auf die Zelleigenschaften
bestimmt. Aus Lebensdauermessungen folgte, dass die Zellen sehr gute Passivierungseigenschaften aufweisen. Verbessungen sind bezüglich des Serienwiderstandes der Zellen
möglich.
In der Untersuchung der spektralen Antwort der mit dem Aufkonverter versehenen Siliziumsolarzelle ergab sich Erbium-dotiertes Natriumyttriumfluorid mit einer externen
Quanteneffizienz von 0,3% unter Anregung bei 1522 nm mit 3 mW Laserleistung als der
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mit Abstand effizienteste Aufkonverter.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden auf Bariumchlorid basierende Aufkonverter mit verschiedenem Erbiumgehalt hergestellt. Die höchste externe Quantenausbeute von
3,6×10−4 % unter Anregung bei 1535,5 nm und 3 mW wurde für eine Erbiumkonzentration von etwa 35 mol% gemessen.
Die maximalen externen Quanteneffizienzen der Aufkonverter Y2 O3 :Er3+ und IRUCG
betrugen jeweils 0,008% bzw. 0,006%. Ein Vergleich der über das gesamte Anregungsspektrum integrierten externen Quanteneffizienz stellt gegenüber der maximalen Quanteneffizienz eine bessere Größe zur Charakterisierung des Aufkonverters dar, da neben der
maximalen spektralen Antwort auch die Breite des Anregungsspektrums eingeht. Für die
im Rahmen dieser Arbeit untersuchten Aufkonverter ergab sich folgendes Verhältnis der
integrierten externen Quanteneffizienzen:
NaYF4 :Er3+
4200

: IRUCG :
:
74
:

Y2 O3 :Er3+
9

: BaCl2 :Er3+
:
1

Dieses Verhältnis ist neben der maximalen spektralen Antwort vor allem durch den besonders schmalen Anregungsbereich der chlorid- und oxidbasierten Aufkonverter verursacht.
Bringt man die Kenntnisse über die optischen und elektrischen Verluste in der Solarzelle
ein, so kann eine lumineszente Quanteneffizienz angegeben werde. Diese beinhaltet nur
die Effizienz des Aufkonverters, ist also von den Solarzelleneigenschaften bereinigt. Für
die in dieser Arbeit verwendete Solarzellen beträgt die lumineszente Quanteneffizienz etwa
4,5 mal die gemessene externe Quanteneffizienz.
Eine mögliche Erklärung für die überraschend geringe Quanteneffizienz der auf Bariumchlorid basierenden Aufkonverter ist die wasserbindende Eigenschaft des Wirtsmaterials
(Hygroskopie). Zwischen 1400 und 1600 nm, und damit im Anregungswellenlängenbereich der Aufkonverter, zeigte sich eine parasitäre Absorption wenn der Aufkonverter
der Umgebungsluftfeuchtigkeit ausgesetzt war, die sich durch Aufheizen der Probe deutlich reduzieren ließ. Diese parasitäre Absorption konnte Schwingungsmoden von Wassermolekülen zugeordnet werden. Es ist sehr wahrscheinlich, dass diese parasitäre Absorption dem Aufkonversionsprozess Photonen entzieht, was die Effizienz diesen Typs von
Aufkonvertern herabsetzt. Zusätzlich können die von den Wassermolekülen zur Verfügung
gestellten Phononen unerwünschte Relaxationspfade darstellen. Die negativen Folgen der
hygroskopischen Eigenschaft von BaCl2 als Wirtsmaterial können prinzipiell durch ein
feuchtigkeitsdichten Abschluss verhindert werden, wodurch das Potential von Bariumchlorid als Wirtsmaterial ausgenutzt werden kann.
Ein Vergleich der Ergebnisse aller Messungen an den verschieden dotierten auf Bariumchlorid basierenden Aufkonvertern zeigte eine für alle Charakterisierungsarten konsistente Unterscheidung der Proben in zwei Gruppen. Inbesondere die Ergebnisse der
Röntgenbeugung lassen auf eine Unterscheidung nach der Qualität der Kristallstruktur oder nach An- bzw. Abwesenheit einer bestimmten Kristallphase schließen. Daher
sind weitergehende Untersuchungen der Abhängigkeit der Aufkonversionsprozesse von der
Kristallstruktur zur Erhöhung der Quanteneffizienz in Erbium-dotierten Bariumchlorid
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vielversprechend.
Aufgrund der hohen Quanteneffizienz und Stabilität von Erbium-dotiertem Natriumyttriumfluorid erweist sich dieses Material als am besten geeignet für die Applikation
auf Siliziumsolarzellen.
Auf der Basis sowohl der Ergebnisse der Messung der spektralen Antwort unter Anregung
im infraroten Wellenlängenbereich, als auch der theoretischen Abschätzungen bezüglich
des zu erwartenden Gewinns durch die Applikation eines Aufkonverters auf Siliziumsolarzellen unter Annahme realistischer Aufkonvertereigenschaften, ist zu diesem Zeitpunkt keine substantielle Wirkungsgradsteigerung durch die Applikation eines Aufkonverters zu erwarten. Das ist im Wesenlichen durch die sehr begrenzten spektralen Anregungsbereiche der Aufkonverter bedingt. Eine Möglichkeit, diese Limitierung zu entschärfen, ist mittels Photolumineszenz die Photonen, die sich energetisch zwischen der
Siliziumbandlückenenergie und dem Anregungsbereich des Aufkonverters befinden, in
diesen zu schieben und damit dem Aufkonversionsprozess mehr Photonen zur Verfügung
zu stellen.
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Appendix A
Experimental Details
A.1

Infrared Spectral Response Measurements Experimental Setup

Infrared spectral response measurements were performed with a setup provided by Avi
Shalav at the University of New South Wales (UNSW). As light sources two Santec TSL210 lasers with different wavelength ranges (1410-1520 and 1510-1590 nm) were used.
Each beam has an elliptical gaussian profile with a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 0.28 mm in one and 0.35 mm in the other direction, which leads to an area of 0.08 mm2
at half maximum.
The photon flux emitted by the light source was measured with a germanium detector,
so that the calculation of the external quantum efficiencies was possible.
In most of the experiments the excitation power was 3 mW. To obtain the same intensity
within the narrow wavelength range, a concentration of 1×106 suns would be necessary.
Beside the detailed description of the setup and the laser properties, also the calculation
of the number of suns corresponding to a certain power can be found in [20].

A.1.1

Influence of the Binding of the Powder Shaped Samples

The up-converters were in powder form, so that a binding to compact samples was necessary. Several kinds of binders were tested concerning their optical and handling properties.
Both high transparency and advantages in handling was found for Zapon lacquer. This
resin consists of cellulose nitrate dissolved in amyl acetate. Due to its transparency over
a wide range of wavelengths and its hardness after drying it was widely used as coating
varnish [160]. A disadvantage for the use as varnish and adhesive is the aging, appearing
in a yellowish color. For the binding of erbium-doped up-converters this is not relevant,
since at the affected wavelength ranges the up-converter is neither absorbing nor emitting.
Zapon lacquer contains a high content of volatile organics. After drying of the lacquer it
was experimentally found that about 85 weight% of the material evaporates. To achieve
a sufficient hardness of the up-converter-sample about 40 weight% of the liquid binder
relative to the weight of the pure up-converter powder was necessary. Therefore, after
drying, an up-converter sample contains less than 6 weight% of binder material.
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A.1.2

Mapping

The spectral response was found to vary depending on the position of the laser beam on
the sample as a result of two effects:
• Between the up-converter and the rear of the solar cell a refractive oil (refractive
index of about 1.5) was used to ensure good optical contact. Due to unevenness of
the samples, the optical contact varied over the device;
• The diameter of the laser beam (about 0.8 mm) is in the same range as the distance
of the fingers of the solar cell. To minimize the reflection by the metallization, the
laser beam had to be placed exactly between the fingers.
To minimize the negative influence of these effects on the measurement, for each sample
a mapping procedure was performed. An example is shown in Figure A.1. NaYF4 :Er3+
was applied to the rear of cell 7ac. Then line scans of the short circuit current, ISC , on the
cell perpendicular to the fingers were performed. A periodic change of the signal due to
the front side metallization is observed1 . In the first scan (filled squares), ISC increases in
the center of the sample. In a second scan (open circles), performed without changing the
setup on a different position of the sample, a nearly constant low response over a distance
of 6 mm has been observed, which increases at the edge of the sample. This illustrates the
influence of the flatness of the sample on the optical contact and therefore the measured
ISC .
For each up-converter sample attached to the solar cell a mapping was performed. The
spectra discussed in the experimental part of this thesis were taken at the positions where
the maximum response was obtained.
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Figure A.1: Line scans perpendicular to the fingers of the solar cell with NaYF4 :Er3+ (20%)
attached to the rear. The periodic change is due to the shading by the fingers (distance
between the fingers is 0.8 mm, the same as the diameter of the laser beam). Additionally
to the influence of the shading by the metallization, variations of the ISC as a result of
different optical contact between the up-converter and the solar cell are obtained.
1

The rear side metallization is parallel to the front side metallization.
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Photoluminescence Measurements

The photoluminescence measurements were performed using a setup provided by Torsten
Trupke at the University of New South Wales (UNSW). The samples (bound as described
in Section A.1.1) were illuminated with two Santec TSL-210 lasers with different wavelength ranges (1410-1520 and 1510-1590 nm) and the emitted light was focused by a lens
and went through a monochromator leading to the detector (LARRY Si CCD array).
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Appendix B
The Localized Up-Converter
Application (LUCA) - Design
Up to now the focus of the adaption of the cell design to the up-converter included the
antireflection coating on the front as well as the rear side under the assumption of a planar
layer of the up-converter on the rear. In the cell design with a uniform up-converter layer
on the rear, the up-converter is shaded by the metallized area of the rear contact. When
applying the up-converter only locally and using the metallized area as a reflector, these
losses can be avoided. Simultaneously, the metallization covers the up-converter, which
is an moisture tight cover to prevent the negative effects of hygroscopy, which was found
to be a problem using BaCl2 as up-converter host material (see Section 4.5). A schematic
drawing of the design is shown in Figure B.1.

bifacial solar
cell

huc

up-converter
metallization

b
b

Figure B.1: Cell concept with localized application of the up-converter. The improvement
of the proposed design lies in the optical concentration due to an angle of the slant of
larger than 45 degrees to the vertical and the avoidance of shading of the up-converter
due to the metallization. The negative effect of hygroscopy of the host material BaCl2
is easily prevented by the compact and moisture tight arrangement of the up-converter.
The relevant figures to characterize the concept are given in the drawing on the right.
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B. LOCALIZED UP-CONVERTER APPLICATION (LUCA)
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Figure B.2: The fraction of photons reaching the up-converter dependent on the angle of
the slant for huc = b. Including the cot β - behaviour of the geometrical concentration
the resulting concentration reaches 1 at an angle of 30◦ .
The area surrounding the up-converter groove is slanted with an angle and metallized
and therefore acts as a mirror. Light entering from the front surface either reaches the
up-converter directly or is reflected by the metallized area. If the angle of the groove is
larger than 45◦ , a geometrical concentration of the incoming light is possible. Assuming a
perfect Lambertian reflector on the rear allows an investigation of the rear structure independent of the front surface, since the reflection characteristics of a Lambertian reflector
are independent of the angle of the incoming light. The magnitude of the geometric concentration is the relation between the photons impinging on the up-converter (depth huc )
and the projection of the slant on the horizontal. The fraction of photons reaching the
groove filled with up-converter is given by integrating the cos-distribution of reflection up
to the angle, which is defined as the angle between the slant direction and the connection
between reflection point and upper end of the up-converter. This fraction of photons
reaching the up-converter relative to all photons reflected by the slant is shown in Figure
B.2 dependent on the angle β for an equal depth of the up-converter groove relative to
the depth of the V-groove.

B.1

Geometric Concentration

As expected the fraction of photons reaching the up-converter is increasing with decreasing β. As can be seen in Figure B.3 for deeper up-converter grooves than the V-groove
depth (huc /b > 1) the fraction of photons reaching the up-converter is slightly enhanced.
The resulting concentration is given by multiplying this fraction with cot β. A concentration occurs for angles smaller than 30◦ . A shallow V-groove with about 20◦ leads to
a geometrical concentration of 2. In this discussion, it is not considered, that portions of
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Figure B.3: Resulting concentration for different relations between the depth of the upconverter groove huc and the depth of the V-groove dependent on the slant angle. Deeper
grooves for the up-converter enhance the concentration only slightly.
the photons not impinging after this first reflection on the slant are partly re-reflected by
the front surface and might contribute to further reflections. Solar cells with structured
surfaces very similar to this concept were realized by Terheiden [161]. The grooves were
processed using appropriately shaped dicing blades. The effects of the structuring of the
surface on the electrical properties of the solar cell as for example the enhancement of the
area of the rear and possible contacting schemes (as for example point contacts) are also
described in [161].

B.2

Concentration within the Up-converter

A further positive effect occurs, when the dimensions of the up-converter groove are in
the range of the inverse absorption coefficient of the up-converter. This is illustrated in
Figure B.4.
It is assumed that light is reaching the up-converter from left and right and is absorbed
following the Lambert Beer Law. The intensity within the up-converter groove is then
the sum of both illuminations. In the middle of the groove the maximum concentration
of 2 is reached, while the magnitude at other distances from the groove surface depends
on the absorption coefficient α and the thickness tuc of the groove. In Figure B.4 the
concentration (sum of both intensities relative to the illumination only from one side) for
different products of α×tuc is shown. The detrimental effect of a high product α×tuc is
an enhanced transmission through the up-converter layer. The corresponding transmissions are also given in Figure B.4. It should be mentioned that the transmitted light is
not necessarily lost, the transmitted photons partly contribute after re-reflection at the
adjacent slant. Additionally to this concentration, also light entering directly from the
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B. LOCALIZED UP-CONVERTER APPLICATION (LUCA)

Figure B.4: Relative intensity within the up-converter groove (width tuc ) under illumination from left and right (as drawn schematically on the right). The intensity adds within
the up-converter, which leads to a concentration of factor two in the middle of the groove.
The decrease of the concentration aside from the middle depends on the product of the
absorption coefficient α and the width tuc . High concentrations have the detrimental
effect of high transmission.
front surface of the solar cell (Itop in Figure B.4) contributes as long as the depth of the
up-converter groove is in the range of the inverse absorption coefficient. Then also the
reflection at the metal covering the rear of the up-converter enhances the concentration.
For BaCl2 :Er3+ the exact figure of the absorption coefficient is not reported in literature.
The absorption coefficient of NaYF4 :Er3+ amounts to about 3.5 cm−1 at about 1520 nm
[20]. A groove of 1 mm width would correspond to a concentration close to the solid line
in Figure B.4, but also lead to a transmission of 70%.
Together with the optical confinement when having a slant angle of 20◦ (geometrical confinement of 2), this leads to a resulting concentration factor of up to 4 in the up-converter.
Assuming a quadratic dependency of the up-conversion emission intensity on the input
power, this would lead to 16 times the efficiency compared to a non-focused light (planar
up-converter application), without regarding the shading losses in the planar design. This
idea can be extended by applying the up-converter in holes instead of grooves. For this
concept the structuring of the surrounding of the holes in cone-shape is necessary, which
is very difficult to realize. But beside cone-shape also pyramid-shaped pits are expected
to enhance the optical concentration.
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